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A special to The Journal from Augusta
last week gave the news of the recommitment in the Senate of the resolve for an
appropriation of $3,000 yearly for the years
1005-6 for the Waldo County General Hospital to the committee on appropriations
and financial affairs by a vote of 17 to 11.
This result was attained after a lively debate. We give the plea of Senator Morse
in full from the official report in the Kennebec Journal:
Mr. Morse of Waldo. Mr. President, we
went quite thorougly over ttiis matter last
Friday, and you will remember, perhaps,
that 1 attached no blame to this committee.
1 feel exactly the same today. I feel that if
there is any blame to be attached to anyone
it is to the citizens of Waldo county. I
have great respect for the members of this
Senate and had there been any other way
out of this dilemma except to table this
motion, I should gladly have resorted to it;
but feeling as 1 did and knowing the feeling that existed throughout the county to
which 1 belong, I felt that justice could
only be done by stay ing the proceedings for
a time until our people could he made fully
aware of the situation and then let them be
here,
it was arranged that we should
have some gentleman of the legal profession come here and present the case. Hon.
R. F. Dunton was chosen.
He was unavoidably detained and could not come. You
Mr.
know,
President, that sometimes in the
matter of the presentation of a case if it is
properly done it carries weight with it. We
know it, gentlemen.
Now, then, some of
you may have noticed in a Portland paper
some comments on this particular matter,
that this committee on appropriations and
financial affairs have made up their minds
to turn down every new applicant that appeared here. Now I dislike very much for
any paper to come forth with stich a statement as that, because I do not believe, as
the senator from Aroostook has said, that
they intend to do such a thing as that.
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I!"we died suddenly at
in Rumford Falls Sun:; li.
Mr. Rowe was born
Hie greater part of bis
He was a member of
•li of America, and by
life gained the high
whum he came in conMrs. Susie Philbrick of
Kumford Falls Monday
ied in lielfast with the

dnesday evening

train.

Mrs. Susie Philbrick
Sadie Gray of Relfast,
W arren Rowe of Brewer
of Freeport.
Funeral
at the home of Mr. J. G.
iteruoon, and the burial
ui in Grove cemetery.
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this morning, for only
yesterday they took up one of these new
institutions and they gave it $15,000 for the
next two years.
1 am heartily in accord
aham died Dec. 28th at with the movement. I would have voted
for it if it had been $25,000, the same as
uents, Ueo. A. and Besthey called for. 1 believe in the State’s
i, Knox, after a painful
money being appropriated for such purM-eks with typhoid fever. poses as will go to supply the wants of the
ears.
The funeral was people of our State, and, gentlemen, that is
what we are here for. Now, just a word
liurch and was largely about this
hospital—this sanitarium is just
iinphrey Small conduet- about the age of our hospital. It has been
here was singing by the running about two months. They have had
12 patients.
I am informed that they have
Academy. She was the had more than that in our Waldo county
of two, John W. being hospital, but let me say this to you, gentlehe class of ’06 at Freedom men : On account of that hospital being in
the city of Belfast where it was—it has been
uik very gratifying to her running
only two months—we have reached
I a beautiful life and had out that aid to one man that leaves him on
top of tlie earth today, and he would have
was shown by the beaubeen under the sod if lie had been obliged
-s at her funeral.
She to have been
transported to Portland for an
m d in her home and by
operation, lie would have been dead in 24
and especially by her hours. lie could not have reached Portland.
So much for that.
Two of my neighbors
unily have the heartfelt are there today, for surgical
operations.
: re community.—V. J. c.
Now, we have 26 towns in the county, and
I doubt not that in a year, or in a lewr years
M.tchell died at his resi- from this time, when they come here,"they
Mass., Feb. 2d. Mr. will show you that they have supplied
wants and demands of tlie citizens of that
Newcastle, Me., in county and the surroundings in a measure
with his parents when that you will feel that you should have been
viioud, Me. W hen 12 i liberal at this time. We only ask for $3,000
for this year, and $3,000 for
leak of the civil war, I appropriation
next, Is it worthyIs it a worthy object ?
he front and he made ! Is it right that they should give our citizens
|
'iiber of tears with his i an opportunity where they can undergo an
at once and within tlie reach of
i Mrs. Meuel Bickford, i operation
their friends?
1 think so. We have as I
Bickering of Rich- j
and more surgeons there than any
mi s lie was proprietor I good,
j
can
boast
in tli- State of Maine. j
of
the leading lintel of city
Their services are free. Who is going to j
He was also clerk
get anything out of this appropriation exmailt years of the Tem!
N>>. l. He was one cept tlie sick and tlie afflicted? Tlie nurses
must he paid,
’idle running expenses must ;
i> of Richmond Lodge,
i
He was one of the; he paid. Tlie citizens of the city have a:iversalist church and j ready bought this Hume and practically I
for
it and equipped it too in nice, run- j
paid
ill 1801 lie sold his j
t
patients, 1
ml and bought
the ning shape, ready to receive
and their hands have so recently been
ast, Me, 1 n the fall of j readied down into their
pockets by subHaverhill. He engaged
until the summer of ! scription that they fed that this is "an in- |
health compelled him to stitutiou such that they may weil look to j
tlie State for some aid and support. Let us
For two years lie
make a few comparisons, ii you p.ease, !
u.-rer from that dread |
here. Let us see what tlie State has been 1
Mr. Mitchell was a
lor in tne pa>t.
lio you
tli and strict integrity, j expending money
know, gentlemen, lmw much we have paid
tiring disposition, he out
for the cattle commission of this State i
ople outside his busi- for the last two
years? $27,000 for diseased I
he was true to his
cattle.
Are they of more consequence than
tin enjoyed his intimate
the diseases of the human family? Does i
luted Iris worth.
He
any man here regret that we have paid out
ir loss an aged mother,
for that purpose ? 1 think the ap-j
Lotta M., one sister, $27,000
is too small, gentlemen, f think j
of ltowdoinham, Me., propriation
it ought to be more. I will vote for more,
Edward M. Mitchell of
member of this Senate who saw the
Any
vices were held at his
exhibition down on the table the other
j
inlay. Interment was at will vote with me, who noted when the day
diseased lungs were brought in and exposed
there on the table.
died at his home, 84
l)o we want to be protected from this ter-!
l.ynn, Mass., Feb. 4th. rible disease of tuberculosis? Do we want i
•.s
ago he contracted a men that are competent to look after the infi finally developed into terests of the State in that direction? Cerfour days before his tainly we do. Then let us vote the money.
n un
in Islesboro, Maine, We will insure every citizen of the State'a
1 went to Lynn about 25 just protection against those
contagious diswas a painter and paper eases.
Gentlemen, what I ask is simply
and was well known in | this:
That this matter may be recomw as an aetive member of
| mitted to this committee, that they maylie leaves a widow, Mrs. have a fuller and fairer hearing, that the
and four children, Frank citizens of Belfast who are interested ju
o- L. and Kuth E. Seavey.
this matter may have an opportunity to he
heard and i say to you that petitions have
come in, not only from Waldo county, hut
t niton, wife of Supt. Win.
Malden, Mass division from other sections of the State, praying
Northern Railroad, passed for this hospital. Do you suppose they are
tier home in Maplewood in earnest in this? Do you suppose they
illness, in the 4fith year are honest about it ? Do you suppose anydeceased was a native of body expects to reap any financial aid from
Not at all. It is an
ini was the daughter of this appropriation?
hlwcll Ilrinkwater, She act ill line with all these other appropriations for our hospitals and for the in: pie wood many years and
husband, son and daugli- sane asylums and for all these institutions
which go to benefit and purify our State.
mi was a member of the
lurch and ladies’ society Gentlemen, I hope that you will take the
id was widely respected view of this matter that 1 do, and while I
do not consider it any injustice to this comlarge circle of friends.
mittee, at all, I think the blame is wholly
upon ourselves and not upon this committ.PP
I uftiilt) ho (Tliw) fat liavo it nlacot]
Leamler
a
re■nth,
Gray,
ape Rozier, dropped dead there. I would be very glad if you could
ne while
see
this matter as I do, from the few recoming from his
lie leaves a wife, two marks I have made, and feel the interest
that 1 feel, and if you do, I am certain that
ter to mourn their loss. A
lore his death he attended you will vote with me to recommit this matlunch, of which he was a ter for a second hearing.
•ke words of brotherly love
Senator Staples of Knox (Democrat) ably
to be remembered by his
seconded Senator Morse in demanding a
neral services were held at
1st, conducted by the pas- further hearing on this matter. The yea
arter.
and nay vote was as follows:
Brown,
Clark,
Yea—Ayer, Bartlett,

charter authorizing the Penobscot Chemical
Fibre Co. to make, generate, use, transmil
and sell electricity. The act provides that
the company may serve Bucksport, Orland,

of Penobscot it shall not be sold in uuits of
less than 25 horsepower, not to be used for
electric lighting or street railway purposes.
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In the House Tuesday remonstrances
against change of law relating to trustee
process were presented as follows:
By Mr. Poor of Belfast: Remonstrance
of Carle & Jones and 34 others of Belfast.
By Mr. Morton of Jackson: Remonstrance of A. H. Mayo and 17 others of
Monroe.
By Mr. Morton of Jackson: Remonstrance of T. I. Huxford and 18 others of

Brooks.

CHURCHES.

Rev. Win. Vaughan will preach at Poor’s
Mills next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., standard.

j

C'urtis, Furbish, Knowltbil, Mills, Morse,
PhiloOil, Plummer, Potter, Randall, Shack-

Knforeeinent.
ford, Staples and Stetson.
Sheriff Gilman
Nay—Allen, Bailey, Gardner, Heselton,
movement in enforcement
Irving, Owen, Pierce, Pike, Pututlm, Simpre he swore out warrants
9011, Sturgis.
I S of u. P.
liquor tax reAbsent—Shaw arid Tartre.
the
records
of
the
eolt'j
i 'i tsmouth. The warrants
In tile ItbUse Feb. 2d, on motion of Mr.
Tie police and the parties Poor <'f lielfast, the vote whereby the report
the
most
of
them be- bf the committee was
"nr.e,
accepted was recon'•■"0118. The following lyerfe
municipal court before sidered, and the resolve was recommitted to
Victor llarriROn ot Wash- the committee on appropriations and finaniving Densmoteof Haymar- cial affairs in concurrence with the Senate.
■
mael O. Cobbor of Exchange
Johneoh of Front street,
iti,
'•1
In this connection it is interesting to
of Uodgdon street and
*:il
nkins of Broad street.
note that at their meeting Feb. 1st the coms
ogwl with maintaining a lib
held hearings and
pleaded guilty and were mittee on appropriations
•< ,,
voted to report “ought to pass’’ on the folbonds for
before
appearance
All furnished bail.
lowing resolves: In favor of the Society
Sisters of Charity for the use of the Healy
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.
Asylum, Lewiston, 84000; in favor of the
Bar Harbor Hospital, 84000; in favor of a
1,1
'. ••lass of Bowdoin college has Temporary Home for Women and Children
■‘t!',,,. ,, ".cate the Class Bugle to Chief at Portland, 85000; in favor of Hospital of
'mviiio W. Fuller of the class of
te
the Society Sisters of Lewiston, $13,000,
in 1900; in favor of
I-awrence has offered to build $8000 in 1905 and $5000
‘"ii,
Bum a 00 building for Fairfield at a the Women’s Christian Temperance Union
'ban #14,000provided thecitihi ..
Department of Home for Homeless Chilm' He to
fulfill certain conditions,
fit; "' stood
dren, $1000.
that
one
of
the
conditions
■that,
feflj.j. ’"‘"able lot shall be provided. The
In the Honse Feb. 1st Mr. Buzzell of Old
accepting conditions will come
Hitth...
c tow
u
Town introduced an act to amend the
meeting in March.
j
■

Frank E. Kidder, ’79, recently issued
through the publishing house of John Wiley
& Sons, New York, the fourteenth edition
of the “Architects and Builder’s Pocket
Book.” Mr. Kidder was a Bangor man. His
book has been an authority on the subject

Services at the Unitarian church next
Sunday at 10.45 a. in; preaching by the
pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz. Sunday school
at 12 o’clock.
All are cordially invited.

of which it treats for many years.

There will be meetings at the Gospel Mission, 58 High street, every Saturday, Sunday and Wednesday evenings at 7.30 o’clock
and Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, llible
Study at 1.30.

Ralph B. Bird, ’05, special, of Rockland
is to leave college to take a position with
Machine
the
Camden Anchor-Rockland
Company. Mr. Bird will be missed when
the base ball squad turns out in the spring,
as he has been a ’varsity man for three

Christian Science services are held at J.
Fernald's, No. 57 Cedar street, every
Sunday morning at eleven o’clock, and
Wednesday evenings at 7.30, to which all
are cordially welcome.
F.

years.
Arthur B. Plummer, formerly ’06, of
North New Portland, has returned to college after a year’s absence and will continue his work with the class of 1907. Mr.
Plummer is a valuable addition to th,e musical organizations, of which he was a prom-

Evangelist Harry Taylor has accepted a
call to become associate pastor of the First
Baptist Church at Lowell, Mass. Mr. Taylor has long been identified with evangelistic work throughout the State and elsewhere. Last week Mr. Taylor, in connection with Mr. Hatch, was doing great work

inent member.
The Library recently received from the
University of Chicago a set of the ten vol-

the Buggies street church and Tremont
Temple, Boston. Mr. Taylor will begin his
duties at Lowell about March 1, following
the series of meetings he is now holding in
at

umes

vestry at noon; young peoples
meeting at (1:30 p. m., conducted by Evangelist Taylor. Let all our people attend the
I
mass meetings in the Opera House at 3:00

Sundays.

....
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Pendleton, Searsport, to George Delano,
do.; land in Searsport. John Piiote et al.,
Waterville, to George O. Danforth, Freedom ; land in Freedom. W. R. Butterfield,
Somerville, to F. A. Dickey, Northport,
land in Northport. Joseph Burrows, et al.,
Quincy, to F. O. Smith, Belfast, land in
Northport. Rufus N. Colson, Monroe, to
Herbert L. Smith, do.; land and buildings
in Monroe. David Sears, Boston, to Bangor Investment Co.; laud in Searsport.
Austin Woodbury, et al., Knox, to Vevie L.
Rowe, Morrill, land in Morrill. Alexander
Woodman, Auburn, to Joseph E. Kendall,
oeai siuoni.

t
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Stimpson, Brooks, to Llewellyn Stimpson,
do.; land and buildings in Brooks. William
K. Burgess, Monroe, to George M. Newcomb, do.; land in Monroe. Win. T. Haines,
Waterville, to George 0. Danforth, Freedom; land in Freedom. Albert W. and
Mary A. Gray, Orland, to Lizzie J. Curtis,
§earsport; land, in Stockton Springs. Arthur Boyd, Stockton Springs, to Ii vin P.
Harris, do.; land in Prospect. Nehemiah
| I). Quigg, Liberty, to Isaac N. Quigg, Pa[ lermo; land in Palermo. Silas A. Hannan,
1
Palermo, to Isaac N. Quigg, do.; laud in
1
Palermo.
William A. Mason, Belfast, to
Charles A. Philips, Palermo; land in Lib! erty. Doll} C. Black, et als., Stockton
Springs, to Emery D. Bickmore, do.; laud
in Stockton Springs. Fred W. Brown, Jr.,
Brooks, to Charles E. Lane, do.; land in
Monroe. Joseph If. Trussed, Belfast, to
George C. Trussed, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast. John M. Crosby, Belfast,
to Lottie A. Crosby, Belfast; land in Bel-

Wardwell.
Thomas.
Powell.
Allen.
Landers.

PART II.

ful rehearsing. Among its thirty members
Franklin P. Holbrook, '07, of Brooks,
fiute; Frank W. Twombly, '07, of Belfast,
William A. Hill, ’08, of Winterport, clarinets; Amon B. Brown, '07, of Lincolnville,
Clare J. Moody,'03, of Winterport, horns.
Trials for the relay team for the B. A.
meet were run off in the gym last Friday
afternoon before an interested crowd of
spectators. St. Onge, '07, and Wyman, ’07,
made the team and Currier, '06, l’orter)
’00 and Sav/yer, ’08, ran in the same
time. Trials to select the four best men

be run off the middle of the
week as the meet takes place Saturday in
Maine will run
Mechanics Hall. Boston.
against Tufts, whom she defeated last year.
will

Professor Hart and Professor Stevens
have been absent visiting approved schools.
Professor Hurd is offering a new elective
that is proving very popular. It is a
lecture course, illustrated by the stereopticon, dealing with the history of agriculture
from earliest times, including that of the

course

Jews, Egyptians and Romans to the present day ; the beginnings of British agriculture and the development of modern agriculture with special reference to that of
England, Germany, France and other foreign countries; the agriculture of the
United States, its influence on social conditions, Its relation to the State and nation ;
the importance of our leading products and
their effect on the world’s commercial life;
the agriculture of the different section,
rural life and rural development.
Three students, Weiek, Lincoln and II. S.
Hoxie art' absent on a two weeks engineering trip in the vicinitj of Millinocket.
The widely advertised “Docthatcher and
Wheels” minstrel show, under the auspices
of the Orouo Universalist society, were
given in the new town hall last Saturday
evening before a crowded house. A number of the students took part in the performance, the most prominent being H. D.
T. Thatcher, ’05, of Dexter, who was an

WEDDING BELLS

Revere, Mass,,

Dec. 21, 1904, a very pretty wedding occurred at the home of the bride’s sister, the
The
wife'' of Judge Cutter, of Chelseagroom, Mr. Harold R. Murphy, was former-

end man, had a solo and dance, and was
master of ceremonies in the cake walk
which ended the entertainment. Instructor
Newell W. Edson, Lester II. Mitchell, ’05,

son of the late Rev. Theodore
H. and Cora F. Murphy. The bride waf
Miss Amy Miller, a former resident ol
Whitneyvide, Maine. The ceremony wai
performed by the Rev. Dr. Burbank of Re
vere, in the presence of a small weddinf
party. There were many costly presents
They are at home at 36 West Eagle St-

ly of Belfast,

East Boston, Mass.

Overture to “Raymond,”
Cornet Solo,
Arthur B. I’lummer.
a. The Troubadour,
b. By the Watermelon Vine,
Excerpts from “Woodland,”

Three Characteristic Pieces:
llelf.
a.
Irish: A Bit of Blarney,
Missud..
b. Spanish: Rosita,
Indian: The Sun Dance, Freedman
c.
7. ’Cello Solo,
Adelbert W. Sprague.
8.
Grand Selection from “Carmen,” Bizet.
On Jersey Shore,
9.
Pryor.
March,
The Band, under the leadership of Mr.
Sprague, has been doing fine work and faith-

_

In

..

King Broadway,

(I.

fast.

Murphy-Miller.

March,

are:

The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Feb. 7, 1005:
Hannah T. Pendleton, Searsport, to George
Delano, do.; land in Searsport. Alfred B.

in

its decennial

The University Band has posters out announcing a concert in the chapel February
10th, followed by a dance in the gymnasium,
with the following program ;

3.

were

lanu

the first series of

entitled the “Silva of North America.”

church

oearsinoni;

of

publications. The Department of Forestry
has also recently placed in the Library
Sargent’s valuable set of fourteen volumes

The Sunday morning worship of the
Methodist church will be with the mass
meeting conducted by Evangelists Taylor
and Hatch in the Opera House at 10:45,
Bible school in the Methodist
sharp.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

I

PERSONAL.
Basil Newel) arrived home
from St. Marys City, Md.

Monday

j
night

Dyer’s dock, the Silver Star off the Belfast,
Islesboro and Castine route and the PemaMrs. Clifford J. Pattee went to Portland
quid making her regular trips. Thursday
Feb. 18th for a short visit.
the
Penobscot arrived from Bosmorning
ton.
Joseph Montefiore of Waterville was in
She had difficulty in getting into
Rockland, where the
communication Belfast Saturday on business.
only

hray

The services at the Universalist church
next Sunday will be as follows: at 10.45a.
m., regular service; at 12 m., Sunday school.
All are cordially invited.

7.30 p. m. The Sunday school will meet in
the church vestry at noon. One of the evangelists will speak. The young peoples’ society will hold a short meeting in the
church at 0.30 p. in. The people of Belfast
are invited to attend these special services.

j

j

The Bangor A Aroostook and Northern
Maine Seaport K. R. bills are going through
both houses in regular order without opposition.

Notices for the Baptist church are as follows: Evangelistic meetings, conducted by
Taylor and Hatch, each afternoon at 3
o’clock and each evening at 7.30 except Monday. Union gospel services in the Opera
House Sunday at 10.45 a. nn, 3 p. m. and

THE STORY OF THE ICE.
Steamboat Navigation Suspended Feb. 6th.
Last weeks’ record left the Golden Rod in

with the sea was by a narrow channel
Charles and George Sanborn are
visiting
which was kept open with the greatest dif- their father, Mr. John Sanborn.
ficulty. With the aid of two tugs the PeT. Frank Parker arrived home last Saturnobscot was three hours in reaching her
Frank B. Condon of Belfast, Colby, ’08, acday evening and is confined to his ho ne
wharf
from Rockland breakwater, a discompanied the Colby team on its trip.
with the grip.
,
tance of less than two miles. She made her
Mrs. J. W. Frederick and Mr. Charles W,
•
wharf here without difficulty; but on proAlumni Hall was a busy place last SaturFrederick left Jacksonville, Florida, Monceeding up river encountered heavy ice and
day, for registration was in progress and
day for Miami.
several
times
to
her
stopped
some
time
repair
copper.
j
anxious-looking students spent
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
She arrived at Bucksport at 4.45 p. m. and
A. C. Wyman of Thomaston has been
wrestling with conflicts and blanks that
apthick
ice
administrator
reported
most of the way.
of the estate of the
In pointed
added up too many or two few hours. A
Comet Grange, Swanville, held a very in- some localities it was
fully nine inches in late John B. Thotnbs.
long line filed into the cashier’s office plus
last
teresting meeting
Saturday evening thickness. Friday the Pemaquid arrived at
Mrs. Ellen Gay of the Head of the Tide
money, checks or bonds, and came out with
with a large attendance and a fine program.
11 a. in. She was two hours
coming from has been the guest the past few weeks of
receipts and approved blanks. The secreThere will be a dance at Silver Harvest Castine, finding the ice very troublesome
Mrs. Leonard Cooper.
tary’s office, headquarters, then as always
The Penobscot came down river in the afwas full, and
everybody’s troubles were Grange hall, Waldo, Saturday evening, Feb.
Mrs. Abbie B. Cox left Monday noon for
but
after leaving her wharf here
settled as nearly to their satisfaction as pos- 11th, with music by Gurney’s orchestra of ternoon,
where she expects to remain with
Boston,
was
stopped several times to repair copper
sible. The present registration system is a four pieces.
her brother, ])r. C. P. Bean, until next
and did not pass out of sight until after 4
p.
business-like one, and in the few years it
The masquerade ball in Seaside Grange
m.
Quite a break in the ice was noticable April.
has been in use has proved to be efficient.
Hall, Belfast, last Thursday evening was
I riday afternoon, clear water showing from
E. C. Bowler, publisher of the Bethel
largely attended, and a success in every outside the
monument, and it was reported News, and formerly of Palermo, is a shareRev. E. C. Brown of Veazie spoke at the respect. Carter’s orchestra of three pieces
that the river was clear of ice up to Bucks- holder in the Bethel National Bank, just orSunday afternoon meeting of the Y. M. C. furnished excellent music.
port. A little work done at this time might ganized.
;
A. in the Art Guild, Feb. 5th.
At the regular meeting of Harvest Moon
have cleared the bay; but the cutter WoodRalph Emery is a director in the KalamaGrange, Thorndike, Feb. 4th, there was a
bury, which was reported as leaving Port- zoo Trust Company, recently organized at
The lieutscher Verein and the Philologi- good attendance. After the
regular busi- land
Thursday for Belfast, did not show up. Kalamazoo, Michigan, with a capital of
cal Society both met last Monday night.
ness was finished, a good program was
The Portland papers say that on a recent Sl.TO.nnn
given, which included a paper on “The
the Woodbury broke one of her preUowdoin N. Pendleton went to Augusta
Tuesday evening the regular meeting of Cliff Dwellers,” by Mrs. M. A. P. Sayward, trip
pellor blades and in order to make the Saturday for a visit to his parents, who are
the Debating Club took place. The club is which wasdelivered in her usual
interesting wheel balance the one
opposite the broken living in that city this winter, his father bepreparing for the debate with Bates.
a member of the Legislature.—Watermanner. The question. Are our presen
one nas na<l to be removed pending the ar- ing
ville Sentinel.
common school laws generally satisfactory ?
rival of a new propeller, which is being
Wednesday evening, Feb. 8th, the Phi If not, why? and what changes can be cast. This leaves
At the January term of the Superior
the vessel with greatly
Gamma Deltas entertained at their house at made to
improve them? was opened by- reduced power. The Woodbury arrived at Court for Kennebec county, Sophronia X.
a candy pull and hop.
The Theta Epsilons Ross.
Ellis of Hallowell was decreed a divorce
C. Higgins.
Remarks on “Sheep Rockland at 2 p. m.
Friday towing in the
have invitations out for a dance next SaturHusbandry” by Charles Smith contained three-masted schooner Millville from Bos- from Manley Ellis of Monroe.
day evening.
more truth than poetry.
ton for
Mr. and Mrs. William II.
High Island to load stone.
arrived

In the House Friday Mr. Jones of Searsmont presented the remonstrance of V. A.
Simmons and 15 others of Searsmont against
change of law relating to trustee process;
and Mr. Pendleton of lslesboro presented
the remonstrance of J. A. Pierce and 0
others of Stockton Springs against same.

■

o|imr Law
I -h. 1st.

tion as both put up a fine game. The number
of spectators was unusually large, and enthusiastic as well. Pullen’s orchestra of
Bangor furnished the music for the well
patronized dance that followed the game.

All the acts asked for by the Northern
Maine Seaport R. R. Co and the Bangor Investment Co., relating to the furtherance of
the extension of the Bangor and Aroostook
from Lagrange to Stockton Springs were,
under suspension of rules, given a third
reading and passed.

and 7:30 p. in.,

audience. Messrs. Sweetser and
Mitchell, ’05 and Reynolds, ’08, all took part
in thecake walk with great success.
They all
paid tribute to the University in some way,
the winning couple, Mr. Sweetser and Miss
Dearborn, cleverly producing a big, blue
“Maine” which stretched nearly across the
stage, and which was enthusiastically received by the students. The jokes of the
end men dealing with the faculty and students were also received with appreciation,
and Mr. Thatcher’s line work was
recognized and rewarded by the presentation of a
fine and artistically prepared bouquet.
After the conclusion of the performance
the hall was quickly cleared and dancing
enjoyed until beginning of Sunday morningm. d. p.

vr,fi

of the

The basket ball game with Colby, played
in the gym last Friday night, was a close
and exciting one, resulting in a score of 14
to 10 in favor of Maine. The work of two
freshmen, Stuart of Calais and Richardson
of Old Town, was specially worthy of men-

us

■

TihSTS IN BANGOH.

U. OF M. NEWS.

Penobscot, Castine, Winterport, Frankfort,
Prospect, Stockton Springs, Searsport and
the city of Belfast, except that in the county

THE
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E. A. Sweetser, ’05, Bert II. Young, ’08, and
Carl W. Reynolds, ’08, were also iu the cirIn the vaudeville,
cle in the first part.
Sidney M. Bird, 2d, ’07, and Carle W. Reynolds, ’08, had a banjo duet, while Instructdown the bouse with his
or Edson

brought

<

a
song and encore and received hearty cheer
from the students who formed a large part

South Montville Grange is taking in new
members.
Thirty-eight of its members
visited Medomae Valley Grange, Appleton,
last Saturday evening, by invitation.
A
very pleasant evening was spent and one of
the finest collations was served that could
possibly be gotten up by the good sisters of
any grange in the State. At the close of
the grange all started home feeling well repaid for a long drive in the cold. All passed
masvery pleasantly until our good
ter and wife were suddenly upset in a
snow drift.
By the timely assistance of
Bro. Ramsey the sleigh was righted, they
were assisted in and went on their way
rejoicing. Bro. Carl Adams and his lady
were the next victims, and went home look
ing as if they had been out in a heavy
snow storm; but ready to say with the
others that our visit with the Burkettville

The

Woodbury

remained

the first of the week, after a short wedding
tour, to reside for the present with Mr.
Bray’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clias. H.

in

the harbor
cutting ice and releasing some of the
schooners, which had been ice bound
there for a week or more. The Pemaquid
was late in arriving here Friday afternoon, having had a hard time in getting
away from the railroad wharf, Rockland.
The Star says: “It was necessary to do a
great deal ot backing and turning around
before the boat could cut the way through
the ice into open water.” Saturday morn-

Bray.
Mrs. Fred Philbriek, who came to Belfast with the remains of her brother, Wm.
A. llowe, returned to her home in Palmyra
last week. She was the guest while here of
Mr. and Mrs. J- G. Aborn.

The many friends of Mrs. Thomas B.
Shea will be pleased to learn that she is imthe
was
so
late
that
it
reing
was
Pemaquid
proving after a serious illness in Detroit,
port up town that she was not coming. She Mich. Mr. Shea was
obliged to leave last
arrived, however, about noon and returned
Sunday for an engagement in Toronto, but
about G p. m. For two or three days Capt.
her sister, Mrs. E. A. Wadsworth, is w ith
Bennett had a crew cutting ice at low waMrs. Shea.
ter to open a way from Dyer’s dock for the
Capt. Guilford D. Pendleton, who has been
Golden Rod, which had hauled in there for
in San Francisco for several weeks looking
repairs, and Saturday she was moved out to
after repairs on the bark Ilolliswood, was in
a position just above the steamboat wharf
the city last Friday on his way to Islesboro.
where she can lay afloat. Her crew was
patrons was a most pleasant one.
As steamer navigation is closed ("apt. Pendischarged and the boat will remain there
MAINE COAST ICE BOUND.
uutil navigation opens. She is surrounded dleton had to drive to Saturday Cove and
from there cross to the island in the mail
by ice. Still no signs of the cuiter. SaturThe Contiition* up anil Down River.
afternoon I. >1. Cottrell was out with boat,
The Eastern bay and Castine harbor are day
William Linieburuer of North liinok.-ville
frozen up although the cutter took a schoon- his iceboat but there was not wind enough
for good sport.
er into Castine with considerable difficulty
The ice outside of the is the oldest postmaster in Maine, probably
on Saturday.
the
steamer tracks was very smooth, affording ill New England, and possibly ii
lie
An ice jam has formed across the river tine skating and iceboating. In the evening United States, being in his 88th year
from the mouth of the Orland river to Fort it was reported that the Penobscot had left is completing a term of eight years in office,
Point. Although the Penmquid came up j
Boston at o p. m., and was due here Sunday which is the second time he has tilled the
through it Saturday night it increased considerably Sunday. Above tliis jam the morning. She did not arrive until 2.30 p. place, having been postmaster for eight
river is clear to Winterport.
in., coming up the harbor behind the cutter
years when he was a much younger man
Thun iifiw
Fishermen who arrived at Portland late Woodbury. It appeared that when the 1’e- \
Friday night reported Saturday that the nobseot encountered the ice lield off Temple
Ilincks <<f Andover TheoProf. E. V
Maine coast as far east as Mount Desert ]
and it was seen that the whole bay logical seminaly, K. P. ilincks and Mrs.
Island is completely ice bound with only an Heights,
Miss
occasional passageway available only for above was ciosed, it was decided to return Jennie Adams of Bridgeport, Conn
All the principal thoroughfares,
steamers.
Elizabeth Pond of Belfast, reditives «»f tinFox
Deer
Is
e
and
MerIsland,
including
offered to go ahead and break the iee, and late Mrs. Mary T. Pond, arrived itt Bucks
chants’ Row, were closed. Conditions bethis was done. ('apt. Curtis said that the port last Thursday evening, cal it'd tlieie b>
yond Mt. Desert were slightly better.
Penobscot could make her way through the her death. Prof. E. Y. Ilincks conducted
Rockla.ni>, reb. L T lie revenue cutter 1
Woodbury sailed Saturday for Belfast and ice as easily as the Woodbury, but for hav- the services at the funeral Fiiday after
on completion of her work there will reing her copper torn off. The Penobscot had noon at 2.J0 o’clock.
turn immediately to this part of Penobscot
a very heavy freight, mostly for up river,
A number of U. of M. students took the
several
where
tasks
await
important
bay
it was all landed here to be forwarded
her. One is the removal of the wreck of and
civil service examinations for the Panama
The
rail
did
not
of
the
go
Monday.
the lobster schooner Star
Woodbury
West,which by
canal survey last week. There is a large
foundered at Matinicus in the last storm above the steamboat wharf, but turned and
call for engineering graduates and under
and is reported as a great menace to shipleft for Rockland half an hour before the i
The schooner Lizzie May dragged
graduates in the Panama service, and the
ping.
Penobscot, breaking out a wider channel as
from her moorings near Matinicus and was
The government pa$> for
pay is good.
reported to have been in collision with a she went. The Penobscot had some diffito Panama.
Among those
gasolene sloop and lobster smack, damaging culty in turning, and left a little after 4 p. transportation
The schooner which is now
both seriously
taking the examination was Alphonso
There was quite a large
m. for Rockland.
a wreck on Ten Pound Island is owned by
Wood of tliis city, U. of M. 'or».
C’apt. Hiram Smith of Matinicus. The other crowd on the wharf and the general belief
No doubt there are some people here who
damaged craft, both small vessels, are also was that we shall not see the Penobscot
owned at Matinicus. The services of the
will recall Isaac C. Atkinson, in connection
were
seven
here
before
There
again
April.
revenue cutter are also asked to liberate the
schooner Fred B. Balano at Stonington, the iceboats and many skaters on the harbor with the Petit Manan scheme. The PortTimes gives a photo of Mr.
four-masted Boston schooner Orleans which
Sunday, and some young men are said to land Sunday
was launched at Bath Tuesday, and the
Atkinson, as he appears today, and a sketch
schooner Clarence H. Venner at Rock port. have skated over to Islesboro in the morn“Isaac C. AtThe ice conditions in the bay are steadily ing, crossing the track made by the Pema- of him under the caption of
Maine merchants how
growing worse.
quid the afternoon before. Monday the kinson, who taught
life
Pemaquid did not arrive, and Feb. <>th must to advertise.” It tells of his business
RAZORS IN THEIR CELLS.
of Petit Ma
be recorded as the date of the suspension of in Portland, but says nothing
manaW hat Warden Norton Found at Tlioinaston
steamboat navigation in the bay. It was nan. Mr. Atkinson is now geneial
State Prison.
reported that the Pemaquid left liucksport ger of the Port Angeles Eastern R. R. Co.,
an ice jam at Fort
He visited
Port Angeles, Washington.
Thomastox, Feb. 2. The information as usual, but finding
has just leaked out from the State prison Point returned. It snowed steadily all day
Portland last week.
to
a
ice
and
putting
stop
boating
that when Warden Bernes 0. Norton took Monday,
skating and adding to the wintry aspect of
possession in December and made an in- the
bay. Tuesday was cold and blustery.
JOSEPH MANLEY DEAD.
spection of the cells, every prisoner was
was clear and bright, with the
found supplied w ith a more or less effective Wednesday
mercury in the morning about Hi above and Hr Was Suddenly Stricken With Apoplexy.
weapon.
northwest wind blowing—cona strong
A rill! ST A, Fob. 7. lion. Joseph II. ManSome of them had knives, some had
ditions favorable for strengthening the ice
ley was found dead in bed at his residence
razors, while others had clubs of wood. blockade all
shore.
along
on the east side of the liver at about 10
Drawshaves, monkey wrenches, gimlets,
lie had evidently
o’clock this morning,
awls, files, everything shortof firearms were
NORTHERN MAINE SEAPORT R. R.
been dead for several bouts. Dr. Johnson,
found in the possession of the prisoners.
death »ax untitai
who was called, said
It is said 72 razors were found.
^oiiiraas
Prisoners have been allowed to make present »ihvm* oi me kuhii.
doubtedly due to a blood clot on the brain.
Made Yet.
Mr. Manley was seriously ill a year ago
curios and souveuirs for gift or sale.
been able to attend
Finally one or two were permitted to take
There have been rumors to the effect that but since that time hud
knives and pieces of wood to their cells. contracts for certain parts of the construc- to his business and was at liis office yesterOthers were accorded the same privilege, tion of the road have been let, but Feb. 1st day. lie was 63 years of age.
The news of his death was announced in
and without realizing the danger that was President Cram of the Northern Maine Seagrowing up, the practice increased, till it port railroad stated that these rumors were the House at 11 o’clock by Representative
the llnnse
reached the dimensions which were found. without foundation.
J. F. Spellman of Sewall n[ Rath and on his motion
There were no firearms in the collection, Bangor is at Stockton with a small crew of immediately adjourned in honor ol it- lorand it is probable that the guards armed men making preparations to rush the work mer speaker.
Mr. Manley leaves four children: one
with revolvers and repeating rifles, could of building 200 feet of wharf there as a
who
have quelled any outbreak that might have base for the assembling of material in case son, Samuel Cony Manley of Augusta,
w ith his father in
arisen.
the work of construction is begun this is intimately connected
base
(
Warden Norton has established a system spring. A. K. Trites, who has done a great business, i.nd three daughters, Mrs.
of inspection and search of every cell and deal of construction of work for the Bangor Milieu of Sew York ami the Misses Harriet
"ite
His
ol
and
Augusta.
Sidney Manley
prisoner each week, and any prisoner with A Aroostook railroad, will build camps
died in 1895.
contraband articles will be disciplined.
along the proposed route so as to be able to
begin work at once in case he is given the
contract. Janies If. Mullen of J. If. Mullen
Booker T. Washington in Augusta
Unhappiness in "Freedom.”
A Co., contractors, has looked over the
with
a
view
to
and
route
plans
Freedom from the marital bonds was the proposed
Ex-Gov. Seldon Connor introduced Hooker
desire of Clara K. Sylvester, most of whose bidding for the masonry work to be done T. Washington before tlie lecture in city
troubles as she related them to Judge on the road, and as Mr. Mullen has had hall, Augusta, last Thursday evening. Gov.
in such matters he is in a
Cobb, Ex-Gov. J. K. Hill, Mayor C. S. IlicliCrosby in the divorce court in Boston Fri- much experience
to know what the work will call
born, Forrest Goodwin, president of the
day morning bad occurred while she was a position
resident of Freedom, Me. To the cruel and for. J. K. Littlefield of Brewer would like Maine senate, and Morrill V Drew, speaker
for
and
has
out
the
ties
the
new
road
to
get
Hon.
of tlie house, also sat upon the stage.
abusive treatment of her husband she attributed her reduction in weight from 140 to been looking over the ground with a view J. II. Mauley dined the distinguished orator,
to furnishing them.
Mrs.
98 pounds while she was in Freedom.
with Mayor Hichborn, Frederick Hale of
All tliis work is being done as a trained
Portland, son of U. S. Senatoi Hale, and
Sylvester had enjoyed niatrimouia bliss
before she married Fred E. Sylves'ter in general would muster his forces for battle.
Francis Peaks of Dover as guests. In the
Boston in the year 1898, and her experience It is not definitely decided that the con- afternoon Mr. Washington called upon Gov.
will
if
the
but
of
the
road
struction
begin,
with her second husband gave her such a
Cobb ami shook hands with 1(H) or more
meet with approval of the legislature lawmakers and Mate house employes.
respect for the first one that she asked to be plans
allowed to resume his name, that of Eugene and the railroad commissioners and if the About 1200 people heard liis lecture, given
After Judge Crosby had lis- rights of way can be obtained where de- under the auspices of the Young Woman’s
C. Strong.
tened to her story he accorded her that sired, work will begin on the road at the league of the (South Congregational church.
earliest possible time. When work is once
privilege.
begun it will be pushed with a rapidity
which will eclipse anything in the way of
One Board in Rockland.
SECRET SOCIETIES
railroad construction ever attempted in the
that
best
The
roadbed
will
be
the
the
of
State.
<>.
At
meeting
Rockland, Feb.
The officers of Timothy Chase Lodge, F.
the city government this evening the com- can be constructed, and the rails used will
be 15 pounds heavier to the yard than those and A. M., were installed last Thursday
mon council passed an order, which was
later concurred in by the aldermen, provid- now in use on the Bangor & Aroostook rail- evening, and were as follows: Hurry Lutz,
ing for the abolition of the lower board, the road, or an 60-pound rail instead of a (15- W. M.; (5. A. Parker, S. W.; R. 1’. Chase,
matter being submitted to the citizens for pound. The grade of the proposed route is
J. W.; George A. Quimby, treasurer; Chus.
their pleasure at the March election. This slight and with such a roadbed and such
action was in response to a desire for a heavy iron, traveling on the road should be E. Johnson, secretary; R. F. Woodcock, (S.
board expressed by the board of both safe and pleasant.
I).; 1). F. Stephenson, J. S.; Alvin Blodgett,
This is the status of the new road at presT.
The petition from the clergymen of the ent. Everything is ready for immediate
city in connection with enforcement of the action as soon as the necessary prelimiWe have used Brown’s Instant Relief and
and if they
prohibitory law, which had been referred naries have been gone through, new
road is can recommend it to our readers as an arare arranged satisfactorily the
to the city government, was referred to the
ticle of great merit.
assured.—Bangor Commercial.
next
government.

|
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single

city

Capitol

Has

Roosevelt

bly.

at the National

This Famous

Organization
a Merry Evening.

Filters Mrs.

President

Then Mrs. (’assie Chadwick,
elaborately and wearing vast quantities of jewelry, came in. The banker
received her with great cordiality. She
announced that she was the cousin of
J. 1). Rockefeller, the daughter of Andrew Carnegie and. the sister of J. l’ierpont Morgan, and produced a package
containing a $20,000,000 trust which she
would not let the banker open.
The hanker overwhelmed her with
politeness, loaned her $2,000,000 and
took lier out to luncheon.
Meantime the directors of the Lincoln, Oyster Ray & Esopus railroad
were holding a meeting. The president
announced that the road would soon be
obliged to snend $4,000 for new equipment, and the capital stock was immediately increased $10,000,000. Dividends were voted the directors at intervals, and it was decided to let ttie stock-

The Gridiron Club of Washington,
J). ('.. began its 21st year Jan. 2Stli
with its annual waiter dinner at the
New Willard hotel, it was the largest
dinner ever given by tbe dub, both in
the number of guests and in the variety
here were 250 persons
of ‘‘stunts."

including statesmen, politicians, editors, financiers and other
leaders ot thought and business from
present,
all

parts

of

Chadwick.

robed

the Fun.

Enjoys

the acres around it. T. B. i
poet, who is a brother-in-1
law of Mr. Richardson, also built a
So Declares Mr. Davis of Dr. Williams' Plok
as did the late Mr. Smith
The effect of a Severe Attach cottage there,
Pills.
of
and the little community
Quickly Overcome by |tl»e Use of I he limit on Worcester,
the south shore has come to be a
Dlooil ami Serve Demecly.
famous item in the summer life of this
colds
in
The grip differs from ordinary
part of the Maine coast. Mr. Richardthat it introduces into the system a very son has the utmost fondness for his
obstinate poison. The victim of an attack
at Tenant’s Harbor, and while he
is never fully cured until this poison is place
is native to Massachusetts he discovers
thoroughly driven out of the blood. So long
that he has quite as great fondness for
as it is there be remains weak and depressed and liable to a fresh attack. Stubborn the State of Maine.
and
other
nervous
indigestion, neuralgia
THEY CUKE THE GRIP.

$4,000 in government bonds, get two indorsers and pay 10 per cent, interest.
The business man went out very hum-

THE GRIDIRON CUB.

the.country.

President Roosevelt was there, and
he had more fun, lie said, than he lias
had since lie attended the January din
.ear ago.
Others
lier of tire club a
among the guests were Senator Charles
5V.
Fairbanks, vice president-elect
Baron lies Planches, the Italian am
bassador; Alexander Graham Bell, J
W. Blythe of the ( B. & Q., Mr. Jus
tice Brewer of the U. S. supreme court,
William Jennings Bryan, Speaker Cannon, P. B. Todd, 1st vice president of
the New York. New Ilaven it: Hartford
railroad, Senator Crane, Senator Dietrich, C. S. Diehl of the Associated
Press, Senator Depew, Senator Gorman. W. ('. Greene of New York, Representative (1 rosvenor, Senator Kearns,
Senator Knox, senator Henry Cabot
Lodge, Sec. Loch, Senator Long, C. R.
Miller ot New York, W. R. Nelson of

disorders are some of the ailments that fidlow the giip, and show the bad condition of
the blood.
How can the impure blood be purified and
enriched? 1 his is a question of the greatest
importance for every sufferer. When this
matter was under discussion recently, Mr. j
John F. Davis said: “In the latter part of j
December, 1U03, 1 had a severe attack of!
grip, and for two months before 1 began to
use Dr. Williams’ Pi.ik Pills X was a great
sufferer.”
“What was your chief trouble?”
“The terrible pains that racked my whole
body. X do not thiuk any part of t was
free from them.”
“Did yon have any other discomforts ?”
“At first I had only what I thought to he
I supposed it would go away
a slight cold.
in a short time, but it hung on. One night
when I came home from work, I suddenly
became so weak and dizzy that I was obliged
to lie down. Cold sweat came out on my
forehead and my head ached fearfully. 1
called a doctor who treated me for grip, but
very little relief came from his treatment.
My appetite failed and I grew very thin.
For two months the almost unbearable pains
continued.”
“Then what happened ?”
“Then 1 came across the story of a man
who had boen cured of a condition like
mine by the use of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills,
and I made up my mind to try them and see
if they would not help me.”
“Did they help you?”
“Yes, indeed; they met ail the needs of
my case. The very first box did me so much
guod that it made me hopeful of a cure.
After taking it 1 felt belter than at anytime
since I was first stricken down. My appetite
revived and 1 began to take on flesh. Ity ttie
time 1 had taken five more hexes the dreadful pains had altogether disappeared, and I
have ever since been a well man and a firm
believer in Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills.”
Mr. Davis lives at No. 115 Emerson street,
Haverhill, Mass. Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
thoroughly cleanse the blood of all impurities caused by the grip and build up strong
tissues capable of resisting the effects of a
variable climate. They are equally good for
shattered nerves, dispel low spirits and rouse
sluggish energies. They are sold by every
druggist in the world.

trip passes. The
directors discussed the affairs of the
various high railroad officials present
with great freedom, and caused much
holders have a few

laughter.

When that meeting adjourned, a stock
broker came into the broker’s office and
talked over things with his office boy
in a rapid-tire conversation that hit off
many of the practices in Wall street,
and included this description of “washing” stock.
I’ll se'l it to
“It’s simple enough.
you for $1 a share. Then you sell it to
Ine for $10 a share. Then I sell it to
you for $20 a share, and then both of us
sell it to the public for $100 a share.”

Senator Platt of Connecticut, WhPelaw Held, Senator Scott,
senator Slone, F. D. Underwood of
the Erie railroad, Gen. James M. Wilson and Joi n S Wise of New York.

Kansas.City.

Greene hiiu Lawson tjuarrel Again.
A ticker began to buzz furiously,
The first interpolation of the evening The stockbroker read from the tape'the
i
was the inauguration of John M. ('arof the Col. Kill Greene
i
Mr. Car- preliminaries
son as president of the club.
and Lawson quarrel, and then announc|
The
son was the club’s first president.
ed, with great excitement, that Greene
inauguration w as a burlesque of a pres- ! and Lawson were coming there, lie
as
March
ion
it
occurs
idential inaugural
'described their progress from the lobl.
There was a great clatter of horses’ i
by of the hotel up to the banquet iloor,
hoofs in the lobby, loud bugle calls, and and as he finished with the
despairing
then a band marched in playing "A Hot j shout that there would be a
tragedy on
|
flic hand was followed by a the
I'ime.”
floor, Greene came in from one side
;,mg procession of rough riders in khaki of the room and Lawson from the
After a turn around the
uniforms.
other, brandishing pistols and knives,
room H was announced that Pres. Car- and
shouting for blood. They rampagson would name his cabinet.
ed down the middle of the room, met in
the
He iiad fg secretaries, including
front of the presidents chair, shook
•Whipping Postmaster General," and hands and took a drink out of a tlask
Life.”
Strenuous
of
the
t .e ‘Secretary
Greene had in his pocket.
Smin

hiog New

i•

Cabinets.

j

Kuch secretary’s speech of acceptance
contained a gentle jab at President
Kiu.sevelt, who enjoyed the skit hugely.
John S. Wise of Yew York was asked

S|>«*ak**r Cannon

tin

j veloping
Aldrich, the

Rockland and

Alongshore.

Trial.

Newsy Items From the Courier-Gazette.
In the course of the evening a club
member announced that, as a quorum
Favor 111© Lobster License Law.
He made a sky-scraping,
to speak.
of the'senate "not under indictment”
Fish Warden Albert J. Rawley says
rip-roaring, eagle-screaming speech for was present, it was necessary for the
about five minutes.
! club to begin ttie impeachment pro- that in his travels among ti e islands he
Srion afterward a club member arose
ceedings against Speaker Cannon. lie finds many fishermen who favor the
and asked l’tcs. Carson to decide a bet. j
read a long list of charges against the proposed license law. Under it the li]
the club member said that there had
A member of the club called censes would be issued to the lobsterI speaker.
been a discussion as to Wise’s power I out the name* of all the senators
men free of charge and would be taken
preswas
said
it
One
over his audience.
When they had all responded, away from any fisherman who was
ent.
|
one
something ; they were escorted to a large table in found violating the law during the year.
personal magnetism,
else, but the speaker thought it was the
It is believed by the fishermen, Mr.
banquet hall. They were:
hypnotism.
I
Crane, Knox, Rawley says, that there would be
"Pres. Carson rebuked tiie speaker for ! Gorman, president;
Dietrich, Kittridge, Depew, Lodge, much better protection for all who
having any faith in hypnotism, but the Dryden, Long, Fairbanks, O. H. Platt, have a respect for the law, and that the
speaker protested and offered to prove |; Gorman, Scott, Kearns and Stone.
industry would benefit in consequence.
what lie said by hypnotising some club !
Navigating a Wood Sl©d.
as a high court of impeachSitting
He was given permission
members.
the prevailing dullness of the
these senators listened to Speakment,
During
and took two club members from their er
marine
Cannon, who was compelled to ap- shipping business, Butler’s
seats to the center of the floor, where
him
ollice has temporarily lost one ot its
pear before them, as lie defended
lie made them deliver some amazing I self
the
and
charges. bright
humorously against
shining lights. Capt. Charles
speeches.
!j When he had concluded, Senator Gor- E. Ilall sailed yesterday for the Bog
for
the
to
woods
man
under
charter to load 10 cords of
j
him, speaking
replied
Bryan’* Turn Next.
!
and this gave him an opportun- fuel wood for the Ilall homestead on
William Jennings Bryan was intro- senate,
j ity to get back in lively fashion at Middle street heights. He has studied
which ran, in
a
duced
1

by

part:

I Speaker Cannon,

much to the eujoyment of the guests.
Several other senators manifested a
i desire to make speeches, but they were

An Interview with Senator

Why

Bailey of

Texas.

Business Men are Driven From the

Democratic Party.

ISpecial to the Bath Times.]
Washington, D. 0. The reason why
business men are being so genetallv

driven from the Democratic party, and
the prevailing tone of unreasonably
blind opposition which blustering!}- ignores facts and will not submit to the
arbitrament of a fair arguraenV-were
typically illustrated in a discussion I
had the other day with Joseph W.
Bailey, who now occupies the place
once honored by Senator Rusk of Texas-one of the ablest and most persistent champions of government aid to
American shipping.
As soon as Senator Bailey understood
my puipose in coming to him, he burst
out with:
“Have you come to talk to me about
the shipping bill?”
“Yes, Senator.”
“Well, you’ll only waste your time
and you might as well go home. I'm

against

Real

Houses for Sale and

to

came

to town

*
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Rent

jjB
IK

If you want a house .,i
to me. I have them ;tt
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Farms at all Prices.

and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
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Cast or ia is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency'. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
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The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.
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“But I’ve some facts that haven't
been presented to you before.”
“I don’t care if you have; I don't
want to hear ’em.”
“But are you aware that during the
past two years the foreign ship owners,
who now control,
have practically
doubled their freight charges on cotton 1
and are taking out of your people millions of extra dollars for carrying the
erons^*’
“I don’t cure if they’re taking the
whole crop, I'm against this bill.”
“But do you know that since mot the I
foreign ship owner, who has now driven
every American out of this trade, lias
exactly doubled his freight charges on
grain shipments across the Atlantic
and that our exports have largely fallen off.”
“Xo I don’t, and I don’t want to—
you're wasting time on me.”
“May be 1 am, hut do you know that
the extra freight money which these
foreigners are taking out of our cotton
raisers is more than enough to pay all
the amount which this bill allows to
American freighters?”
“1 don’t give a-if it does.”
“Are you aware that on the two articles of export of grain and cotton
alone, the foreigners by their increased
rates are taking out ol our farmers and
producers three times as much as this

...
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This dose will speedily effect the cure of Colds, Coughs, T.a a
Grippe, Croup, Bronchitis and all inflammation of head and a
throat. Strictly a family medicine, safe, speedy, sure. 25c; three a
times as much 50c. Sold by all druggists.
a
I. S. •iOKMSON ii. CO-, Boston, Mass.
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DR. MOTT’S
NERVERINE PILIiS
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Waldo
Brooks.
Knox .i.
Thorndike-.
LT nitv.
Burnham, arrive.
Clinton

The great iron and tonic pill and restorative for men and women, produces
strength and vitality, builds up the system and reuews the normal vigor,
bringing health and happiness. ©Odosesina box. Forsale by all druggists,
ACTED IlCiye or we will mail it, securely wrapped, on receipt of price, $1 .OO per box,
Mrikll UwllVwa ©boxes for
$5.00. Dr. Mott's Chemical Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
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A delegation of tailors and habersented in verse.
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Virginia got
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the door of my room.
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and spent a quarter on shoes that
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I can’t wear at all. If John Donohue far enough to vote for that old tonnage
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1 made an effort to conceal it;
The souvenir was an elaborate book puts anything
I’ll break his head.” Mr. Crockett got a live dollar subsidy in it.”
The time has come—I now reveal it,
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containing a history of the club from to New
“Then you propose to let the forMine was a secret, psychic plan,
York, however, and back again.
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Has a Policy-holders' Surplus of
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gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cent9 by mail.
This was the substance of our intlemen mentioned, but you are all misters of Rockland C. E. Tuttle stands
Million Dollars.
The Kind You Have
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.
taken (turning to President Roosevelt);
almost without a peer in persistence terview-parts of it were of a personal
Has the largest NET PREMIUM INCOME
I present to you, gentlemen the original
and patience.
His particular hobby is character and not intended for publiof any Company in the World doing
cation and so
it shows
ju*t to look around.
Politics and fortune had been sh>,
Campaigns had been lost at a fearful cost,
Still the presidential goose liung high.
Parker butted in. he was licked like sin,
Bryan

I

w

it.”

time we were standing in the middle of
the room within about a toot of each
other amt both talking under the apparent delusion that the other was exceptionally hard of hearing) “I wouldn’t
support that bill, not if every man in
Texas .came up here and asked me.
There’s some things a man of principles can’t do. 1 believe in a merchant
marine; l believe we ought to have one
and to get it I’d go far enough to swal-

the chart very
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bill calls for?”
“Look a yere,*-' he said, iand by this
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Roosevelt man.”

Every
alien

man

m

President

the room
Roosevelt

jumped
rose.

up

the collection of historical data and in

«8na*we of

this

line he has accomplished a marvelous work. Although an active merchant and business man, he has found
time to collect material that will prove
a mine of value to the future historian.
All the historic data as well as legendary lore of the old Indian days have
been collected, and the history of every
town in the State can be found in his
library. There are over 000 volumes
devoted to these matters alone to say
nothing, of the great mass of manuscript and newspapei clippings which
are arranged and filed away.
Some of
the volumes in Mr. Tuttle’s library are
very rare and valuable. Of these there
are over 0000 in all and many of the
single volumes are worth as high as
He has made a practice to get the
S40.
best bound hooks possible and in this
respect therp is no library in Rockland
that can approach his. With lus tastes
and ability it is to be hoped that Mr.
Tuttle will yet put his researches into
book form. Such a publication would
be of inestimable value to the scholarship of "Maine and would doubtless
bring to Mr. Tuttle a well deserved

The

.•heers were deafening. Napkins were
waved in the air, and the band played
•Hail to the Chief.”1 The demoustra:ion lasted until President Rooseveit
stopped it himself. Then lie made a
graceful and witty speech, and the club
singers clinched his reception with a
song, of which this is a portion:
v w let the men who are beating their

THE

APPLE

MAGGOT.

The Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station is now mailing bulletin 109
which contains notes upon the Apple
Maggot witli preventive and remedial
measures; and also a brief description
of the insects sent to the Station for
identification in 1904. The article on
\\ ives
the Apple Maggot states concisely what
beware of the slugging tliey'll get;
lias been learned about this pest and
And warn all the railroads with curious
its ravages in the past (ive years. It
rates
also contains in tabular form a state<■ hum ih 11! < ui oi
ne wet.
ment from correspondents in f'Ue dif
Let Kcglamt and Germany, Russia and all,
Know that they can't monkey with us:
ferent counties of the State as to the
We’ll have a strong navy to light with, by
varieties that have been and have not
gravy,
been infested by the apple maggot in
it we ever get into a fuss.
the given localities. Some of the more
Roosevelt, Roosevelt, you are the man we
common pests as well as beneticial inpraise;
Roosevelt, Roosevelt, strenuous all your sects are figured in tlie bulletin.
This Bulletin (109) will be sent free to
day s,
Roosevelt. Roseveit, now let the eagle soar, all residents of Maine who apply to the
Over the land, with big stick in our hand,
Agricultural
Experiment
Station,
You are President four years more.
mention
Orono, Me. In
Kilters the Business Man.

The chief act of the evening was a
Frenzied Finance” skit by the GridA seciron club’s frenzied financiers.
tion of Wall stieet, which was described
as “A narrow thoroughfare that begins
with a church and ends with a river,”
was shown, consisting of a bank,
a
broker’s office and the general offices of
a

railroad.
A business

man entered the bank
and wanted to borrow
banker
was busy with a
The
$2,000.
newspaper, reading the financial news
He read that 1st
and commenting.
Vice Pres. .Todd of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford railroad, who
was present to-night, had announced
tii at the road intended to buy a new
locomotive in the fall. He immediately
ordered some stock. lie made a memorandum to get it on a $10,000,000 com-

very

timidly

pany being' formed to make terrestial
kites to hold up Langley airships, and
then turned grutliy to the waiting business man.
After some

preliminary conversation,

the banker told the business man he
would loan him $2,000 if he would give
the hank a mortgage on his house, a

chattel mortgage

on

his stock, deposit

tliis paper.

writing please

Give Your Stomach

r

omitted—but,
spirit that dominates among the
Democrats in Congress.
There are Southern Congressmen,
like Senators Stone and Martin, Representatives Small, DeArmond and Judge
the

Has

FJRK INSURANCE
Policies written''at current rates on'desirable risks
KRKI) ATWOOD, Agent.
Winterport, January 20,1905.—3 w4

Rushville, Ind.

Colony.

1 have been a great
Messrs. Ely Bros.
sufferer from catarrh and hay fever and
tried many things, but found no permanent
relief until I found it in Ely’s Cream Balm
about eight years ago, ami wre have been
fast friends ever since.
(Rev.) R. M. Bentley.
Messrs. Ely Bros.
Find enclosed 51
cents, for which please send me your Cream
Balm. I find your remedy the quickest and
most permanent cure for cold in the head,
catarrh, etc. Your- (in
I built a picturesque cottage, '‘Seavvoods,”
I
Dell M. I’otter,
and has spent time and money in de_
•
Gen. Mgr. Arizona Gold Mining Co
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The famous little pills*

NO V AND SEPT t. 190.“». we
want One Hundred Teachers, foi schools in
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont Grad d.
ungraded, primary, grammar and high school
work. We have placed, .uni been instrumental
in placing, hundreds ot teachers. Send a stamp
and learn what we have none for others, and
what we can do for you. Correspondence solicited with school boards and superintendents.

J. W.

TEACHERS’AGENCY,
HAMLIN, Manager,

90 Main St.,
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Bangor, Me.

and
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representatives for
high class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
prizes. Write J. N. TRAINER. 80 East Washington Square, New York, N. Y.
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Steady Work==Big Pay j
“THE ECONOMIC WONDER," Condensed
Egg Powder. Every can of this powder is equal
to 36 fresh eggs and will do the work of 36 eggs,
being essentially fresh egg in dessicated or powdered form
It is true economy in the making of
all cakes, doughnuts, puddings, creams, ices and
all pastry work. A 36 egg can for 25 cts. Guaranteed absolutely pure and wholesome. Sold only
by agents. A11 agent wanted in every town in
Eastern Maine. Sample can mailed for 25 cents.
Write at once for territory.
4w2*
W. E. LEWIS,
General Agent for Eastern Maine.
Cherryfield, Maine.
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And then I saw that policy, which I
had done so much for the nation, attacked; and the men who led that
Wm. S. Richardson of Boston lias attack and who
compassed the destrucbeen the guest for a few days of \V. 0. tion of that
for trusting anybody on my
policy in 1858 and who fur1 forbid all
Fuller, Jr. Mr. Richardson is the in- nished the arguments which, with account, as I persons
shall pay no bills contracted after
ventor of that ingenious device the
date.
this
scarcely a verbal change, are being used
ball and socket fastener, originally
January 30,1905.
by the opponents of American shipping
S. G. FKISBEE.
3w5*
designed for a glove fastener but after- today—it is the record—were Jefferson :i i.
ward adapted to a multiplicity of purRobert
R.
M.
T.
Toombs,
Davis,
Hunter,
poses, making a demand for the article Judah P. Benjamin and J. M. Mason,
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that reached such proportions as to the last named the man whom
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astonishing success achieved by little brand of democracy they prefer—the
200 OTHER PREMIUMS.
articles that come into general use. one which
HOME SUPPLY CO.,
gives us independence of
The fate that befalls so many an incommerce, or the one which keeps our
Dept. 4, Augusta, Me.
ventor, namely to see his design pass in- farmers and other exporters at the
to the hands and the enjoyment of
owners.
mercy of foreign ship
others, did not overtake the inventor in
E. C. Plummer.
this instance, for he had the ability
the
indusalso to organize and promote
UAMTOfllA,
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aging
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Shore at Tenant’s Harbor, where he
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Your food must be properly digested and
assimilated to be of any value to you. If
vour
stomach is weak or diseased take
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
It digests what
you eat and gives the stomach a rest, enabling it to recuperate, take on new life and
grow
strong again. Kodol cures sour
stomach, gas, bloating, heart palpitation
and all digestive disorders. L. A. Soper of
Little Rock, Ky., writes us: “We fqel that
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure deserves all the
commendation that can be given it, as it
saved the lifeof our little girl when she was
three years old. She is now six and we
have kept it for her constantly, but of
course she only takes it now when anything
disagrees with her.” Sold by R. H. Moody,

All cargo, except Ip.
lire and marine risk.

One Hundred Teacliers

party.

world.

From Boston Tuesda}
From W interport an:
m., touching at wav

I Thursdays.

front and declare themselves to be the

figures around the merchant shipping's
dag and voted liberal subsidies which
put us at the head of the steamship
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Steamers leave P-.Ja
For Boston, via ('an;
2.30 i*. m., Mondays and I
For \Vinterport, v:
days ami Saturdays a;
rival of steamer from i
KKTI i:M>

Losses.

Davis, who are not only willing to hear
evidence, but who will consider it and
have some respect for it when arriving
at a decision; but these are not the ones
who noisily push themselves to the
As 1 left the Senator, there dashed
before me the records of the men who
had made and unmade the Democratic
party. On the one side stood Jefferson
and Madison, the two founders of the
policy of government aid to shipping,
then Andrew Jackson with iiis blunt
declaration for protection, and President Polk. Lewis Cass, Senator Bayard,
Bell of Tennessee, King of Georgia and
other peerless Southern statesmen who
stood with Webster and other giant

exclusively a Eire Insurance Business.
paid over Ninety-one Million Dollars in
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One of the greatest American millionaires
said to his physician, "A million dollars, Doctor, for a new stomach,” and then
the sick man groaned and turned away.
One of a man’s greatest pleasures is that
born of a keen appetite, vigorous digestion
and a good dinner, and this belongs to
many a good fellow who is living on small
wages, but the rich man without a stomach
has to forego the good things of the table
because his stomach rebels.
Without a
healthy stomach and a good digestion, onr
blood is thin, watery and
poor, our heart
action is weak, our liver aoes not do its
duty, and man is miserable and unhappy.
In this condition man it prey to the germs
of influenza, consumption, malaria and aU
the ills that he is heir to. Consumption
can be treated by natural methods which
*
are as close to nature as possible.
Dr. R. V. Pierce, chief consultiug
physithe
Invalids’
cian of
Hotel and Surgical
once

Buffalo, N. Y., years ago understood this disease, and after a long period of experiment discovered certain roots
and herbs which were nature’s remedies,
and succeeded in putting them up in a
form that would be easily
procured and
ready to use. This he callea Dr. Pierce’s
Qolden Medical Discovery. It gives no
lustitute,

at

false stimulation because it contains no
alcohol and no narcotic. It helps digestion and the assimilation of such elements
in the food as are required for the blood.
Instead of a cod liver oil, against which
the already sensitive stomach will declare
open rebellion, this tonic has a pacifying
action upon the sensitive stomach and
gives to the blood the food elements the
tissues
require. It maintains the patient’s
nutrition by enabling him to eat. retain,
digest and assimilate nutritious, food. It
overcomes gastric irritability and
symptoms of indigestion, and in thie way fever,
night-sweats, headaches, etc., are done
It fortifies the body against
away with.
the germs of consumption, grip and maand
it
builds
laria,
up the tissues and puts
•
on healthy flesh.
When the druggist says je lias somethat
is
thing
"just as good" as Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery, he says so because he hopes to make a better profit,
but his own mixtures have not stood th«
test of long experience nor had the success
that Dr. Pierce’s medicines have had.

~

To The Editor The of
Journai
The present policy of
firq insurant e
companies is known as the standai d
policy. In case of loss the adjust! r
and insured, if they cannot
agree as t 0
the amount of
damage, have an oppo
tunity to refef it. The representativ e
of the company offers three
names, on e
of which the insured can select
and th e
insured offers three names, one o
f
which the adjuster selects. These tw j
can award the damage and the
amoun t
that the company should pay. If the
cannot agree they can select a thir 1
member. If they do not agree upon th 5
selection of the third member, then th >
insurance commissioner can act. Thi i
can all be done in a few hours and thi t
verdict is the amount that should b *
paid. If a fire occurs in the winte
months, destroying the roof and a par
of a building, it is very important to thi
assured that a quick adjustment ii 1
made so that repairs may be immediate
ly attended to. Under this mode oi
policy it is very easy to bring the thins
to a point. The loss is adjusted ant
the insured can have his
money t<
promptly go on and make the necessary
■

repairs.
i here is a

tendency

among a certair

class to have this law repealed and gr
back to the old mode; that is, if tin
company does not pay what the insurec
thinks proper he can begin a suit anc
let the court determine, through a
jurj
or

ed meat he scoops introduced to the gentleman—they all
tiie size of a hen’s scampered back into the secret chamber
his fingers, puts it and their papa turned the key upon
hand with a chunk them. At this time I was ignorant of
of the broth, and the custom which is so general in these

w

|

I

keeping women,
hand, out-of-the-way parts
or rather the daughters of the
family,
only to
rates both into an locked up like wild beasts; consequentwhich he conveys to ly I did not hesitate to express my
swallows in a way wonder and to ask why it was done in
least, is amazing to this case. In reply .Senor Atideade said
that it was the custom of the country,
: ior the first time,
and he had never thought of bringing
any, consists of baup his daughters in any other way.
:. it*d in lard, or a curd
“l)o they ever go out?” I asked. “No,
iva jelly, preserved
; her “dulcy.”
Then never,” he replied, “Not now that they
garettes are banded are grown.”
They had all learned
tdies as well as the horseback riding when children and
v asses of
rum and used to scamper over the prairies like
-mg from the table wild things; but since they have been
mouth with water, shut up in the house, according to the
lough various sug- rigid custom for respectable girls, they
-'"t cheeks and lips, must remain in seclusion until husf

the same

ion known

t

s

of

may
say to the insured, I think your loss is
$350, which we are willing to pay. Tin

>

bands

the Moor.

or

ta. or

period

and seven o’clock
u
tlieir best, go out

v

neighbors

are near

I

island goes for angame of cards, or

be obtained for them.

Poor
for
the mother’s anxiety to marry them
off. It is to be hoped that there are
few old maids among the lassies of
Brazil.”
can

things!

of re-

No doubt

that accounts

says,
you have your redress in law
and all you have to do is sue the company. In case the insured is a man ol
property and able to wait until the
courts shall adjust the loss, it is per-

haps

f Correspondence of The Journal. J
Washington, D. C., Feb. 6. In replying
inquiry from one of his constituent!
the Maine coast, Representative Burleigl
has been able to furnish some interestint
information about a new food product ot
possible consequence. This is the musse
that abounds all along the shores of th<
islands and mainland of the Pine Tre«
State. It was only a few weeks ago tbal
Gov. Burleigh received this inquiry as tc
the food value of mussels. The matter wat
presented to W. II. Wiley, chief chemist ol
the Department of Agriculture, and by him
referred to United States Fish Commissioner George M. Bowers. Mr. Bowers has had
the matter
investigated, with the result
that he has
encouraged Gov. Burleigh to
write his constituent about the uses to
which mussels can be put.
“I find,” said Commissioner Bowers
today,
“that mussels are extensively utilized for
food in many of the older
European countries*
like England, Germany, and Italy.
They
are made into a most excellent
soup. I see
no reason
why they should not be utilized
on the Maine
coast.
They exist there by
the millions.
Why,” added Commissioner
Bowers, who has made many trips to Maine
and made extensive studies of the
propagato

swarm about the

hired for a small
for working days,
"keep" and scanty
ve chiefly on uiilho
various ways. Tliey
n

it-

th sand

and heat it
row shelled corn in- I
d and stir it around

:util the

grains swell
becoming what we
The grains are
eocoauuts, bananas,
1 n tins country when

ii.

mind a meddlesome
iiis own business, you
>

about it than in Yan!y request him to “Vai

plant

roasted mil-

author who was emyears in rural

railroad tells

e

Brazil

some

in-

among the landed
man, he had better
1 leave to know how

dices

ng
an

a

I
I

emselves in tlee pres-;
sex.
Let me quote a
j
from his interesting |
to a visit he made in 1
te-riorvalley of lvahy:!
\ icaele was an old man, I
r

wire

to do most

ot the

when she was in the
say. he could not well
her lirst questions was
was married; and on
was still in the full en-

proceeded to ^
delights of married.
■ne time informing me
unmarried daughters.
hum, she
••

0

1

broad hint of what
course 1 expressed the

acquaintance of these
the family. Her face
y grave, she looked heser husband who had re-

pairing his cigarette
versation, and he said
! did not understand,
■'
mice dispelled her mori,e old man got up,
'oi'hy
to a locked door, turned
l' o' h it and
disappeared into

*

1

within.

Almost imme-

'hiirued, saying;

“The

girls

ostorned to see strangers
latii." Meanwhile the senora,!
,,
ij... z'1" evidently now determined
1 ughters should show themv,
l,i also
disappeared into the
1

i.1(j

"i

tai

|Vh

from which now issued
whispering and suppressed
J’regeutly the Sonora reapil

!

vefy

modest-looking

nineteen years, close''1
t,iree others apparently
ititt: i litfyounger. All were overit

I

They

"$1.00 ALL WOOL UNDERWEAR,

will tell you how it

heals inflamed

.53 FLEECED UNDER •<> EAR.
.25 FLEECED l NDERWEAR,
.50 WOOL HOSE,

lungs.

I had a very bad cough for three
years.
Then I tried Ayer s Cherry Pectoral.
Mysore
lungs were soon healed and my cough dropped
••

Mrs. Pearl
2SC., 50c..

Old

.25 WOOL HOSE.
.25 FLEECED HOSE,

Hydb, Guthrie Centre, la.
J. c. AYER CO.,

B^druggistsji^M

—^LoweHJas^

action

next-

morning.

(-1
I

!

j

The Heart Hoes
the Third Thing

39c

.50

Sterling
25 Sterling

$137
125
110
.75
.19

.12

Thimble,
Silver Thimble,
DOMESTIC YARN,
SCOTCH YARN,
GERMANTOWN,

.07

8c

SHETL AND FLOSS,

.09

8c

SAXONY,

.09

15c

■

10c
15c
19c

Silver

KF^Compare these prices with those quoted elsewhere.
find any better bargains.

1IK. II

I TP
i A \m
1 1119

42

20
.25
09

Nowhere will

you

in the sky com**
the star of health
to the weak and
\
\W\
welry despon-

STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE.

Y| \

I

■ famous remedy
■ doesforthestom-

I

1 bat

fcl>unable
■ is

\

which it TO
to do for

J.Franklin Harris,

A dentdyspeptlc,
\ CUrlng all

V,\ |„0m,0h
I■ slightly
1^!f’,ev'r*
f, but, \\\m troubles and
disordered
\M| digestive
■ or overburdened.

JMJX

Eye=Sight

disorders.

Specialist.

Kodoim

Prescription

I supplies

the natural
Juices of digestion and M\\U\
does the work of the
stomach, relaxing the llMlim
nervous tension, while
the Inflamed muscles
and membranes of that iSHiMA
organ a ns allowed to KulllKK
restand heal. It cures

work s

\i|\\\VUl

l'M|WA

j

)lnu|VydA

Office

I

Telephone

HUMPHREYS’
cure

by acting directly

on

the

sick parts without disturbing the rest of
the system.
No. 1 for Fevers.
No. 2
Worms.
No. 3
Teething.

No. 4
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12

No. 13

NO GREATER

Headaches.

Dyspepsia.
Suppressed Periods.
Whites.

Than imagining it is economy to buy the cheapest Harness and Saddlery Goods, because tin
price seems low.
THE SHODbl
CHARACTER
OF CHEAP GOOI)}*
Takes away all apparent
duces to dissatisfaction.
We make

a

saving and alwavs

special point

on

the

FIRKMAN'S

ASSETS, DKCKMliKK 31, 1004.
Keal estate owned by the company,

unincumbered. .$ 502,750 00
Loans on bond and mortgage (first
213,400 00
liens)
Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value.
4.098,877 50
Loans secured by collaterals..
428,250 00
Cash in the company’s principal offices and in naiiKs.#
456,597 73
Piemiums in due course of collection.
..

Fire and Marine.
All other asse s.

THE LOWEST PRICES consistent with

Electric

a

high standard of excellence always obtained at
our place !
We earnestly invite inspection of goods and
47
prices.
We positively mean to do the best we can by
ourpairons.
Very truly,

C. E ST EVE AS,

Gas& Electric Light Co.

con-

of reliable

12* Main St

Office Washington Street

LONDON, ENGLAND.
ASSETS I)KT.
1

Telephone number,

31, 1904.

*1.438.43714
Stocks and bonds.
383.439.22
Cash m Office and bank.
Balances.
273,782.33
Agents’
All other Assets....
1,000.45

^•

44-2.

ITH E-&

*2,090,710.14
12,709.24

Gross Assets.

Deduct items not admitted
Admitted

Wiring of All Kinds.

Electric, Gas Fixtures«Supplies.

CO., Ltd.,

THE PALATINE INSURANCE

Assets.$2,083,946.90
31. 1904.

Total Liabilities and Surplus. S2,083.946.90
.1. H. KNEEL A ND, Agent.

JOBBERS

Searsport, Maine. -3w6

806,225:33
20,339 26

Tkkasi rt Department,
Office of Comptroller of the O rren< y !
Washington, D. C., January 31,1905. )
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence presented
to the undersigned it has been made to appeaj
that The City National Bank of Belfast” in the
city of Belfast, in the county of Waldo and State or
Maine, has complied with all the provisions of
the statutes of Die United States required to be
shall he aucomplied with before an association
thorized to commence the business of hanking,
Now, Therefore. I, William B. Kidgely,
Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby certify
that “The City National Bank of Belfast” in the
city of Belfast, in the county of Waldo and State
of vtaine, is authorized to commence the business
of banking, as provided m section fifty-one hundred and sixty-nine of the revised statutes of the
United States.
In Testimony Whereof, witness my hand
and seal of office this thirty-first day of January.
1905.
WILLIAM B. KIDGELY,
C0d6
Comptroller of the Currency.

Springfield

OK

value.

$6,526,439 82

31. 1904.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
Claims.. $ 292,755 27
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks. 2,875,715:54
All other demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc.
124,057 63
LI ARI LIT IKS, DKCEMHKlt

Capital actually paid tip in cash. l,60",000 0n
Surplus beyonu capital... 2,233,911 58
in-

clndmg net surplus.$6,526,439 82

C0~

& MECHANICS INS.
LOWELL, MASS.

Real estate.$ 421,f0000
Moi tgage loans.
548,424 00
16,100 00
Collatt ral loans
Stocks and bonds. 4,370,875 00
470,491 74
Cash in office and bank.
573,331 88
Agents’ balances.

Admitted Assets.$678,421.18
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1904.
Net Unpaid Losses.. $ 1.611.55
Unearned Premiums.
307,872.85

All other liabilities
Surplus over all liabilities

5,346.46

368,590.32

TV tal liabilities and surplus.$678,421.18
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Belfast,
3w6
Agents

FOR SALE.
The (’leaves House, Stockton Springs, Me.
This house has 26 rooms and is nicely located,
right in the centre of the village and right in
sight of the terminus of the Northern Maine K.
R
It also has a nice new stable and carriage
house. Stable 40x80, 20 stalls and 3 box
carriage house 40x40, two stories, all connected
and very nicely arranged. This house has all
the advantages of a summer hotel; it being
right on the coast, boating, fishing and beautiful
! drives. It is within a few miles’ drive of Pros*
! pect, Frankfort.
Sandypoint, Fort Point. Searsport and Beifast. Has a tine view of Northport,
Belfast Bay and surrounding islands. This is a
good opening for a smart, wide awake couple, as
it. is the only hotel in town. Write or applv to F.
S. Holmes, Belfast, Me., Real Estate Agent.

tails,

tff__

Dyspepsia

Cura

Digests what you Mti

IMPORTERS OF

Dealers in the finest

| Anthracite

SALT.

*

quality of

and

^

Blacksmith

■

O& I

TELEPHONE 4-*i.

1905.

46,675 54

“START

..

Total liabilities and

surplus.$6,446,898 16

Desirable risk written at current rates.
FRED ATV* OoD, Agent, Winterpovt, Maine.
3W5*

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
+-■

IN

rkMAQUl)

SERVICE

ON

Belfast, Maine

3, 35, 37 Front St.,

$0,446,898 16

Admitted assets.$6,440,898 16
l.IAlil BITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1904.
Net unpaid losses.$ 241,310 94
2.630,601 04
Uuearned premiums.
Cash capital.
2,000,000 00
all
liabilities.
1,574,986 18
over
Surplus

S1KA3HKK

ASSETS I»KC. 31, 1904,
Real Estate..
..$ 14,250.00
79,072,60
Mortgage Loans.
Collateral Loans.
15.086.00
535 252 50
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and Bank.
9,751.09
21,423 00
Agent’s Balances....
I nterest and Rent s.
3,575.99

*

ORDERS PROMPILY KILLED

Springfield, Mass.
ASSETS, DECEMBER 31, 1904.

Gross assets..

Aggregate of all the admitted assets
of the company at their market

Groceries.

of

$6,526,439 82

..

Grain, Feed, Feeds,

Fire and Marine Insurance Co.

interests and rents.

Gross assets.

Kodol

**

NO. 7586.

FUND INS. CO. Of Sai Francisco, California. Incorporated in 1863. ComWm J. Dutton, Pres.
mend d business in 1863.
Ijouis " eimnann, Sec. Capital paid up in cash.
$1,000,000 00.

'TRADERS

connection.

character oj

goods—We positively deal in goods
workmanship and A material.

our

Croup.

liabilities,

drug store,
Block, 97 High street.

Net Unpaid Losses.* 121.913.00
Unearned Premiums. 1,047.1:0 24
! All other Liabilities.
52,622.38
862,281.28
Surplus over all Liabilities

Coughs.
Neuralgia.

New York.

amount of

Poor & Son’s

BELFAST

MISTAKE CAN BE MADE

LIABILITIES Dl l'.

Diarrhea.

The Skin.
No. 14
No. 15
Rheumatism.
No. 16
Malaria,
Catarrh.
No. 19
No. 20
Whooping Cough.
The Kidneys.
No. 27
The Bladder.
No. 30
No. 77
La Grippe.
In small bottles of pellets that fit the vest
pocket. At Druggists or mailed, 25c. each.
TBS* Medical Guide mailed free.
Humphreys* Med. Co., Cor. William & John Streets,

Aggregate

over

Johnson

Location permanent.

V^B^B

Specifics

specialty.

-yes examined free.

iKodol Dyq; epsia Cure

equitable, safe and prompt manner of ! new to them. Of course it is only a combut readily comprehensible phrase,
adjusting losses. In fact, they have pact
OASTORIA.
describing the summer residents along the
Jto
Kind
You
Have
shown
that
the
recourse
to
this
arbitra
Bears the
Always Boqglt
/0
Maine coast, who have established themtion clause of the policy was very rareselves in Maine to the extent that they are
ly used. The adjuster and the insured more or less identified with various comwere enabled as a rule to make a settle- munities. The more they go to Maine for
A NEWSPAPER WOMAN’S LIFE.
ment satisfactory to both parties,
it the summer, the more they feel a lively in1 was a good reporter, and soon found is now intimated that the
companies 1 terest in the State. They look upon theniwork enough on the daily papers at
do not propose to further oppose the selves as part of the summer communities in
space rates to take care'of myself.
And so they follow all
i which they dwell.
Some weeks 1 earned from fifty to repeal of the Standard policy clause,
sorts of questions and look after all sorts of
eighty dollars; oftener I did not earn leaving it with the legislature to take matters that
happen to be of mutual interI have attended an all-day con- such action as to them
ten.
may seem lit. est to them and to the people who dwell in
vention, and far into the night, writing It is for the readers of The
Journal to Maine the year around. Gov. Burleigh
reports of speeches for messenger boys
to take in sections “red-hot,” to the carefully read their policies and deter- finds a constantly increasing number of
presses, so that the first part of the mine for themselves whetheror not the i these “summer constituents” in his disarticle would be in type before the last
repeal of the present arbitration clause ; trict, not a few of whom spend the summer
was written.
And I have kept this up
months at Belfast and aloug the coast in
for many hours at a time. I have gone is not detrimental to their interests,
Some live in New York;
forth after breakfast to see a whole and then advise their representatives [that vicinity.
I some live here in Washington; but whereof
the
to
in
page
morning paper given up
in the legislature as to their wishes
ever they happen to hail from they write to
my report of such all day meetings, at relation thereto,
it is of course under
their Maine Congressman in preference to
which I had worked for fourteen conthat
additional
to
stood
every
expense
the Congressman from the district that hapsecutive hours the day before, lunching
on bananas and a sandwich and supping
the insurance companies must in the pens to include their winter home.
Not
on a similar
meal. I have had the end he paid by the insured.
long ago a New York lady who passes
printer’s “devil” stand at my elbow to
the summers down near Isle au Haut
Priii.ico.
seize every fresh sheet that Hew out
came to Washington to urge the dredging of
from under my pencil, almost before it
Isle au Hunt thoroughfare, it was a Washwas done, the hot presses upstairs cryThe State of Trade.
ington resident who makes his home along
ing, with the horseleeoh’s daughter-*,
Give, give.” I have crawled from my
Widespread cold weather hampers trade the Maine coast that took up with Gov.
bed in the morning only to fall back in nearly all lines, thus retarding but not Burleigh the matter of utilization of mtisacross it in a dead faint, and then gotentirely checking the opening of spring dis- sels, already referred to. Their activity
ten up and gone out to another regular
tribution. Except in a few cases, however, display ed quite as much interest in the welday’s work. And I have beaten the
notably transportation and mining, indus- fare of their own localities in Maine as
men on rival papers in “scoops” which
try suffers rather less than seasonable in- permanent residents display, and to that
occupied columns, and told no lies. terference.
The winter so far has been cold extent they are always recognized hereby
But in spite of the fascination in this
but dry, and this has favored outdoor oper- : all the Maine members to whom
sort of thing—and it is a wonderful
they apa
to
ations
greater degree than ordinary.
fascination—I could not keep it up. Except in a few lines, especially- cotton r'-'**’**
And when, after a few years, there manufacturing, advance business has been
As official Wasliii gton in all its departcame
a
chance to edit an obscure placed with a free hand, and the feeling is ! meets
goes to Maine very numerously durthat
milder
weather
strong
less
the
none
at
a
fair salary, I took it.
monthly
the summer months, all the Maine
Then I added a dramatic department for will usher in widespread activity in all ing
lines.—Hradstreet’s.
I members have quite a local colony of “suma weekly paper to my regular duties,
This is all the more
met
constituents.”
doing the work evenings. Later I went
Cures croup, sore throat, pulmonary pronounced from year to year because this
to the weekly paper as editor of several
of
soit.
troubles—Monarch
over‘pain
every
exodus to Maine is permanent, eVen from
uepHj-imtjuis, Him stni utter IQqk on a i Dr. Thomas Kclectric Oil.
those who do not own summer homes up
regular department in the Saturday
edition of the most highly respected
there.
Strike
Cutters
Granite
journal in my city.—Helen Winslow,
The city is beginning to .quicken with inin the February Atlantic.
Hoiklanh, Me., February 5. Quar terest incident to the approach of the inA CARD.
rymen employed by the Clark Island | auguration, now hardly three weeks away.
Granite Company have struck for an : Inauguration is always a festival occasion
\\ e, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
refund the money on a flO-cent bottle of eight-hour day. The granite cutters here. While the local residents refuse to
i
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails who, it was believed, would have gone
be diverted by it to any great extent, the
to cure your cough or cold. We also guar, out with the quarrynien were
disthousands of people always here who have
antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
About 20 quarrymen and 41
charged.
or money refunded.
never seen an inauguration and who look
cutters are affected.
A. A. Howes & Co.
W. O. Poor & Son,
upon it as a wonderful spectacle, follow all
Everybody’s liable to itching piles. Rich the details with carelul attention.
The
No one would ever be bothered with con
and poor, old and young—terrible the torstipation if everyone knew how naturally ture they suffer. Only one sure cure I loan’! present inauguration promises to be a
and quickly Burdock Blood Bitters regu- Ointment. Absolutely safe; can’t tail.
beautiful spectacle, but considerable doubt
lates the stomach and bowels.
is expressed as ;o there being a large atThe Sunshine of Spring.
tendance. It will not be so much of a hurrah inauguration, for instance, as when one
The Salve that cures without a scar is
DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve. Cuts, Burns,
party succeeds another. Then the installaBoils, Bruises and Piles disappear before
tion of the victorious leader is the signal
the use of this salve as snow before the sunfor thousands of office seekers to come down
shine of spring. Miss H. M. MiddMon,
upon the city and camp here till they are
Thebes, III., says: “I was seriously afflicted
dead broke or until an office is given them.
with a fever sore that was very painful.
for
the
There
will be a great throng on PennsylCure
Heart
will
do
tw<
Dr. Agnew’s
DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve cured me in
vania Avenue the day the President rides
less than a week.” Get the genuine. £old things. It will first of all relieve in 30 minute: down to the
Capitol. There will also be a
and cure every disease of the heart and give this
by K. H. Moody.
throng assembled on the East front,
mighty
and
it
will
enricl
1
secondly
organ great strength,
tilling in all the large space there. It will
No man can cure consumption. You can the blood. At this point where its powers end
make no difference w hether the heavens
Dr. Wood’s Norway the heart steps in and owing to its new strengtl
prevent it though.
open and the rain descends in torrents and
Pine Syrup cures cough, colds, brqnchitis,
the bleak winds blow, as is most often the
pumps an increased supply of this rich, red bloot
sore throat.
Never fails.
March. 1 hat, however
case here in early
to the nerves and thus feeds them, which is tin
does
not necessarily mean the presence of
third tiling necessary in curing by this nev
an enormous throng in the city. There are
There’s a pretty gir! in an Alpine hat,
process, heait disease, nervousness or stomacl 1
A sweeter girl with a sailor brim,
people enough in Washington to turn out
trotibfes.
38
and crowd the sidewalks for a mile along
But the handsomest girl you’ll ever see,
Sold by City Drug Store and A. A. Howes &Cc
Js the sensible girl who uses Rocky MounPennsylvania Avenue, and they do it often
Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder cures coldi
on less interesting occasions than the inautain Tea.
R. H. Moody.
in 10 minutes. A sure cure for catarrh.
guration of a President.

$ I 75 SHIRT WAIST,
I 50 SHIRT WAIST,
I 37 SHIRT WAIST,
1.00 SHIRT WAIST,
.25 DRESS SHIELD,
15 DRESS SHIELD,

F. H. Black & Co.,

Comet
jl

19.
39c
19c

GLOVES,
.25 GLOVES,
.25 MITTENS,
.25 HOSE SUPPORTERS,
.25 MEN’S NECKTIE,
.10 OUII.NQ FLANNEL,
10 CURLINQ IRON,

Coughs

75c
39c

19c

.50

On© Ayer's Pill at bedtime insures'

f_natural

T-

Mintially Portuguese
tliis way: Partially

F. H. Black & Co’s.

rely upon it for colds, coughs,

bronchitis, consumption.

j

mmmmmammmmma——La
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be carried up to the Law
|||il~.>t*
Courts, where even if the verdict of the
Indigestion, flatulence,
of
the
heart.
lower court is confirmed it will require
palpitation
nervous dyspepsia and
a year or more: and the insured, mechanall stomach troubles by
ic or farmer, can perhaps ill afford
,
cleansing, purifying and
the legal expenses, and the delay of adstrengthening the giands,
membranes of the stomB'Jo^
justment. is more to him than the ex■ ach and digestive organs,
ft Mrs
pense, so that by repealing the Standard ure, have taken that view. It is, however,
policy clause there is no opportunity to practically impossible to bring about such
force the company to prompt adjust- legislation until the next Congress. Then
ment.
It is said that this is in the in- it will be comparatively easy, it is believed,
to reach a vote in the Senate.
A good materest of the companies, and yet upon
Tear Dealer Cea Supply Tea.
jority is assured in the House, as matters flj
the face of it appears to be no more so
Bottlee only. $1.00 Size hoidlny 2K times
look now. The shipping bill has been made |
the
trial size, which sells (or 50c.
■
than to the insured.
It is true the
ready for the consideration of both houses I Drapers* tytt. DeWITT 4 CO.. COlCAtM,
companies do not like the expense of and is now on their calendars, favorable reemploying attorneys to defend their ports having been made from the Comrights; and this applies also to the in- merce committee of the Senate and from
R H. MtlODV, l>RUt»(ilST
sured, who if the loss is not adjusted by the House Committee on Merchant Marine
Members of the Maine del- “Ask for the 1905 Kodol Almanac
an agreement must flee to the courts, and Fisheries.
employing an attorney and trying the egation, including Gov. Burleigh, are all
to vote for the bill, but at the
and 200 Year Calendar.”
case before a jury, who may ormay not prepared
same time it is recognized that a measure
be acquainted with what would be a
of that importance should be carefully
reasonable amount for the insured.
can

IbargainsI

Pectoral

i

I
I
the experience of foreign countries.”
I
Representative Burleigh has simply for- I
warned the report of Commissioner Bowers I
to his constituent, for whatever it may be I
worth. Lie undertakes to express about it I
I
no opinion of his own, as he makes no
I
claims to being a scientist.
I
Some friends of a' bill for paying subsi- I
dies to American ships are urging that a I
bill be passed at this session of Congress. I
Some friends of the sailing vessels, wherein I
lies most of Maine’s interest iu the meas- I

great hardship, although he
must employ attorneys. If the jury’s
verdict is not to the liking of the com-

—

Cherry

Fannie B. Waiiii.

■tow

co

Doctors first prescribed

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral over
60 years ago. They use it
today more than ever. They

nsn in

And now we must say good-bye to
scrutinized and debated in detail for the
everybody Brazil and betake ourselves to “pastures
it is said this matter is to come up
purpose of perfecting its provisions.
if there is one, till new.” A great deal of interest in this
before the present legislature. HereGov. Burleigh has coined a new phrase in
a
city families third wide and wonderful country has not tofore the
companies, through their Congress which is being discussed in the
t w een nine and ten
been touched upon in these letters, and
representatives, have undertaken to cloakrooms. It is the phrase “summer conmil districts that is the very best advice I can give
you is show to the committee and the legisla- stituents.” Members are having a lot of fun
'•r than the rule.
pome and see for yourself.
ture that the present policy was an over “summer constituents,” because it is
later

!

an

oi

A FEW OF THE MANY

jAyer’sl

on

supply of food tishes grows, there will be
more of a disposition to use the mussels
along the Atlantic coast. That has been

no

pany it

Bill to b

product is the difficult work of gathering
the mussels.
They are very small, each
being about as large as the hard portion of
an oyster.
If they could be easily gathered
and assembled there would be more of an
opportunity for making money in the
manufacture of mussel soup, delicacy that
it is. 1 have no doubt that, as cur
population increases and the demand upon our

adjuster

spatch in this way:
is lingers a strip of whelmed with intense shyness and an
insured honestly thinks that his loss is
it by hand into hysterical desire to laugh.
After the
$550 or $000, in which case there is no
len takes it, bit by formal and
separate introduction to
opportunity to settle. The adjustei
he central dish of each—be it noted that the lady is here
well

m

Mussels as Food.
Shipping
Deferred. “Summer Constituents.’’ Thi
Inauguration Festival.
The

Maine waters, “you know
they attach themselves in great bunches to
every object in the salt water. Throw a
stick into the water and let it lie there a
lew months and it will become encrusted
with the mussels. Of cou se, one oi the
obstacles to the utilization of this food

pay.
the

Letter From Washington.

uuu

otherwise, what the company shal
In case of a loss

*

___

INSURANCE QUESTION.

RIGHT”

BY ACQUIRING

The Telephone
Habit.

IT MEANS

PENOBSCOT BAY AND

RIVER

SAFETY AND COMFORT

SUCCESS AND SATISFACTION.

Daily, Sundays ex-, epted ami w* ailier
permitting, as follows:
Leave Bueksport. 7.50 a. in., or after arrival <>f
train leaving I angor at 6 50 a. ip.
Leave Castine, *9.05 a m.
Leave Belfast, 10.05 a. m., or after arrival of
train due in Belfast at 10.05 a. in.
Leave Camden, 11.35 a. 111.
Arrive Rockland, 1T2.20 p. in.
L**ave Rockland, 1.00 p. in.
Leave Camden, 1.45 p. in
Leave Belfast, 3.15p. in., connection being made
at Belfast with train leaving at 3.20 p. m.
Leave Castine, 4.10 p. in.
Arrive Bucksporr, 5.45 p. ni., connecting with
train leaving at 6.10 p. in. tor Bangor, Portland
and Boston.
•Passengers can take train leaving Belfast at
1.25 p. m. lor Portland and Boston.
tTrain leaves Roeklai d at 1.40 p. in. for Bath.
Lewiston, Augusta. Portland and Boston.
F. E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass. & Ticket Agent
GEO. l EVANS, Vice Pres. & Gen’l Manager
Portland, Dec. 1,1904.—tf46

FOR SALE
50 h. p. engine, 80 h. p. boiler, fe« d pumps. Perryman Heater and complete engine room equipment. Also other bargains in new- and secondhand wood working and iron-working machinery.
We arc also headquaiters for ship’s pumps, capstans, chocks, cleats and all kinds of heavy castings for vessels, both iron and and brass. Let us
figure )our requirements.
ALBERT BUSSELL & SONS tO.,
Newburyport, Mass.
Iyr3

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH CO. w:!
:

HOLLISTER'S

Tea Nuggets
Rocky Mountain
Medioine for
A Busy
Busy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.

A specific*for Constipation, Indigestion. Live
and Kidney Troubles, Pimples, Eczema, Impure
Blood. Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It’s Rocky Mountain Tea in tabGenuine made by
let form. 35 cents a box.
Holm stick Ijruo Company, Madison. Wi?

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
v

R. H. AM

<

1» V

FOR SALE
The desiiable property of ihe late l)r. Klliugxvood situated on High street, consisting of twostory house and ell, ten rooms, furnace, cemented
cellar, all modern improvements, a large roomy
stable, two stalls and large box stall, land enough
for garden. This is a good opportunity to get a
home rigid in the heart of Ihe city. Apply to
K. S. HOLMES,
Real Estate Agent, Belfast, Me.
52
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examination of the Perry district for
the special purpose of determining the
possibilities of the occurrence of coal
in commercial quantities in that region,
i Their conclusion is that there is no
1
basis whatever for the hope of finding
1
usable coal in any of the concealed

Republican Journal.

The

BELFAST, THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 9, 19(5.
Published

Ever;yThursday Morning by

th

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

uiition

for six

Tm,'ms: In

months;

of other localities in

50

a

trip

trial

in the

eastern

Maine.

We recall an outcropping of rustylooking rock fragments in a pasture in
Machias which the boys of fifty or more
years ago, and perhaps some of their
elders, believed to indicate a coal or
iron mine. The proximity to the coal
fields of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick no doubt had much to do with
fostering a belief that coal veins existed in eastern Maine. While this is now
sb.own to be groundless, the report of
Messrs. Smith and White is one of
great value to geologists, and even the
lay reader will be interested in the fact
developed that “from some volcanic
centre in this vicinity lava flows were

pity Peary’s Arctic vessel is
not completed so that she could have a
It is

of the

the outlook for

advance, $2.00 a year;
cents tor three months.
$1.00
Ai>\ futisinc Tki.'Ms: For one square, one inch
length in column, 50 cents foi one week and
25 cents for each subsequent! insertion.

^rus.

bay.

Guess Mr. Iloch will wish himself
out of hoc if his twenty-live betterhalves get bold of him.
tVarden Morton is evidently running
He
a popular house in Thomaston.
had twelve new boarders arrive last

Friday.

paragraph last week
sheep industry the type made I erupted.”
speak several times of “wool and

In an editorial
the

oir
us

reorganize
again a strong factor in
The news of tlie reprieve granted to ! American politics. The nature and reMis. Mary Rogers was telephoned to suits of his study will he evident from
•he manager of Elks theatre, Rumford the following paragraph:
That cannot be a strong party in
Mil's, and announced to the audience.
Ins state.

upon
become

I

Cleveland and Mr.
Jiryau are leaders of factions, nor can
it be strong if either of them is titular
which both Mr.

The news was received with cheers,”
-ays the Rumford Falls Times.

Why?

colder-blooded, more
ii iiierately planned murder than that
jf which Mrs. Rogers was guilty? As
'capital punishment there is a decid'd difference of opinion; but as to tlie
.lilt of Mrs. Rogers there can lie no
jii' stiou. Tlie penalty for her crime is
.lea th oi^the gallows. Why should the
Was there

ever

leader and the other nominally a follower.
It is merely the expression of
an opinion which can be neither verified
nor refuted, that at present Mr. liryan
reilects the political sentiments of by far
the more numerous wing of the party.
Assuming that to be the fact, the logical
consequence of the existing situation is
that those who form that v.ing should
and will take permanent control of the

a

from

sailing

steamer

\

Xew

York

selves

Feb :ind for Europe took $0,1:>0,000 in
."Ml coin and gold bars, and tlie exr.orts of gold for the week were $.19,7on.uoo, more than half of which went
Bradstreets says that these
to Paris.

financial

or

which involve

transactions

tlie transfer of large amounts of capital from this country to the old world
centers. At tlie same time the unsatisfactory conditions in regard to this season's wheat exports would go far toward creating a strong exchange situation. and this lias been supplemented
by tlie present low value of cotton and
the circumstance that expo ts thereof

with the voters.

interesting

to note that

naviga-

no

the

campaign
Rethe

newspapers

are

now

President Roosevelt the credit that is
his just due. The gravamen of his offense from the Southern standpoint

ere.

_

He is

quite as severe.
We

have

received

testimony

speech by

l"

S.

a

leaflet

n

naturally thoroughly independ-

he
| ent and intensely earnest, ofandthewhen
Union
giving

meeting
Philadelphia that

I said at a recent

beer, from a : League
Senator J. II. Gallinger.

scientific

on

in

“The govac-

vor
inferred from the
“Beer worse than to bring to book the gigantic trusts
“Beer kills quicker than which are holding this country by the
whiskey.”
“Beer drinking short- throat. As a writer in the Brooklyn
•other liquou”
“Beer drinking produces Eagle says: “The President has struck
ens life
rheumatism.”
“Beer cripples
the a note that will be popular everywhere
liver." “Dropsy induced by beer drink- —except in the United Senate.”

nature may

Its

fi lowing

ing."
jr.g."

he

captions:

“Insanity caused by beerdrink'‘Bright’s disease due to beer.”

This reminds

us

viewed

a

Senator Staples is said to have a bill
in preparation providing for the taxation of the capital stock of all corporations doing business under the laws of
this state, requiring every sucii corporation to make a return of the ownership of its stock, which is thus taxed to
the owners in the places where they reside at the same rate as other property
in that place. This proposition looks
fair upon the face of it, and no doubt
Mr. Staples believes it is fair. Like
many other people, perhaps, he is misled by the word “corporation.” Some
corporations have special privileges
granted them by law, which can only
be reached by direct taxation on franAnd that these escape adechises.
i quate taxation is nothing less thau an
I outrage.
But the great majority of
I corporations are given no special priviI leges, and should pay no taxes except
! those on their property, same as individuals, firms and companies do. To
I tov flmir lrrmuirtv anH thpil
MlPir

of a once well known

Washington correspondent

who inter-

bar tender as to wtiat was the

liquor to use. The barkeeper replied: “If you drink brandy it will
destroy your liver; and if you drink
whiskey it will destroy your kidneys.”
The enquirer meditated a moment and
then said: “Here goes for the kidneys,
give ine some whiskey.”
best

lire recent sale of three
•cuffee

clippers,”

Baltimore

two of them built in

ielfast for the firm of C. Morton Stewart & Go., causes speculation as to
a
ether Baltimore is losing its posihas taken the
the

berry

place

from Rio.

of sails in

Certainly

bringing
no new

I

stock, which represents no value whatever except their property, would be
simply robbery—double taxation and
\Ve have no fear of the bill bemore.

building to take the place oi
j
sold, and which are to |
be re-rigged as four-masted schooners
it is too obviously unjust
a
and placed in tire coasting trade. An | coming alaw;
Maine legislature. But we
for even
Are the two-masted hate to see the name of our Senator,
other (piery:
schooners of from 50 to 150 tons to go who has so many good ideas, mixed up
Within a with so absurd a proposition.—Iiockout of existence altogether?
and Opinion.
few weeks two Belfast-built vessels ol
The Opinion is right. This method
this class, the A. Ilayford and the
of taxation was once tried here, withhave
been
wreck
B.
Ferguson,
George
out the color of law, by a city governed, and for years past their number lias ment which
sought in this way to punbeen decreasing and no new ones havs
ish individuals and corporations who
been built to take their places. Be
had opposed its election. The tax was
spite the increasing competition oi
assessed, but illegally, and could
duly
would
seen
steamers and barges it
not be collected. The law proposed by
that there must still be work for ves
Senator Staples would be particularly
sets of this size.
unjust as regards newspaper corporations. The real property of such a corA recent publication of the Unite!
is represented by its plant and
States Geological Survey on the Geol poration
building, if its owns a building, which
ogy of the Perry basin lias shattered i 1 are already taxed. The larger part of
belief which has had credence in south the stock merely represents the good
eastern Maine for nearly seventy years
will, an intangible and uncertain propwhich may be entirely wiped out
erty,
o
in
the
town
for
coal
Prospecting
bad management or ruinous comby
Perry is said to have begun in 1837 ar.< petition. Taxation of such stock would
lias taken place at frequent interval > be, as the Opinion says, “simply robAt the request of th s bery.” Of course the result would be
ever since then.
f
the change from corporate to private
survey commission of the State o
ownership and the State would lose
Maine Messrs. George Otis Smitli am 1 the corporation tax it now receives
David White of the U. S. Geologies 1 which must amount in the aggregate to
Survey have recently made a geologies l a considerable sum.
vessels

are

the barkentines

■
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success

$2.00 and 2.25 Skirts,
2.75 and 2.87 “
3.00, 3.25 and 3.50 Skirts,
4.50 Skirts,

I
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every
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dition

can

his

with all

get

opinion.
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Cream of Crushed Roses...
Curling Fluid...
Perfumed Vaseline.

25

25 cent Match Holders.9
50 cent Hat Pin Holders.9
20 cent Fancy Needle Books.9
25 ceut Embroidered Picture Frames.9
42 ceut Stag Horn Hair Curlers.9
25 and 50 cent Framed Pictures.9
l lot Ribbons, regular price 10 to 30 cents per yard, only.9

♦
♦

Fred A, Johnson.
w

50

25
1 lot 25 cent Veilings, per yard.
Marshall’s Linen Thread.
Kerr’s Lustre Twist.
25 cent Hose Supporters.
1 lot Fancy Hat Pins, in and 25 cent quality.

[
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The Advertiser of Fa

business, fur lie is well known to everybody
in Waldo county as the horse radish man.
For several years he lias planted two or
We will send you a
C'lias. F. Bessey has been making a social three acres and had no trouble in selling all
he could make, lie grinds it and puts it
mil business trip to Albion.
into cider in small bottles with his own
Mrs. David Smith is spending the winter label, which is a guarantee of its purity.
ivith her sister, Mrs. A. W. Rich.
This suggests that many other specialties
Be sure that this picture
be produced in this county of a simiin the form of a label is on
Miss Alice L. Dow is visiting her friend might
1
lar nature, much to our own advantage. \\ e
the wrapper of every bottle
Mrs. R. B. llall in Waterville this week.
other things in Waldo county beraise
can
of Emulsion you buy.
The Knights of l’ythias are making prep- I sides hay, grain and potatoes, and make
ball
more money by them.
iration for a fine time at their annual
SCOTT & BOWNE Feb. 14th.
j The tenth annual ball of Golden Crown
The Good Templars will celebrate the au- lodge, No. 108, Knights of Pythias, will be
Chemists
liversary of the organization of the lodge held in Union llall, Brooks, Tuesday
j evening, Feb. 14, 1905. Music will be fur409 Pearl Street, New York
Saturday evening, Feb. 18th.
nished by Rigby’s orchestra of Belfast. C.
Ex-Senator Alfred W. Rich is in quite ! E. Lane will act as floor manager, assisted
50c. and $1. All Druggists
rood health this winter, but keeps quite by H. M. Brown, A. R. Huxford, W. M.
‘lose at home and does not attempt to do
Kelsey, of Golden Crown, No. 108; F. H.
CURES WITHOUT STOMACH DOSING.
my business.
Bartlett, of Waldo, No. 82; Chas. White of
No. 130; FredNichols of Freedom,
Miss Eva Grady of the Belfast High Dixmont,
Hyomei Cures Catarrh by Simple Breathing.
No.
24; and Wallace Sprague of Suver
ichool had a prominent part in the drama
K. H. Moody Refund* Money if it Fail* to
at the Cross, No. 58. Concert by orchestraat 7:30;
Cure.
I ‘The Troublesome Investment,”
grand march at 8 sharp. Admission to hall,
lood Templar hall last Saturday evening.
A long stride toward solving the
75c. per couple; supper 50c. per couple.
mystery
)f curing catarrh was taken with the tliscov-1
Miss Lottie, daughter of Samuel Edwards The M. C. R. R. will run a special train
in
relatives
been
visiting
from Belfast and way stations and return,
sry of liyomei. In fact, the percentage of 1 if Winthrbp, has
;ures
this treatment proves it equal to ; 1 own Mr. Edwards was born in this town, leaving Belfast at 7 p. m. The committee
by
;he final tests.
| I he son of the late Marsters Edwards, and of arrangements for the dance consists of
The folly of taking medicine into the 1 las many friends and acquaintances here.
E.
B. Edwards, H. .1. Hamlin, W. F.
cure
to
catarrh
of
the
C. F. Files and A. B. Payson.
stomach
nose, throat j
Emmons,
now
here
the
is
all
just
rage
Basket ball
ind lungs, has been realized by physicians,
There
school.
the
with
High
n
connection
1
But not until liyomei was known, had they
viII be a double header at Union hall, Fri- CENTRE HONTVILLE.
1 practical method that would obviate stom10th. First game, Brooks
Mrs. Sarah Thompson met with a serious
ich drugging.
11 lay evening, Feb.
ligh School vs. Locals; second game, Busi- accident last Friday. While engaged with
A complete Hyomei outfit costs but $1,
The game w ill be
1 less men vs. Shamrocks.
of
a
neat
inhaler
ind consists
that
pocket
her morning work in the kitchen she fell
;an be used anywhere without attracting at- 1
Her neighbors and
tention, a medicine dropper and a bottle of | We have a few nice cattle in Brooks. and broke her hip.
Hyomei. Extra bottles of Hyomei cost but Stephens Roberts has eight handsome friends feel the greatest sympathy for her.
I teers. A pair of 4-year-olds are beauties,
50c.
At her age, nearly 75, it will be doubtful
Breathing Hyomei through the inhaler, md nice and handy, too. Lorenzo D. Jones
use of her limb.
•very particle of air that enters the nose, 1 tas a nice pair of steers one year old next | about her regaining the
throat and lungs, is charged with a healing
April that girt 5 feet and are handy as old i She is kindly cared for by her son and
a
of
pair
big
Balsam that soothes and allays all irritation, 1 ixen. I. G. Reynolds has
Walter J and Etta Thompson,
kills the catarrhal germs and enriches the
C. 1). Davis and Joseph R. Little- daughter,
ixen.
and at present a married daughter, Mrs.
Blood with additional ozone.
ield always have some nice ones.
R. 11. Moody has so much faith in the |
The officers of George G. Davis Post, No. Watts from Waterville, is with her. .Arthur
power of liyomei to cure catarrh, that he is ( 14, G. A. R., were installed by Lorenzo D.
Bowen is selling his household goods and
selling it under his personal guarantee to I ones, P. t\, and are as follows: P. C., True
utensils and intends to move to
refund the money if it does not give posi- j > Cilley ; S. V. (
W. F. Kendall; J. V. C., farming
five relief.
£. S. Stevens ; Q. M., John Johnson ; Adjt., Waterville as soon as he can get away—
Mrs. Mary Edmunds fell down the cellarAm- C. Rowe; Surgeon, L. D. Cilley;
WINTER PORT.
-haplain, Lorenzo Jones; 0. D., P. B. Clif- stairs Feb. 4th and received some severe
There is an epidemic of the grip here and
ord; 0. G., A. H. Rose; S. M., C. E. Pea- bruises and a general shaking up-One of
In some inmany cases are reported.
tody ; Q. M. S., Henry Braddock. After the oldest residents of the town, John S.
stances whole families are prostrated with
he installation ceremonies the ladies served Mason, is very ill. Mrs. Kate llannum is
the disease_The river is free from ice lotl'ee, cake and other edibles, and a social caring for him_X. D. Cram fell down his
from the Eastern Steamship Company’s ;ime was enjoyed.
barn cellar stairs recently receiving injurwharf to liucksport. Above the feri'- loadies which necessitated his shutting down
Miss Marion Reynolds is teaching her his mill for a few
ed teams have been crossing on the ice for
days—C. G. Marden of
Brooks and is giving
in
South
term
lecond
there
the
cold
continues
If
the past week.
in town last week soliciting shipit is said; Miss Edna Knox was
D. Crossley & Son of
will be a coal and grain famine in town— i >ood satisfaction,
to
ments
of
apples
the High school and
Evans of Waldo
Miss Rose H. Eaton arrived home from Bos- Elwell is attending
Grace E. Dow is Liverpool, Eng_Sidney
there;
assistant
as
icting
here
the
was
called
by
ton last week. She
was the guest of C. B. Cushman over Sunit home; Vesta Rose is teaching in Monroe;
Lizzie
illness of her mother—Mr. and Mrs. F. J.
Mrs.
Thompson, who was taken
primary ; Mrs. day.
sick last week, Is improving. She
Littlefield are receiving congratulations Mabel Rose is in the village
at West Brooks; violently
is
teaching
B.
A.
Payson
I.
a
son—The
of
postponed
has Mrs. Charles Brewster of Belmont for a
upon the birth
Thirza Twombly is not teaching; May nurse_One of Charles King's horses was
O. O. F. sociable occurred at their hall Feb.
Roberts,
is
music;
Fanny
lluxford
teaching
last week while working in
2d. There were about 100 present and a
cut quite
and who has taught four terms, is in Waldo the woodsbadly
and Dr. Pearson of Morrill was
pleasant time was enjoyed by all—Mr.
be mentioned,
Mrs. Edward Hanson were in town last ;his winter. Others might inarms can be called to stop the flow of blood—Charles
school
week on their return from Boston, where which shows that
Thompson sold his hoop poles standing to
Brooks.
Frank Luoe and Charles Boynton, who
they went on their wedding trip—P. C. Found In
Rich left last week on Thursday's boat for
This town now has three big snow rollers have cut about 10,000.... Wesley Wentworth
for Boston, where he has a position with ;hat cost $150 each. One of them has been is canvassing for the Peats wall paper. lie
Mrs. run two winters and our people believe it received his outfit last week-—George Edthe Eastern Steamship Company
N. N. Lewis is confined to honse with a pays. One thing is sure, they find the best munds clipped three horses last week with
a
mow roads in Brooks of any town in this his clipping machine....Freeman Johnson
sprained ankle....James Foley made
Work is
short stay in Boston last week
ricinity. We notice the Belfast roller is and brother Granville of Boston were called
still going on with the new railroad. complained of as too light. Well, load it, home by the death of their father, Moses
Bridge supervisors and several other work- then. Begin the first deep snows and you Johnson of Liberty.
men are busy making ready for the work,
keep on top of the snow with a good, wide
which is to begin at early spring. Ellery road that teams can pass on anywhere. In
Maine Insurance Statistics.
Bowden, Esq., has been employed to con- many places the snow will blow off and
the farmers throughout the there is much less shoveling to do. We inverse with
was announced at the office of the
It
town and to ascertain the approximate dam- rite comparison of the Brooks roads with State insurance commissioner Feb. 2d that
those around us, both as to expense and during the
ages.
past year risks to the amouut of
convenience.
practical
$145,975,235 were written, 295,798 losses
To Care a Cold in One Day.
The percenWe received a call from W. L. Scribner paid, aggregating $2,295,793.
to premiums reTake LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
of Monroe the other evening and had a long tage of losses incurred
Tablets. All druggists refund the money
60.44.
was
ceived
the
horse
radish
to
talk with him in regard
if it fails to cure.
THE NEWS

OF BROOKS.

;

sample freeJ

i

j

ANNUAL

16th

16thjj

Concert™ Ball Walci ei
-OF-

|

BELFAST CO. NO

2, U. R. K. P.,

AT BELFAST OPERA

HOUSE,

Monday Eve., Feb. 20. |

j

-MUSIC BY

—

BELFAST FULL BAND and ORCHESTRA

Jewelry,

Floor Director, F. G. SPINNEY.
Aida, By the Company.

Chains of S'

SUPPER SERVED AT INTERMISSION.
GRAND MARCH AT 9.
CONCERT AT S

Ball Tickets,

Admitting

Gent and Two

Wedding Kin.
Engagementf

$1.50

Admission, 25c. Reserved Seats, 35c.
jySeats on sale at CARLE & JONES' Thursday, February 16. Commence at s a 111.
The Brigadier General and StaiT will be present.

We do Repair
Watchword

SURETY BONDS.
He

sure

you have these in the Best
Here is its Statement.

Company

1

No trouble to sho w

$5,837,670.27

Gross Assets.

j

:

OPTICIAN

FIDELITY & DEPOSIT CO. of Maryland.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1901.
Real Estate .3 735,000.00
Stocks and Bonds.
4.479,5**0.00
2ti4.524.02
Cash in Otiice and Bank.
88,640.25
Agents’ Balances.

Admitted Assets. $5,837,670.27
LIABILITIES DEC'. 31, 1904.

.$ 207,574.94
Unpaid Losses
70ti 626.18
Unearned Premiums.
Cash Capital. 2.000.000.0**
2,923,469.15
Surplus and all Liabilities

H. J. LOCK

Net

j

Belfast Nation.»
P O

[

j

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$5,837,670 27
REMARKS.

Total amount

paid patrons since

or-

incurred
ganization for losses
through dishonesty, etc., of fiduciaries, employes, etc.$3,555,339.40
Total Surplus and Undivided Profits.. 2,923,469.15
(This is the loss paying power of the Company,
without impairing the capital stock ot $2,000,No other company in the world

000,00.

strong).

M. F.

3w6

is

so

BARTLETT, General Agent,
Waterville, Maine.

lOTICt.
If

have

you

or

any throu

have the

UNDERTAKERS.

same

or

funded.

R.H. Coombs & Son,
CASKETS,

—

__

9

♦

it cannot hurt

—

1

»

Regular 50cent Silver Button Hooks.
20 cent Match Safes..
1 lot 25 cent Boy’s Underwear..
4 ten cent Brass Curtain Rods and Fixtures for.
75 cent Quinine Hair Tonic.
75
Bloom of Youth.
25
Complexion l’owder.
Tooth Powder.
25
25
Toilet Glycerine..
25
Fragrant C ream.

125

emaciated,

essentially

15

T-uft'e f/oiiiy nmv, they're going f/nicklij.
THESE (lOOPS TO GO ISSTAXTLY!
We don't want them—perhaps you do—anyway here are price inducements enough to make your
For the uext week you can indulge in the rarest bargain pickings
eves blink and your brain think.
[This advertisement includes only about one-half the goods sold for 9 cents.]
in the following goods:

Papers Tacks for.9
lot Trimming Braids, regular price from 10 to 10 cents per yard.9
9
1 lot 25 cent Back Combs (each).
25 ceut Fancy Pin Cushions.9
Illuminum Salt ami Pepper Dishes (each).9

♦

i

Beige Suitings, regularly 87 1-2 cents per yard,
25 cent Figured Jacquard Suitings,
...
1 Piece Green Venetian Cloth, 52 in. wide reg. price S1.2E

1-19

1

in its best form.

or

j^B
jl

-v*

de

“

quality Fancy Eider Down, regular price 87 1-2c and 77
Long Outing Flannel Kimonas, regularly $1.00, $1.25 and $1 .f;
1 Piece 36 inch Black Marino, 50c. quality, now

4

It will build up the weakened
and wasted body when all
down

30

“

Best

cents
cent Shirt Waist Sets.9
9
Dennison Paper Dol! Outfits (25cent quality).••
^
1 lot Ladies’ 25 ceut Kelts.9
9
25 cent Grip-Markers.
25 cent Curtain Cords.9
1 lot 12^, 15 and 17 cent Bone Hair Pins, per dozen.9

of Cod Liver Oil

are run

C/| I
Odl

♦

likely

other foods fail to nourish.

1
2 59

—————*

$ -29
-98

Flannels,
quality
$2.25 Black Kersey, 57 inches wide, per yard,
“
«
“
57
2.50 «
„

5

—

Scott's Emulsion

just such a food

(-—-French
75 cent

J

you need a concentrated fat food
to enrich your blood and tone
up the system.

is

1

J^B
^B<]
!■

K-->
r cent SEMIANNUAL NINE CENT SALE 9

con-

kinds of advertised remedies

§
§

■

-----

X

Your doctor is the best adviser.

yourself

S

®

....

X

doubtless be remedied.

Do not dose

62 1-2c,
Regularly 92 cent Chemise,
160 twenty-five cent imported Clothes Brushes, to close out, each, 3c.
$3.49
Your choice of any $5.00. 6.00,6.50 and 7.00 Umbrellas,
98c.
2.00 quality Boston Bags,
29c.
75 cent Laundered White Shirts, not all sizes,

^J

on

organic trouble, the

S'*

now $,35

(T 75 dozen Plain Hemstitched Handkerchiefs, used for

2 Pieces Cluny Insertion, 3 and 5 inches wide, regular prices 50
19c.
and 75 cents per yard, choice of either piece, per yard,

X■
XI

expres-

some

1

X I
X I

♦
♦

sion

■

—--

X I

l<un Down
common

■

5.00

worthy institutions are
sailing for aid from the State treasury

a

■

ii

alien so many

HIS is

St

price cutting

a

NO STRINGS OR LACES TO BOTHER

These and other questions must suggest themselves to all
who examine the provisions of the Sturgis bill. Then there is the question of expense, which ought to be considered

All

,11,1,1111 H H

McGee Underskirts.:*

and fair trial?

according

and the conditions about New
*1...*
F.V l.mol,
Y rk and Boston, and between those
I who is doing a noble work for the colare no better now than in our
ored people of the South—a work not
February 3d ice in Chesapeake bay
in the interest of humanity, but
only
a ts from ') to
inches thick, and steamone that must prove of inestimable
,.t connections with all bay towns
benefit to the South itself. In this in
as suspended owing to frozen rivers,
as in others which have subjectstance,
'•trainers were able to run channels beed him to hostile criticism, President
•. 1 ice boats and
two big tugs were
Koosevelt was right, as lie generally is.
Xauessury to handle coasters.
lie has entered upon his second term
ti. met :s cut oil from the main land,
untramelled. lie owes nothi :ce is reported everywhere along absolutely
to the politicians, who would have
ing
It has been a hard winter,
coast.
defeated him in the convention if they
the data from Williamson’s llisHe is not looking fora re-eleccould.
t s v. given in our local columns, show
tion. He has no self interest to serve.
,a: in times past conditions have been
:

t

proposed for county attorneys.
That duty should devolve upon the
Governor, rather than upon a commission. If this proposed commission is to
perform duties that properly belong to
sheriffs, why not abolish the latter
it likely that
office? 13
anything
practical would be accomplished with a
divided responsibility?
AA'hy should
we return to the
State constabulary
system, discarded long ago after a free

newspapers; but there lias
evidently been a decided reversal of
sentiment in that section, for those

tion on Chesapeake bay was impeded
by ice long before we had like trouble

THE

BIGGEST

been

sworn
to enforce all the laws, and
should be held to an accountability as

Southern

same

llis

During

most bitter attacks upon the
publican candidate appeared in

the

running behind.

are

have

The trust magnates and certain politicians do not like President Roosevelt
—which is much to his credit—while
the election returns afforded somewhat
astonishing proof of his popularity

sales of securities in

by European holders,

hut who

with such clear and unmistakable statements of their purposes as to compel
the withdrawal from the party of those
who are with it, but not of :t.

gold shipments
Presumably proceed from repayments

oi foreign loans,
vir markets

Democrats,

sympathy with their forward policy,
they should enter upon their new course

:e,ivy

<sAI pf
O/iLL#

event ever held in Belfast enters today upon the third and last week.
I
be putting it mildly. Our mid-winter sales have
would
phenomenal
gone with I aps an1
ahead of anything in the history of this business. It has actually proved a record breaker, and in order
this last week one long to be renumbered in the bargain history of the store, we have taken ’all winter /
In adddion to this we start tot,
on hand and forced them wav below the extreme of extreme low prices.
SEMI-ANNUAL 9c. SALE which lasts for one week—goods that have sold from 10 to *>0 ce its al toi
Visit our store this week—2 sales in 1—Our Great Annual Stock-Taking Sale and the Semi-Annual 9c. Sal

should be vested in

AArhy constitute a commission to perform duties otherwise
provided for? Every one will admit
that we have laws enough prohibiting
the sale of liquor. They are in the
statutes with other laws, to be equally
respected and enforced. Sheriffs, and
other officials sworn to enforce the law's,
are not supposed to elect what laws they
will or will not enforce. They are

!

29c:_ Positively the Last Week.

ij

the Governor?

organization. Inasmuch as they would
be hampered in the future as they have
been in the past by men who call them-

be nullified in her case?

aw

Rin
I Vi
L)

i: Rubdry Towels

AVhy have two attorney generals?
AA'hy delegate to a commission the
are or

FRED J\m JOHNSON’S

0uali,y

have power to remove county attorneys
for not d oing their duty as regards enforcement of the prohibitory law.

powers that

Half Dollar

is

Edward Stanwood, one of the most
ands” when we intended to say that
wool and lambs” are in increasing accomplished students of historical
American politics and of tire tendencies
demand.
and developments of national parties,
The sudden and unexpected death of
opens the February Atlantic with a
Hon. .losepli II. Manley removes one careful
paper on The Democratic
if tlie most widely known residents of
Predicament,—the question how the
Maine. He had long been prominent Democratic
party after its recentcrushI
n politics and in business, and w is for
i ing defeat can get itself together, and
ii.any years the Republican leader in ;
to
what lines it must
:

i

Perry formation, and that
finding oil or gas in the
Perry area is no more encouraging than against alleged liquor sellers and profurther provides
! that for coal. This is probably true also ceed aga inst them. Itcommission
shall
that the enforcement
parts

| Rnsl^M Meager

BAULKS A. PILSRCRY,

it was announced Monday that the
St urgis bill, providing for a commission
fo r the better enforcement of the prohi bitory law, had been redrafted. The
present bill, while not radically different
from
its original, contains a clause
which provides that one member of the
coni mission shall he a lawyer who shall
have the powers of attorney general
and may go into a county and appear
with evidence
before
a grand jury

ROBES and
BURIAL GOODS.
Prepared at all hours to do EMBALMING aud FUNERAL WORK.
ty7.
Connected

by telephone botli day and night.

72 Main Straat, Belfast.

a

child

rent.

j

youi
A met

;

can it''

City Drug Stor^
Card of
We wish to exteim
and neighbors, and
Freedom Acadenn tm
ferings and many Kind

reavement.

Gko. A
John v'

t

i

The

NEWS OF BELFAST.
vrm of the Probate Cour

Tuesday.
itiling of the Ship, and

n.1

|

for Feb. 24th.

m,nits

railroad news will hi
n Springs correspond

a

University

of Maine Glee Club will
concert in the Belfast Opera House
Wednesday, March 1st, under the auspices
of The Belfast Improvement Society. The
club consists of twenty-eight fine musicians
and soloists, and the local interest in these
young men and in the University insures
them a crowded house. Further particulars

give

a

week.

next

Joseph Tyler, Win. M. Randall and Clifford Wilband brought their ice boats in from
Pitcher’s Pond Monday in readiness for
j boating on the bay. Now it is hoped that
I the Snow Squall from Quantabacook, the
Howes boats from Pitcher’s Pond and the
a very handsome cal
Sherman and Rankin boat from Swan Lake
ihe compliments of Tin
will join the bay fleet and get in readiness
for the first good ice. In that event there
received a car load o
may be some good sport and perhaps a cup
hoards—from Unity las
!

playing card windov
t'o.'sV “All kinds; al 1

race.

boat building.

At the recent annual meeting of the Camden Anchor-Rockland Machine {Co., W. G.
Alden of Camden resigned his position as
president and general manager and John
Bird was elected his successor. The other
officers of the company are the same asjlast
year and are as follows: A. D. Bird, vicepresident and treasurer; S. T. Kimball,
clerk; W. G. Alden, A. I). Bird, W. II.
Bird, S. T. Kimball and John Bird, directors.

'ide walks has been in
rod the huge snow banks
if
the pedestrian littli
!

board of managers of thi
ii Aid are requested ti

Pilsbury

A.

on

Saturday

m.

|

in

limit

me

reumai;

Government last Mon

in-meeting

was

steamboat travel ii
for the livery stables
hay,the “runners” mak
of

.,ess

liners.

a

inking the launch he 1
it of Castine and ha
a a ao-foot launch foi
f this city.
hall Relief Corps wil
.•a
at Memorial Hall
al
o’clock. The l’os
are cordially invited

1

■

Opera House, Wednesday, Feb. loth. The
committee in charge request those who can
conti ibute for the fancy or candy tables and
food for the supper to bring them to the
Opera House in the afternoon. The girls’
teams of the High school will furnish entertainment in the evening. Supper will be

Dorman have had ti 1
i-rtisement of H it A
having sold all they
to obtain any niori

:ni

of Brockton, Mass.,
Belfast in the interes
•r .v
Co., in regard ti
io at lliramdale Fall;

served at six. Tickets to supper and
tertainment will be ,V> cents.

«y ra‘n

the schooher
Merrill C. Hart, now at this
port, to Thomastoo parties and she will be
used in the
Rockland lime trade, for whfch she is
we[l
adapted. As announced lastr-week the
Pendleton Bros, are to build
Ja 4-masted
schooner here this season, the
frame for
which has been cut in Virginia.
Belfast

Lodge, No. 4, American Royal
institute^ in Odd Fellows Hall
Wednesday evening, Feb, 1st. There were
27 charter members, men and
women, and
all were confident that the lodge would soon
be one of the strongest in the city. Before
the exercises began some very delightful
music was rendered by Copeland’s OrchesCircle,

was

The installation of officers will take
at the next meeting of the
lodge,
which will be on or about the 1st of March.
At the close of that meeting there will be a
grand ball for the benefit of members and
invited friends. It is understood that the
charter is to be left open one month longer,
and any one wishing to become a member
during that time can do so without paying
any entrance fee.
tra.

place

will be the Build-

solo and
particularly flue. Al'
music should have a
Ilk.

The

'('undent

:

of the Kook-

Please

that an agent for the
seaboard Kailroad comtlie oak he can get,
-traction of the wharves

:

of Worcester, Mass.,
as first violin in the llel:ra
Mr. Brown, who is
■H-i, will accept pupils in

mi
1

and in classes. He
Worcester next Monday

SPECIAL

Remedy

SUITINGS FOR MORNING
YOUR COLD.

Just received from the
This week, Feb 9 to 16,

“

“

“

“

“

“

I

-KNEW 1905*

NEW SPRING GOODS

I

Sicilian Mohairs

Shirt Waist Suit
...Patterns...

FORENOON
AFTERNOON

A

EVENING

to select from.

10 to 13

yards in

large variety

a

oi

pattern,
patterns

I
I
I
B

FOR SPRING AND SUMMER.

SMALL CHECKS

in

Greens,

Blacks and Browns

j PANAMA CLOTHS.
NEW

B

NEW WRAPPERS

tafl

COLD TABLETS
never fail to

stop

a cold at once

or money refunded.

For sale at

CITY DRUG STORE.

I

a,

I

shaVS^S !

Read This Advt! AI

|

GINGHAMS,
PERCALES,

NEW

Do not delay calling as these
goods will surely go fast.

DR. FOSS’

Importers

1905,

SUITINGS'

LINEN
CREPE
PLAID

Co., Norway,

Norway

has bought a frame of the Dunn A- Elliott
Co., of Thomaston, and expects to begin
work about the first of April. If the bay is

pupils of the Belfast

In

Suit Patterns

BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF should
be in every home. Fully guaranteed.
Mothers can depend upon it. 25 cents.
*
Medicine
Me.

Ship Bliemno.
George A. Gilchrest
returned last Friday from Boston, where he
contracted with the McQuestens to build a
4-masted schooner of about 1,000 tons. He

effort to be present,

i

Shirt Waist

aHome
AA

I’ilsbury, Monday

It is important that
>ted iii the welfare ol

ii.

These patterns are strictly NEW SPRING GOODS, and like the waist patterns of
last week, speak for themselves.

McMahan.

j

-eason

The sale of SHIRTWAIST PATTERNS that occurred at this store
the past week has been unprecedented. The goods have
actually sold
themselves without public notice. This week we offer a beautiful line
of SHIRT WAIST SUIT PATTERNS in lengths from 10 to 13
yards.

Basket Bali,. The game in the Opera
House last sFriday night between the Belfast High and Fairfield High resulted in a

en-

The members of Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet Monday afternoon, February
13th, with Miss L. A. Cochran, No. 1 Park
remaining in the Bel
street. The lesson will be chapter sevenweek ending Feb. 4th
teen of the French Revolution and chapter
Miss Helen Gurney
six of the C. L. S. C. book, “Ten Frencho, Mr. Crolley, Fraul
or.
men of the Nineteenth Century.”
The
topic of study is from the magazine, the
■i the season was given
“Play Movement” in Germany. The proast Tuesday evening,
gram will include quotations from Victor
■oifast Band Orchestra
■iable affair. Tlie uex i Hugo’s writings. Reading: “The Retreat
from Moscow;” paper; Thiers and Gam-day evening, Feb. Id
betta compared.
Story of the Victual
vement Society wil
Brothers.
\.

§n

brought here

GUohrest haa

The Daws. The January issue of the
victory for the former by a score of 35 to 22.
Dawn, a ”4 page magazine printed by the The score at the end of the first period was
of
the
Connecticut
State school, in 16 to 2 in favor of
boys
Belfast; the visitors later
Meriden, is a most creditable number. It more than holding their own. Summary:
contains a fine cut of the main building and Belfast
Fairfield High,
High.
cottages. Mrs. R. C. Leonard is supervisor K. Holmes, rf.lb., Lawrence
of the boys’ kitchen, and Miss Hattie L. C. Holmes, If.rb., Duren
Black, c.c., Tobey, Drew
Furbish is matron of Cottage E., which.conHugh Hayford, rb.If., E. Gregory
tains 40 boys. In notes from this cottage is Harold Hayford, If.rf., F. Gregory
the following: “Miss Furbish gave all her
Score, B. 11. S. 35, F. II. S. 22. Goals from
floor, E. Holmes 11, C. Holmes 4, Black, F.
boys presents for Christmas.”
Gregory 3, E. Gregory, Duren, Lawrence,
Please remember and take an interest in Goals from fouls, C. Holmes 3, F. Gregory
the sale, supper and entertainment forjthe 10. Referee, Flood. Umpire, Bird. TimeWhitehead and Barney. Scorer,
benefit of the Old Ladies’ Home in the keepers,

adjourned

8th.

'i

clo»ed he oan have the
frame

bargains await us. We
made by us during our Golden Jubilee

and un(»™Ptioual
benefit of purchases

J T"®1

Sate.6

°

I
I
I

wite

1

12th, three gospel
be iielil in the Opera
Taylor and Hatch
A large chorus choir
The
ng by the people.

a

■at 10:45 a. m., 3 p.

;

are

m.

has been appointBoiler Bushing Co.'s
recently installed ail
a lit stations in differadding. The watchman
every hour and a dial in
rlie time at which lie is

o

■

by members of the soci-

■

numbers to close the
omission to supper and
■cuts.
ii

11llv

en
en-

standard iroods from

‘;f less

than regular prices
"bject. That is what the
doing for the next two
'it is very convincingly
announcement of the
of The Journal. The big
-rs benefit sale is now on.

1

■

regard it

as

a

singular

ministers should he
the present term. Rev.
'i ian, and Rev.
Ashley A.
d, liave within the past
t'd respectively in the
d l’hienix Lodges.
It is
tom to make chaplains of
wo

■it

indebted to C. W. Fredthe Jacksonville Florida
ndaining a report of the
oi

mobile ace on Ormond-Pay! lie speed
averaged by the
"
hundred miles was at the
seconds per mile, a much
any locomotive has been

i
1
1

i
recti,

rad,,.

"lent at Belfast writes us that
‘'"n, Jr., of Clinton wants to
b arren for SHOO a
side, Mr.
'f that city would be more
1
icceive a line from him. We
for saying that this
“''•hority
1'
hut there are certain marks
1
'"hid seem to point in that
we liope the matter will be
■

’'

1

it'sfactory conclusion.—Turf,

'lue.

Anion....

'ers by the fire in the Maine
'“Kgage room, at Augusta last
ii'ial traveling men, who had
"id sample cases stored in the

ight, and in every instance
!i

B. i;,

hiapl,.
tni,

1 fhe

trunks were ruined. C.
this city, representing the A.
1
( <>- of Portland, lost his
With the other traveling men
'ait the
arrival of new ones.*

\val1

hard. We have a lot of cut
axe and struck
not listed below. Come in and look the goods

i over.

I Ladies’ Suit, Black and White Mixed, size 36,

Cadet Blue, size 34,
Navy Blue, size 32,

WAS

NOW

$15.00

$ 6.50

.15.00

8.78

20.00

11.00

Gray Striped,
Navy Box Coat, size 32,

15.00

7.25

13.00

5.98

I

Black Cheviot, size 36,

16.00

9.98

I

Brown Venetian, size 36,

20.00

11.00

20.00

11.00

12.50

5.00

size 33,

12.50

5.00

size 32, 34,36,

12.50

3.75

7.00

3.19

30.00

16,00

7.00

3.19

I

lie Brigadier General and
:-sent.

I

“r

prices

I

public supper at the UniThursday evening, Februo'clock. In the evening
•d the bright little farce, “A

''

NOTE THE PRICES! ZV'^lu^ea„a

^

concert and ball of Bel.
it. K. of P., will be held
a House Monday evening,
vill be furnished by the
orchestra. This will be
vents of the season and it

a

'■

I

invited to attend.

.-aces

s

Please Read it Carefully

•■!>.

I

I

I

size 32,

“

Navy Venetian,

I Black Coat,

size 32,

three-quarters length, size 32,

1 Black Coat, short, tight
One half dozen,

fitting,

Navy Blue, short, box,
I Black Buffalo, half fitting, size 38,

2

I Child’s Coat, Castor, 12 years,

And several Odd Coats and Suits, AT VERY ODD PRICES.

“An Accidental Novelty.”
Under
this caption the January number of The
Spatula contains a communication from j
Charles A. Miller, accompanied by a photo- ;
graphic illustration, which will interest
many of our readers. Mr. Miller says:
I)r. Charles P. Kean, 426 Massachusetts
Avenue, after an usual morning ablution
carelessly threw a towel he had been using
over a large hook placed in oue corner of
the bathroom for that purpose, and was
rather surprised to notice a complete shadow profile of a face produced by the aid of
the single gas jet used to light the room.
The fact that certain openwork in the towel caused a perfect eye to appear in the profile in its proper position seemed to the doctor an unusual thing, even though accidental. He called attention of several friends
to the novelty, among whom was Mr. C. A.
Perry, who succeeded in photographing it,
after giving an exposure of two hours and
thirty minutes, the only source of light of
course being the single gas jet which produces the shadow. The photograph shows
clearly the towel as it was accidentally
placed on the hook, and its shadow.
The Waldo
Veterans' Meeting.
Veterans Association met in the
Grange hall, North Searsport, Feb. 2d.
The day was fine, the traveling good, and a
large delegation turned out. The following

County

Rockland route, in place of tlie Pemaquid,
and that other landings will be added to the
route.
She is a twin screw, light draft, and
said to be faster than the Pemaquid, and
with additional landings it would take a
faster boat to make the schedule time. The
Pemaquid has done good service on this
route and boat and officers are popular with
the travelling public.
The Quaker City
was built for an excursion boat and many
changes will be necessary to fit her for passenger traffic. The after part of the steamer will be entirely built over.
A sitting
room, toilet rooms and dressing rooms for
ladies will be put in here. Farther forward
will be the lower saloon w'ith seats elegantly finished in plush. There will also be a
dining room where lunches will be served
to passengers. The forecastle will be built
over, and above, amidships, there will be
the engineers’ room and the men’s toilet
In the forward part of the boat will be the
kitchen, storeroom and accommodation for
officers. Under the pilot house will be a
smoking room, 9 by 20, and a walk five feet
wide will be constructed around the main
deck. The work of remodeling the steamer
will take until June.Capt. Curtis and
Capt. Roix, w ith their crews, have exchang- ;
ed places again on the Penobscot. Capt.
Curtis is at present running. Under this

most islands. Sleighs passed and repassed
the bay until March. .J. V. McClintock was the first to venture by this
mode of conveyance to lslesboro, after

across

which many others followed his example,
“The longest continuance of severe cold,
perhaps, ever known in the State by white
inhabitants. Ilay was exceedingly scarce,
prices from $15 to $20 per ton. Many cattle
perished. People in general were obliged
to use corn, grain, oats, potatoes, and every
vegetable substance in their possession,
that cattle would eat, to preserve them
alive. 1844, Jan. 27. Thermometer 24 degrees below.
Bay frozen to Owl’s Head.
In Boston harbor a canal seven miles long
was cut through
the ice to enable the
British steamer to go to sea. The ice remained here until March 27.
Iceboats
were first introduced this winter on the
bay. 18411, Feb. 18. Thermometer 22 deWhole bay and river frozen,
grees below.
and so remained for ten days. On the 20th
fifteen persons arrived from Castine on an
iceboat, 1857, Jan. 18th to 25th. The thermometer here on the 24th indicated 34 deIn Bangor and other places
grees below.
mercury congealed. All the harbors an
far south as the Potomac were sealed up.
Persons crossed to Castine on the ice. 1850,
Feb. 14.
Thermometer 30 degrees below
zero.
1881, Feb. 8. One of the coldest days
ever known.
Thermometer 32 degrees below at 8 a. m, and 10 degrees below at 5
p. m., which was its highest point during

represented: Belfast, Morrill,
Brooks, Waldo, Swanville, Monroe, Frankfort, Searsport, Stockton Springs, Prospect
and Boston, Mass. President D. O. Bowen
of Morrill called the forenoon meeting to winter’s arrangement it is a month at sea
order. The records of the last meeting were and a month ashore-The Penobscot took
read and approved. Comrades A. E. Nick- aver 800 barrels of apples from this port
erson, H. R. Dawson and Lorenzo Jones Jan. 27th (a typographical error last week
made it only 300) and Friday she took about the day. Mean temperature of the day 28
were appointed a committee on the time
and place of next meeting, and subsequent- 400 barrels, clearing out the storehouse degrees below.
New Advertisements.
This is posi
ly reported as follows: Time, March 12lh; here. Agent Pote says there are now some
place, E. M. Billings Post, Monroe. Dinner 2,000 barrels in the country for shipment— tively the last week of F'red A. Johnson's
was announced and a recess was taken. The Penobscot arrived at Rockland from big sale, and to make it a bargain week
After all had been satisfied the afternoon Belfast at 0.30 p. in. Sunday, and remained long to be remembered he has greatly reFOR 1903.
meeting was called to order and the follow- there until Tuesday, when she weut to duced prices on all the wiuter goods in
ing program carried out: Opening exer- Camden to clean up the freight there, and stock. He also starts to-day his semi-anOver 5,000 in stock. All n;w goods.
cises, singing by choir, “Marching Through then left for Boston, where she will nual 9-cent sale, which lasts for one week
Georgia;” prayer by Chaplain Lorenzo probably lay up until the conditions are (ply_A. D. Chase & Son offer this week
new spring goods in shirt waist patterns, 10
Prices 5, 8,10,12 and 15 cents. Jones; remarks by President Bowen; ad- more favorable.
*
dress of welcome by Miss C. B. Stinson;
to 13 yards in a pattern, and a large variety
In answer to of patterns to select from; also new Siciliau
response by Mrs. D. 0. Bowen; singing by
Former Freeze-ups.
choir, “John Brown’s Body;" remarks by many enquiries we have consulted the files mohairs for spring and summer, and suitH.
R.
comrades A. Stinson and
Dawson; of The Journal for data as to the close of ings for morning, forenoon, afternoon and
singing by choir, “Tenting on the Old. navigation here in 1875. The Katahdin evening.Walter H. Coombs, corner of
Camp Ground;” recitation. Miss Carrie B. was frozen in here Jan. 25th of that year Cross and Federal streets, Belfast, buys
^ALSO IN STOCKS
Stinson; remarks by comrades A. E. Nick- and the ice went out April 17th. Last year second-hand goods of every description.
erson, A. S. Nickerson, H. T. Scribner,
Antique furniture a specialty—Mitchell
We are agents for Alfred Peat’s Prize Wall Papers, from which E. W. Woods of Belfast.Mrs.F. L. Palmer and the bay closed Feb. 7tb and opened to navigation April 3d, a period of 57 days. The & Trussed have full lines of nickel-plated
we are giving 25 per cent discount on all orders of $5.00 or more others. On motion of Comrade A. E. Nick- following data from Williamson’s History copper goods, stoves, galvanized ware,
erson a rising vote of thanks was given the of Belfast
may be of interest at this time. wringers, wooden ware and pumps. Plumbuntil March 1st.
yours
truly,
people of North Searsport for their hospi- The winter of 1780 was particularly severe. ing and furnaces a specialty_F. 11. Black
tality. Some 50 teams were cared for. The T ravellers passed on foot across Penobscot & Co enumerate a few of the many barmeeting closed and the boys left for home Bay over the ice. 1818, Feb. 16. The bay gains they are offering and invite comparifeeling the day had been well spent.
was f rozen to Castine, and people crossed son with prices quoted elsewhere—George
Steamer Notes. While the Maine Cen- on the ice, which remained until March W. Ingraham and wife and John W. IngraSee statetral management have not announced their 23d.
1821, Feb. 1. Penobscot Bay com- ham publish a card of thanks
intentions with regard to the Quaker City, pletely frozen over. 1833, March 14. Nearly ments of the Palatine Insurance Co. of
the steamer recently bought, it is thought all the harbors east of Cape Cod closed by London, England, represented by J. 11.
she will be placed on the Bucksport and ice. 1835, Feb. 8. Bay frozen to the outer- Kneeland, Searsport; and the Traders &
towns

••■READ IT AGAIN.

were

NEW WALL PAPERS

150 Dozen New Window Shades

CARLE & JONES.

2

Stores, 5 Floors,

Main St., Belfast.

—

Mechanics Ins. Co. of Lowell, Mass., represented by .James Puttee
Son. Belfast.
Carle & Jones ask for a careful reading of
their advertisement this week. They have
made a big cut in prices, and some of them
are enumerated in the advertisement...
Poor & Son, druggists, have received a
fresh supply of those old-fashioned horehound drops; also McIntosh’s toffee and
Peter’s milk chocolates.Mr. and Mrs. W.
W. Beverly publish a card of thanks.. .The
Belfast Department Store, 45 Main street, is
offering winter millinery at one-li df former
price; 500 pieces of art statuary at 10 cents
each. Saturday, Feb. 11th, there will be a
demonstration of the National Biscuit Coir

pany's goods and all
of free samples.

are

invited to partake

JACKSON.

Ada Boodv spent the past week in BelNathan Webb is
fast visiting relatives
teaching a term of High school in what is
known as tlie Snow district.Several
eases of meades are reported in town
Vesta Fletcher spent laM week with her
aunt, Mrs. Albert CroeKett, who lives in
Dixmont-Mrs. Kdwin Morton of W aterville is in town for a short visit
special
meetings were held in the Congregational
church during the third week of.J umiry.
Bev. K. Colburn led the services ami tJi<meetings were specially inte. esting. Owing
to bad roads and the severe cold weather
further services are postpone i for a time.
—

...

—

TROY.

The Sunshine club met with Mrs. Daniel
1. The next meeting will be
held with Mrs. T. W. Hawes, March 1....L
J. Wright, who has been cooking in a
restaurant at Pittsheld for several months,
returned in me last week....Miss Maxtield,
a trained nurse from Bangor, who has beer,
caring for Mrs. Geoige Ward, returned to
Mr. and Mrs. T. W
her home last week
Hawes visited friends in Pittsfield one day
The W. C.T. U. met with Mrs.
last week
A. C. Myriek Tuesday, Jan. 31st....The
friends of George Jackson of Detroit will
be grieved to learn that his store was totally destroyed by tire Sunday. All of the
goods were lost with the exception of
about $25 worth. There was no insurance.
Dr. Whitney of Unity was called to atMrs.
tend Mrs. Mary Morse Saturday.
Morse is better at this writing.

Shaw, Feb.

—

—

—

Catarrh and

Hay Fever.

Liquid Cream Halm is becoming quite as
popular in many localities as Kly’s Cream
Halm solid. It is prepared for use in atomizers, and is liigfilj prized by those who
have been accustomed to call their physicians for such a treatment. Many physicians are using and prescribing it. All the
medicinal properties of the celebrated
Cream Halm are contained ill the Liquid
form, which is 7.'. cfs. including a spraying
All druggists, or by mail.
tube.
Kly
brothers, 5t> W arren Jst., New York.
It makes no dirterence how many medi
cines have failed to cure you, if you are
troubled witli headache, constipation, kidney or liver troubles, Hollister’s Rocky
Mountain Tea will make you well. R. II.

Moody.

was given, and almost instantly
shower of lead was poured into the
rebel ranks. Through the thick smoke
TOLD AFTER THE LAPSE OF MORE we conld see them advancing, but slowly, for in a few moments their strong
THAN FORTY YEARS BY “ONE WHO
When the comline had melted awray.
WAS THERE.”
; maud “fix bayonets” was given, onward
dashed all that was left of the 19th
|< ONT1N1 ED.]
Maine, while cheer upon cheer rose
We r-mained at or near Falmouth dur- above the din of battle. The enemy
ing the winterand that following spring, tied in all directions, some throwing up
taking part in the battle of Chancel- their hands in token of surrender, othlor-ville, although not under fire. I ers hiding behind rocks and bashes to
Cuiild not help thinking how much bet- escape the fury of the charge and later
ter it was to have the river between us ! coming into our lines. The victory of
and the enemy than to be between the the second day was decisive. The 1st
river and the foe and be under fire as Brigade of the Old Iron Division was
we had been at Fredericksburg; and l the first to see the backs of the enemy
do not know that 1 am more cowardly and the 19th Maine was one of the first
than the most of men. Monday, June | regiments to gain full possession of
15, 18(53, the army broke camp and that part of the field. It assisted in
marched some twenty miles.
I shall the recapture of several pieces of artilnever forget that day’s march.
It was lery and in sending many prisoners to
the sights around
only 20 miles, yet the dust rose in clouds the rear; but sad were
and the heat was intense. 1 was com- us. The dead and wounded covered the
1
in that memorable
pletely used up and had to fall out to ground. We heard
and the
lest and did not get in until the regi- twilight the wild cries for help
sufferers
of
the
broken
mingled
prayers
ment had halted for the
How

firing"

A VOLUNTEER’S STORY.

a

HEALTH IS

lines, these enormous
skates were hauled up and their livers
taken out, until Siah said, “John, we’ve
struck a skate factory, sure.
This
couldn't have been where I wanted to
i anchor. Perhaps if 1 had on my goldbowed glasses 1 could see better.>?
A few years ago two old friends, who
Just as the day dawned a ripple on
had all their lives Ashed and farmed on ! the water showed
a large school of
the shores of Casco bay, whenever they ! some kind o' fish
and, as they came
met would tell some yaru about how
nearer, it proved to be a huge school of
they used to get hauls of Ash in their i dogfish. Siah said, “we might load our
younger days, and would say, “Let us boat with dogfish. There don’t seem
take a trip outside; we can get enough to be
anything else.” Aud John reAsh perhaps for winter, and you know
“let’s gaff in a load. We can sell
plied,
well
when
the
they work in pretty
the livers at Cundy’s. I’ve heard say
snowstorms are howling about the
they, witli skate livers, make the best
door and you can't buy a Ash unless cod
liver oil, and we might as well get
in
its
weight
money.”
you pay almost
what we can.”
was
said
I
when
young,”
“Why,
them in, the other
So one would
Uncle Siah, "I have sold hake and had- take out the pull
livers, until barrels of
dock for half a cent a pound, cod for
livers were in the boat. Perhaps half a
one to one and a half cents,—good ones
dozen bake had been caught and that
too. Now 1 pay two to three cents at
was all they had to take home.
Cundy’s Harbor and they look old.
The South wind blew strong and, as
at two or
once
And

It Helps Women to Win and Hold
Men’s Admiration, Respect and Love

the power to
inspire admiration, respect, and love.
There is a beauty in health which is
more attractive to men than mere reguv
larity of feature.
Womans greatest gift

_

s
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with the echoes of thunder.

many times that day I wished I was at
home, or that the war would close. We
continued our march northward,through
Thoroughfare Gap, and had a brush

it was dark and we
across

picked

the field as

best

Presently

way back
we could to

our

forget

I

and broken caisons were moved out of

that Iona

j

the way and everything done to prepare
the water poor, ami 40 rounds of am- 1 for an attack in the early morning.
munition and eight days’ rations made Soon all was quiet save for the shrieks

Many days we had to ! and cries of the wounded and an ocmake thirty miles a day. Although we ! casional stray picket shot. At last the
men slept soundly, forgetful of the terwere in the country of our friends many
times did we wish the war would close. rible scenes of the day and the harvest
Iiow plainly 1 can see my comrade J. of death around them.
Morning dawned on a heart-sickening
A. C. when he fell out of the ranks
from sun stroke and the boys laid him scene. As the first streaks of light apunder a tree, as we supposed to die. peared in the east the men awoke from
Yet he is able to speak for himself at their few hours of sleep. Rations had
tins late day. The next forenoon we given out and ttie men must fight on
inarched to the front and were for a empty stomachs. Four companies of
wnile in support of General Howard, the 19th were deployed as brigade
who was holding Cemetery Hill. What I skirmishers and mine was among the
number. Slowly the men were deploywe saw on those days will never be
bicttcd from memory. And here we ed in the face of the rebel sharpshootcooked, or attempted to cook, our din- ers, who forwarded their compliments
If memory serves me right the without stint. The line was too small
ner.
lath Massachusetts lay in front of us. to deserve many shells or it would have
I h id eaten but a morsel of bread and received them. The position was in an
field with nothing to protect the
pork out of a greasy tin pan when open
men from the sharpshooters or shelter
;
along came a shot 01 shell through the
15th Massachusetts, mangling many of I from a scorching July sun. They laid
the boys. My appetite suddenly left fiat on the ground to make as small
About the middle
me and I did not want any more pork taiget as possible.
of the afternoon of July 3rd two pieces
that meal.
Much has been said and written on of rebel artillery gave the signal. Althe battle of Gettysburg, but the half most instantly shells from two hundred
has never been told. In giving a little rebel cannon went screaming overhead.
description of the battle 1 will only re- Our own artillery soon responded, and
fer to the part taken by the 2nd Corps, tor two hours these two hundred pieces
to which the 19th Maine belonged. The sent their shells on their deadly misfight Wednesday was not general. Omy | sion. Ry and by came relief. It rethe 1st and Uih Corps were present to quires less nerve to face the enemy in
hold in check the whole rebel army. | an open field than to lay under lire
! with no chance to retaliate. There
They were driven back from their position, and their brave commander, Gen- may be less danger in the latter case,
eral lleynolds, was killed.
After a but all testimony gives preferance to
the former. The enemy were advancweary night the 2nd Corps camped
some two miies from the battlefield. ing, and it was a relief at this particuThursday morning at daybreak we all lar time, as ten hours on the ground
Teli in, after partaking of a short ration side by side with hundreds of the rebel
bf hard lack and pork, and moved slow- dead was not a very agreeable situation.
quite

load.

a

ly and solemnly
luum-

name

The enemy were advancing in solid
Columns fleAmst the frsil hues nf blip

to the borders of our

new.

.v11

was

quiei

in

2nd

who held the whole centre of

corps,
tramp of
of long the line of battle. A position which if
trains of ambulances as they moved they could gain would mean success. On
The thought they came regardless of the few skira.iing with the column.
that some of our number must occupy mishers who stood before them, aud
them before night, wounded and bleed- whose only chance was to retreat or be
annihilated.
Soon they reached the
ing, could not be repressed. The certainty was too apparent, and many of main line and the terrible struggle betin- early morning save the
armed men and the rumble

gan. 1 have never read or heard any
better description of that last rebel
charge than that given by Col. \V. Ji.

number were never to behold another day. Who would it be? was a
natural reflection. The summer morn-

our

the officer who commanded
the skirmish line on that memorable
afternoon of .July 3rd, and which was
said by army officers to be one of the
best skirmish lines ever formed on this
continent. The charging column was
fragments would fill the air. Soon we
of fifteen thousand men, the
halted by the centre of the line of bat- composed
of the rebel army and it fell updower
tle.
Walls and fences were being torn
down the better to handle the troops on the 2nd corps and the boys who
were there.
This is Col. Fogler’s dewhen called into

ing,

Fogler,

peaceful and beautiful, would
by the wild commotion
of battle, and the little birds
by the
roadside would he frightened away
when bursting shells and their deadly
soon

so

be maned

action.

Soon the men

returned to their stacks of arms to rest
a little, for they were very
weary after
the long march of two hundred miles.
Their faces were pale and haggard,
their clothing worn and covered with
mud. but a quiet self-possession and a
spirit of determination characterized
every man. Across the narrow field,
not a mile distant, stood the resolute
legions of Lee, flushed with their victory of the previous day.
“Be sure your cartridges are all right”
is passed along the line, and all heed
the command. Soon one of Howard’s
batteries opened upon the enemy, but
could get no reply, and for a long time
nothing could be got out of them. The
men began to build little tires and cook
their coffee.
Officers were lounging
about in groups and an ominous quietpicYaiicu.

.''uuut'ijjy

uuuzii:

scription:

For three days had the battle raged.
Time and again had they charged our
lines only to be driven back with terrible loss. He determined to make one
more bloody effort to break our lines
anil drive us from our position. Forming his men behind the opposite hills
he prepared for the attack while we almost breathless awaited their
coming.
The mouths of our cannon opened to
receive the enemy, the cannouiers behind their guns like statues of steel, the
long lines of infantry clinching their
rides as only men will clinch when in-

spired with the energy of desperation.
Not long had we to wait, for as the

1

uoom:

boom! and shrieking shells and their
j
bursting fragments filled the air in !
I
“Look out!” is the
every direction.
cry, and down dodge several thousand
heads to escape a cannon b^ll some one
has seen

But the

mission;

bounding along the ground.
deadly missile has no good
on

it comes!

Methinks I

can

it now,

plowing its way through
the ranks, cutting some in twain and
wounding many more. Hundreds witnessed the sad sight. Soon the slightly
see

wounded hobble to the rear and the
dead are tenderly moved a short distance out of the tvay. Hospitals are
established by displaying scarlet flags.
The men stand in readiness to spring
into line at a moment’s notice, and
horses have been sent to the rear.
“Into line! into line!” was the command of our brigade commander, and
in an instant the men seize their arms
and spring into line. The 19th Maine
was ordered to support a battery.
The
3rd Corps on our right and front were
being hard pressed and were falling
back, coming directly for where we lay.
As they passed by and over our lines
and the rebels came within two hundred yards the command “commence

caimoniers ceased their die on the opposite hill there appeared first a line of
skirmishers then the solid lines of rebel
infantry. Down the long slope they
come, magnificent in their steadiness
and conlideuce in their bearing. As
they
came within range our artillery
opened
a terrific dre of grape shot and canister.
tearing its way troin rank to rank,
sweeping away whole battalions and
strewing Hhe ground with mutilated
men.
Not once did that magnificent
column waver or turn, but closing yip
its broken ranks on it came as tearless
as though out on a parade.
All was as
silent as death except the short sharp
orders of the officers as they directed
the men. On they came until within
two hundred yards of our line when
that well known rebel yell burst upon
our ears and the rebel column lushed
to the attack at full run. Then from
ten thousand rifles along our line there
burst a sheet of fire and a storm of ldfcd
met them in the face.
For a moment
the lines met. There was a clash of

[jMns

human endurance could hold out no longer.
The
rebel hosts turned and fled, our men
charging in turn, driving them back to
their own lines, and the battle of

Gettysburg

To be a successful wife, to retain the
love and admiration of her husband,
should be a woman's constant study.
At the first indication of ill-health,

Mrs. Chas. F. Brown. Vice-President
Mothers’ Club, 21 Cedar Terrace, liot

|!

more a

I

Springs, Ark., writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
For nine years I dragged thi ough a inis r
able existence, suffering with inflammatioi
and falling of the womb, and worn out with
pain and weariness. I one day noticed a statement by a woman suffering as 1 was, but who
had been cured by Lvdia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, an'd I determined to try it.
At the end of three months I was a different
woman.
Every one remarked about it, and
my husband fell in love with me all over
again. Lvdia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound built up my entire system, cured the
womb trouble, ail'd I felt like a new woman.
I am sure it will make every suffering woman
strong, well and happy, as it has me.”
Women who are troubled with painful or irregular menstruation, back-

ache, bloating (or flatulence), leucorrhoea, falling, inflammation or ulceration of the uterus, ovarian troubles,

Ash.”

I
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know if you will go

after bait this afternoon.
We shall
want a hundred porgies.”
That was the bait used in those days.
They were very plentiful, and in one
; bight enough were secured for one
night’s fishing by the handline method.
!
By b a. m. Uncle Siah arrived
with his old fishing boat, something
I like the Hampton fishing boat of the
| present day, and with a fair wind they
| made grand progress down the river,
and in an hour’s time were passing
,
Cnndy’s Harbor.
“It beats all,” said Uncle Siah, “how
things have changed since 1 was a boy.

faintness,

|I

1

wardensi?” asked Siah.
"Yes, once; had fifty cost me fifty
dollars; had to sell my cow and it come
awful hard to pay when I was trying to

appearance it is solid enough. Hut it
is not.
When it came into the hands
of the baker as wheat flour it contained
water only to the extent of 17 per cent.

working up the materials into dough, earn a living.”
On asking who they feared most he
by kneading and other manipulation,
and m baking, a great change takes said: “Oh, that Snow fellow from
place, and the quantity of water has Brunswick. You can buy off some of
more than doubled.
The wheat-flour them, but lie's colder.than his name. I
loat contains nearly 40 per cent, of tried him once. I told my old woman
water. Curiously enough, its value as to bile half a dozen of the best lobsters
a food is increased
thereby, The per- f had, and I had a sample bottle of the
centage of water in the crust is about elixir of life, Wasn’t that good, though.
I started early in the morning all alone,
half that in the soft inside.
“Cured” pork does not contain a large as usual.
proportion of water; in fact, wherever , “'I had put in a talse bottom in one
there is a good deal of fatty matter, of my kids, so it would hold nigh forty
there is also a scarcity of moisture. So shorts, and had secured nearly that
the man who enjoys his slice of break- number when, on looking toward Canfast bacon may comfort himself with dy's Point, I saw Snow coming.
1
the reflection that lie is getting fairly knew his boat and I felt kind of nervsolid value for his money, because ba ous like, and my heart beat like the
con contains only 22 per cent, of water.
pendulum of the old town clock. You
Fresh eggs, on the other hand, art see 1 made up my mind to tie just as
composed of no less than 65 per cent, 1 perlite as lfoosevelt would, and kept
of water.
practicing taking of my old sou’wester.
I
The best dairy-made butler, no mattei Soon be came dashing up alongside.
how carefully prepared, contains a com- just took off my old hat and said, as
paratively regal percentage of water, perlite as could, “Good morning, Capt.
Out of 1500 samples of butter examined snow, come aboard and have some reby well-known authorities, a small num freshments,” and I held up the biggest
lobster, one that would weigh nigh five
ber contained over 10 per cent, of water
the larger number contained between pounds.”
11 and 13 per cent.
Carelessly manu- | “Well, he shut one eye and looked
factured or adulterated butter often right through me and said, ‘you old
contains much more water than is per sinner and universal law breaker,' and
missible by law, and the breakfast table he had a lot more words added.
‘I've
caught you at last,’ and his grasp on
may include a supply of butter contain
I
the
rail
of
old
boat
was
my
ing as much as 20 per cent, of water.
fairly
1
It is only to be expected that milk, squeezing the water out of it.
"1
had
a
of
trick
when
!
to
a boy
its
fainting
owing
origin, should vary considerably in its composition. Much de and I remembered how it was done, so
pends on the health and surrouudings over I fell. The warden was scared,
of the animal yielding it.
I for I beard him groan and say, ‘Guess
It is interesting to know that morn he’s dead from heart disease. I like to
ing milk, as it comes from the cow, is I have snorted then, but field my grip
by no means as nourishing as the even ; and in a moment was nearly strangled
ing supply; there is more water in tbs I for Snow threw half a dozen bailer
former. The daily quart of milk even dishes of bilge water in my face. It
in its purest state contains an average brought me on my feet nearly strangled,
for nothing smells worse the bilge
of 87.0 per cent, of water.
The choicest fish contain the largesl water.
“Are you sick? he asked, and I said
percentage of water. Thus turbot and
Awful poor
only one of my spells.
sole are credited with 78 per cent.; sal
lobstering, aint it? I’ve got to give it
mon 75 per cent.; while the commonei
inhabitants of the deep blue sea are up; can’t get enough to, pay my grub
He questioned me awful sharp as
content with from 40 to 00 per cent., as bill.
to what 1 done with my culliugs and I
in the case of the homely
herring.
said, you see my haul this morning
“As cool as a cucumber” is a house
hold term. The coolness js easily ex- won’t make a breakfast for us two,
plained. Cucumbers are almost entire there aint no culliugs either, and I
ly composed of water—that is, 95 pei pnlled some of my traps over again so
In

1'ci

cniu

mure

uian

is itself a

liquid. Lettuce must not be forgotten'
Here is a further instance of how littie
substance may be in an apparent solid,
for the cabbage lettuce holds 02
pei

cent, of water.
It will be seen that most of the good
things of life are largely composed ol
water; but it is better for us that this
is so. Nature knows more about 0111

the

warden could

lnl.otorc

see

there

was

oastorTa.
Bean the

/i The Kind You Hivu

Always Bough!

That

Tickling in the Throat.

One minute after taking One Minute
Cough Cure that tickling in the throat is
gone. It acts in the throat—not the stomach,
Harmless—good for children. A. L. Spofford, postmaster at Chester, Mich., says:
“Our little girl was unconscious from
strangulation during a sudden and terrible
attack of croup. Three doses of One Minute
Cough Cure half an hour apart speedily
1 cannot praise One Minute
cured her.
Cough Cure too much for what it has done
in our family.”
It always gives relief.
Sold by R. H. Moody.

I

Dear Sirs:—
We have used “L. I*

family

for

a

long

tm„

them indispensable tor

n

stomach troubles.
They are, in fact,

\

our
famii
Yours very trnlt
MRS. ETTA M l’ \(
K

]

K,|H.

Many unnecessary Cnl|.
upon the physician.
].,.|i
rule of health.
”Ke<|i

regular.” Take “L. 1
ters when nature needs
ance.

..

I

j

to it is 1

can

| ly

Notice of
Whereas, Stephen

fortt.'u.uf.

.T

do county. State of
e.
wife of said >tephen «'•■!*
deed dated April la. A l>
the v> aid county It g
Page 52, conveyed to in>
tain piece of land simat
of v' aldo aforesaid, bo m
follows, to wit: Heginnm
number 56 and 77i rod'
west corner of said !*»*
erly on the west line ot
ineriy owned by Joseph »
on the Wing north line
thence northeity on nm
of lot No. 55; thence w
line to the place of begn
bundled and Iifteen an
an easement for land m m
convey ail the land that u
S. Coffin and William H
and Joseph S. Coffin b>
7 A. I) 1808 and renn.i.
Deeds in Hook 147, Pag---,
by Enoch and v\ iliiam il. <
named Stephen ,1. Coffin,
5, A. D. 1874 and ler< pi-.;
istry. Vol. 169. Page \m,
is made a part of t hi J.-.-.i
premises, and where.p
mortg ge a»v broken,
of the breach ot tie
foreclosure of said m«>
Dated at Thorndikt 1
A. 1). 1905.
JWO
••

■

|
I
|

IK
117ALIM) SS.—111 « oi
V? last, «m the 1<>
.John Innis and Co
the estate of Jessie vrt,i
poit, in said ■••iti! ! \.
their tirst and final
said estate for all->wa

them a winter’s

At sunset they

I
J

CATARRH TAINT

Ten Cents

liurnham, January
\

a

pointed administrat;
RUTH E.

37

Notice of Foreclosure.

1"

A DMiNiSjTRATRl
hereby gives noth

buys I»r. Agnew’s

Liver Fills—the best.

To rure Constipation and Liver trouble g
by gently moving the bowels and acting a
a tonic to the liver, take Little Early Kisers
These Famous Little Pills are mild, pleat
ant ami harmless, but effective and suit

>

»•

immediately.

supply

were

Popularity.

!

S'
DM IN I STM\'f!{l\
gives unlit
p» inteil administrate x
ISAAC E. COOIM.
in the Count* of W.i
bonds as the law dux
mauds against t lie
sired to present the sail.-indebted thereto are :•

4

A hereby

■

Deserved

Ordered, that ch
weeks successively, n 1
newspaper publi.-diethat all persons
bate Court, to be I.*day of Februaiy nrx
they have, why the sa;
allowed.
ft ti
A true copy. Attest
( has. I'

a

! Apply I»r. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder without
of gnoi I
I delay. It will save you suffering, heal you quickat home am L I ly whether you have been a slave one month or
»
fifty years. It relieves cold in the head and cauntil a late day they told of the skat
tarrhal headache in ten minutes The Hon. David
factory in Mark Island Gully.—Silas S Mills, Minister of Justice for the Dominion of
Holbrook in the Brunswick Telegraph
Canada, indorses it.
Sold by City Drug Stole and A A. Howes & Co.
bought

fish.

j

J

>

i\

DORR.

in the County of W.»i
bonds as the law dire*•■mantis against the est.
de-ired to present the
all indebted thereto a:
ment immediatelv.

Whereas, Stephen ,J. Coffin, Sarah II ('• ffin
Their universal use lor many years is j wife of Stephen J., ami U. G. Coffin, all of Thorn- !
ill the county o
III the state of
dike,
,
Winterport, January
strong guarantee ol their popularity an 1 Maine, by their mortgageWaldo,
deed dated Dee. 3, A.
usefulness. Sold by It. H. Moody.
I). 1889, and recorded hi the Waldo county Regis4 DMIXiSTRATOR’A V
try of Deeds, Book 222, Page 230,. onveyed to me
/x hereby gives notice
the undersigned a ceitain parcel of land situated
in Thorndike, it being the north halt of lot No. {minted administrator
52 in said town and hounded as follows, viz on
CLARENCE E. HAl
the north by lot No. to. on the west bv lot
in the County of Wain
No. 53, on the east by lot No. 51, on the south by
The Bureau of Forestry Demonstrates th
bonds
as the law direct
a line running from the east to the west !i:.e
Value of Woods now Generally Conside
of said lot No. 52 dividing said lot in two equal mands against the estan
to piesent tindesired
parts by the acre ai d containing fifty acres,
ed Inferior.
all indebted thereto are
more or less, reserving an easement for all land
ment immediately.
that is taken for public use; also another piece
When there was an abundant suppl
of or parcel of land situated in tile above named
of the best quality of timber it was th B town and bounded as follows, to wit: It
Searsmont, January
being
habit of lumbermen to neglect all bu l tile noi til half of lot No. 55 and beginning at the
corner of said lot No. 55; thence
northeasterly
the best species.
For instance, in Ir
southerly on the west line of said lot seventy
hereby gives non*,
diana end Ohio the white oak tree 3 seven and one-half rods; thence easterly
a
appointed administratr
were cut and the red oaks were left. I , course as to strike the east line of said lot hi the
KOI.ERT W. WALlHii'
center; thence northerly on the east line of said
the South only a few years ago th
lot No. 55 to the north line of said lot to the in the County of Wai
gum, which is now of considerable con;
place of beginning, containing fifty acres, more bonds as the law directs
mercia! importance, was left to rot ii I or less, reserving an easement of all land that is rnands against the est.t
taken for public use, it being tne same land eou- desired to present the
t.lip wnrtfia
On flit*
onuct
a
veyed to us by Edgar M. Wing by Ins deed dated all indebted thereto are
western hemlock was not considers ;1 Dee. 3, A. D. 1889, and
whereas, the conditions ol ment immediatelv.
worth transporting from the forest t , said mortgage are broken, now therefore, by
AI.K »
Swanville, January I
the mill. In consequence the supplv o 1 reason of the breach of the conditions thereof, "l
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
high class limbers lias been serious!'
Dated at Thorndike Hie till! day of February.
s n
1905.
depleted, and the character of the foi A. D.
■was
o. J FAItW’EI.I,.
hereby gives notice
est lias been changed by the reproduc
administrator
pointed
tion of the inferior species which wen
ALFRED JACK
left in possession; while the lumber
in the County of W.i
man has had to extend his operation
bonds as the law dire.
over a large area in order to secure th
mauds against the e.-m
The northerly half of the
house, desired to present rl •*•
necessary amount of timber. If thes j situated at. the junction ofHam-Fondon
High and ( Inneh all indebted thereto
inferior species can be cut and market
streets on Northport avenue
For terms apph
ment immediately
ed at a profit, it will be possible in tin
KFLFAST SAVINGS HANK,
Monroe. January 1*
future to lumber with far less detri j Beifasj .September 13, 1904.—37tf
•----merit to the forest, and at the same t-inn
the available supply of timber will b
1

1

USES OF INFERIOR WOODS.

Administratrix>

]

Administrator

FOR RENT.

no

lives.”
He cut up a porgie, baited his hooks,
threw them over, sounded and said:
“This is the place, John, I know
by the
feeling of the bottom.” He sat down,
and held the line in his hand.
“By George,” said he, “there’s fish
here. I feel him big too. I’ve got him.
Pull your line in, John. It’s a halibut.”
John hurriedly pulled in his line and
with gaff in hand stood ready to take
the big halibut over the side. In a few
moments the great fish appeared. It
proved to be an enormous skate, all of
four feet across.
Siah said some things not in the town
report. Then he cut out the liver, cut
out his hook, and away went the skate
disemboweled, a prey to dogfish and all
of the shark specie.
For hours, as fast as they could bait

principal objection

lint’s

is usually sapwood and decays
But it is of
rapidly when "xposed.
open grain and can be very successfully
treated with
preservatives, which
should entirely eliminate this objection.
Many ot' the so-called inferior timbers

j

“I don’t blame the wardens.
They
are doing their duty, but it don’t look
right to us fishermen. Here are six
small ones,” and he threw them into
our boat and we again headed for the
fishing grounds outside.”
At 4 p. m. tliey were in the outer
part of what is known as AJark Island

Gully. Uncle Siah was very particular
digestive powers than we know our- to get the same marks as in his boyhood
selves, and she has designed her pro- ; days, but the woods were cut off and
ducts—fish, Hesh, fowl, and fruit—with the land looked different, so iie anchored, not being sure he was on the
so cunning a hand that the water con
right spot. A heavy stone killick, as
tained in each is essential.
Food containing very little water in the old stone anchor was called, was
its composition is not, as a rule, good dropped. The line ran out like lightAt last it stopped and John
ning.
to eat until a suitable process of cook
ing has rendered it safe by adding a made it fast at the stem. The sail was
furled
and
Siah said, “Now you will see
further supply of water to it, and boiling,as is well known, is the process that some of the greatest fishing of our

The

Family Physician for )c;

1

1

milk, which

merits.
|i that,
it

lost.”
; material employed. With the scarcity
For the first time Siah saw the loiq ; of white pine and its increased price,
line of foam, shoved down his helm ant gum, cottonwood, loblolly pine, and
the boat cleared the breakers by r other woods have come into use for
i boxes. In many cases these woods are
length.
As they passed the western end o; much heavier than white pine, so ttiat
the ledge the spray from a big wav< : there is an added expense for freight
j
dashed over Uncle Siah and seemed t( 1 i because of the extra weight of the
sober him off considerably. They madi
boxes. It becomes, then, an important
Mark Island, then Flag Island and ii matter to ascertain to what extent
an hour’s time had passed White Foinl ! the thickness of boxboards
commonly
and entered Cundy’s Harbor.
Siat used can be reduced without lessening
said, “We will go in here and sell on I the strength of the box below ttie neecod livers.”
I essary requirement. The Bureau of
“You won’t try to sell them for coc Forestry, in co-operation with the
livers, will you?” said John.
| North Carolina Fine Association, is
“Sure,” said Siah, “they would sel about to take up this problem and by
the lie to us for cod ile if we had i
actual experiment with boxes of difI ferent sizes and of various kinds of
cough.”
He went up, saw the fish dealer ant lumber to determine the extent to
said, “Mister, can 1 sell yon some tim j which the prevailing thicknesses of
new cod livers.”
I boards can be diminished.
He replied, “Yes, if good ones, I liavi
an order for quite a lot.”
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
I
“Well, these of mine are new and al I•;I M rs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used
for over sixty years by millions of
oute
I’ve
come
in
off:
the
right.
just
for their children while teething,
grounds, had great fishing, found ; L mothers
with
perfect success. It soothes the child,
place where there hadn’t been a lisl , softens
the gums,allays all pain, cures wind
caught for more than forty years, llov colic, and is the best remedy for Oiarrluea.
could 1 tell? Why there was a marl Is pleasant to the taste. Sold
by druggists
on every one.
1 was a great fishermai
in every part of the world. Twenty-five
in my young days, hut am growing ol< l ; cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable,
lie sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow's Sooth1
now and am somewhat forgetful.
ing Syrup, and and take no other.
you have a nice schooner you bain’
got no skipper for I’m your man as I
know all the grounds from here ti | The New-York Tribune Farmer is the
Texas. Come right aboard then. Ain’ ; most thoroughly practical, helpful, useful,
that a handsome lot as you ever saw?’ I entertaining, national, illustrated aericulI tural and family
weekly in the United
And the dealer took the gaff am States. Send
your name and address for
booked up a huge skate liver, big as ; ; free sample copy
to The New-York Tribune
cow’s and with a broad grin on hi: ■ j Farmer, Tribune Building. New York
:
the
cod
tool
“Where’s
You
secure
it with The Reptiblisaid,
City.
may
you
phiz
can Journal, lielfast, Me., both
this out ot?
I would buy it at a fane;
papers one
year for $2.00.
pi iv^r.
I That killed Siah, “We liain’t got i
liver amongst them.
I (lamed cod
only joking, lie said. They ai'i
| was
worth something, ain't they?”
He said, "Yes, .">0 cents a bucket
cash, or no in goods.
i More Lives are Blighted by Catarrh
Uncle John said, "let’s take tliei
than by All Other Diseases.
We don’t want t(
worth in dry hake.
go home skunked.”
l If There Is a lifut of Catarrh Taint
They measured out 40 buckets, whicl [

1

is contained in

|
!

X

Western species as a building wood,
and the prejudice existing against the
Eastern species is unjustly extended to
that of the West. The latter is a hard,
straight, and even-grained wood, nearly white in color. It does not split
readily, and is light and tough. These
characteristics peculiarly fit it for manufacture into boxes. It is also a superior wood for all inside finishing, as
it takes a high polish and has excellent
wearing qualities. It can be rapidly
kiln dried at high temperature without
injury. Mechanical tests have shown
it to possess about 70 per cent, of the
strength of red fir and to be suited for
all except the heaviest structural demands. Large quantities of this timber are now sold under other names !
than its own. There is no just cause!
for the prejudice which necessitates!
this deception, and Western hemlock i
should be handled under its right name.
Another tree which lias been discrim- j
inated against is the loblolly pine. This
is a tree of a wide range of distribution,
and Bureau tests have shown that, I
under proper condition <>t growth, it
j
can furnish wood of great structural I
merit. It, too, is sold under fictitious
|
names, when it should he sold on its

be more thoroughly and successfultreated with preservatives than can
the more solid timbers. Happily, this
make the ledge, if on the right course, is in a marked degree the case with the
but as they had no compass it was abundant loblolly pine, and this tree is
| certain to come into general and apguess work.
I nreeiated use.
Another phase of this work is in conJohn's ears and he shouted, “breakers |
ahead, luff, Siah, the Brown Cow is nection with ihe packing box industry.
| Very few people appreciate the amount
right under our lee."
Siah said, “I never turn out for nc of lumber that goes into the manufaccow."
| tore of packing boxes. Formerly the
John shouted back, “you old fool size of boxes for different purposes,
was based on the
you can’t jump her over the Hrowr
strength of white
Cow, hard down your helm or we an pine, which used to be the standard

fishing tomorrow.”
Uncle John said: “Yes, 1 will go

|

1

old boat flew under the strong wind
John felt very nervous and uneasy, lie
thought in one hour’s time they should

On the afternoon of the second day
Uncle fSiah's boy, tow head as he was
called, was seen coming up the road.

“bearing-down” feeling, dizziindigestion, or nervous Why these ledges are not more than
prostration may be restored to perfect two-thirds as large as they were fifty
health and strength by taking Lydia
| years ago, or at least it looks so to my
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
eyes.”
| old"Guess
that fellow is pulling traps
over there round the Black Sisters,” as
by adding together the numbers buried two breaking ledges were called.
“Guess we will run over that way;
by the several squads it reached two
thousand opposite the line of battle perhaps he will give us a few short
It was a ones, but I ’spose they have to be very
where the 2nd corps fought.
mournful task.
I shy, for they say the wardens are as
! thick as flies.”
[To be concluded.j
! As Uncle Siah ran his boat alongside,
THE WATER WE BUY AS SOLID FOOD. the fisherman seemed nearly f rightened
;
to death and said, “Mr. Warden, you’re
What we buy as solid food is not on a fool’s errand this time, for I
solid. It is partly water; some of the haven’t a durned one this morning.”
Uncle John spoke up and said, “G less
commonest foods are almost entirely
you take us for wardens, don’t you?”
composed of water.
“Yes,” he said, “aint you?” I’m awIJuuglit as food, water is a tolerably
expensive luxury. In several instances ful glad you’re not, for my old woman
it costs some thing like two dollars and is sick and 1 told her this morning I
would save my shorts for Her to buy
fifty cents a glass.
medicine.
Let us begin wit li breakfast.
“Have you ever been caught by the
Look at that loaf of bread. To all
that

ness.

was won.

Thus ended the battle. Night again
closed in and upon a more ghastly field
never before on this continent.
Morning dawned. Not a rebel could be seen.
A strong force soon started in pursuit
but the 2nd corps was to remain and
Details were made
bury the dead.
from each regiment with pickaxes and
shovels to perform the last sad rite.
Our own dead were buried in groups,
the name and number of each regiment
placed at the head of the little mounds.
Then we returned to the rebel dead i.nJ

plenty
the morning dawned, the fog shut
three cents, are now twenty or more.
down thick as mud. John said, “Siah,
It does beat all. Why, I have known do
you believe we can ever find our
Afteen count lobsters to be taken from
way in this awful fog?”
/
one trap; now ten counts to Afty traps
And Siah said, “Yes, Pve brains
is doing as well as the average. If our
to find my way anywhere.”
enough
folks conUHiave gotten the prices for And he talked so
John noticed
Ash when I was young that they do for the iirst timestrange
lie had a bottle of
now, everybody would have gone Ashelixir, which he tried to keep out of
ing and havp been independent. Now sight.
its costly business to keep up with the
Finally the killick was pulled in, the
times. Why it costs more for gear on sail
unfurled and they started foi
one trip than a year in the old handhome. John stood at the bows looking
line style.
for all he was worth, and Siah kept liei
“Let’s go next week. What do you
pretty near her course. They were
say? We can get a little bait. 1 know trying to make the dry ledges, called
and
to
hook
where
just
go,
drop my
tlie Brown Cow. This long reef lies
right into the Ashes’ mouths.”
west from Bald Head two and one-hall
“Oh I yes, you know a lot. 1 don’t
is some 500 feet long, too feel
believe you can And the grounds, much miles, and
wide
lies east and west. As the

Ch as FBro wn

bayonets, a confused struggle of des- renders our food most wholesome and
perate men face to face—a perfect easy ot digestion.—Pearson’s Magazine,
whirl of
until
carnage

has met witli many obstacles. The hemlock of the East is far inferior to the

‘lobsters,

avoid tramping upon the dead and dyor
irregular menstruation,
Fresh supplies of ammunition painful
with the enemy. Then on again until ing.
headache or backache, secure Lydia E.
were
the
and
distributed
to
batteries
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
July 1st. when we camped for the night
its use.
two miles from the battlefield of Get- sixty rounds to the men. Dead horses begin
tysburg. Never shall

reau of Forestry is making are
Keautiful eyes and handT''^^
bringing the facts concerning tiiese matters eloquent commendation. dhX
windows to a woman’s |.„, sl|l (i!*»
before the users of timber.
The introduction of western hemlock Kooky Mountain Tea in |,-..,'i
Tea or Tablets. |; ,, '"^'o ,>'t
cents,
to the market as a building material
h
<

■

Uncle Siah.

THE FIRST ESSEHTUL

■

night.

and throw their

WOMEN WHO CHARM The Fishing Trip of

greatly increased.

:

The current unfavorable opinion
concerning these so-called infeVio
species are largely matters of tradition
which investigation proves was uiiwar
ranted. Indeed, in some cases, lumbe
such as gum and sap pine is exporter
from this country and held in high es
teem abroad. Our engineers and arclii
tects, as a rule, consider sapwood weak

DR. TRUE’
ELIXIR

er and much less tit for structural usi
than heartwood. Of course in the mat
ter of durability of unpreserved timbe
under severe conditions of exposure
is no question but that iieartwood ii
very much to be preferred to sapwood

I5ut for

indoors sapwood timber!
are abundantly strong.
Carriage man
ufacturers know that the strongest ant
most resilient wood for spokes, shafts
etc., is rapid grown sapling hickory. Ii
has lately been discovered that fas’
grown second growth red oak, so far as
strength is concerned, is fully equal ft
white oak. Much w’ork remains to hi
done to bring out the facts underlying
the practicability of a more exfensivt
use of inferior timbers, and to dissemi
nate information as to the relative ad
vantages of first and second growtl
timbers and the value of such woods ai
western hemlock and loblolly pine
which are of increasing importance ir
the national supply of structural timber. The timber tests which the Bu

Portland. Me., Oct. 19. 1904
J. F. TRUE & CO.
I shall in the future know just what to recom
mend to others who are not feeling well; stomach out
®» order, headache, poor appetite, or a
bad cold.
Your Elixir is just what has helped me out of this
combination of bad feelings. I had used it in my
fMnily years before and knew of its great worth, as is
had given it to my small, children for destroying

[

DR.

|

| j
!

use

j

for such it is second to none. I saw your ad
vertisement in the program at the Jefferson the other
me of the Elixir, and knowing
of its great worth I got a bottle of it at E. L. Foss*.
653 Congress St. I want to thank you for it, as it
cured me of all those bad feelings and destroyed thecold I had.
worms;

night, that reminded

!

|

Yours truly,
Mrs. E. A SKOLFIELD.

j

Will do the Same for You
Sold

by oil druggists 35eta., SOets. and $1.00.
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T*e DnSMORES' STORFS HTl
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Prosper

DDA^DIUITV MITT

’*

lit

rnuoruiii i ohlli

jb.
have
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imm

ius*

finished one off the most PROSPEROUS seasons which we have ever experienced in our fifty-two years of shoe
retailing. We are now going to give
share
of this PROSPERITY if you will accommodate fhe time of your purchasing with our convenience.
you
t
is
conceded
February
by all stores to be the DULLEST
month on the calendar and 'twould indeed be wasting time and money on our part to solicit your particular
at
this
season fwhen usually you are well
patronage
supplied with shoes) unless we can show you CONVINCINGLY and UNQUESTIONABLY your gain thereby. From the fact that we are continually scurrying around
among the markets to find that which is newest and most desirable in styles—to be able to fit all feet properly necessitates the carrying of an endless
variety of
sizes and widths—all tends to ward generous buying. There is bound to be a surplus left over—it can’t be managed any other
way. This surplus (about 3000
pairs) is now on our shelves but we intend by giving you such UNDENIABLE price concessions to see the last of them in two weeks’ time. How well we have
succeeded, these inimitable offerings proclaim, though we could fill double the space with items equally as interesting.
jsf

tV^

a

___:_

•SHOES
is

YOU KNOW

ABOUT!

Style

“*

%

;

hundreds of satisfied

wearers

delight

celebrated shoe at

of the above boot will

for it is the first time

j

|

we ever

You will find shoes in
for every occasion.
street boots made on
hi Lasts,” with low broad heels, and heavy welled soles,
Ibows with their daintier sisters for dress occasions,
g the new button boot (see cut above ) made of Corona
hisfi dull buttons, nobby Cuban heels. Quite a sprink”
of 1 loots made on the Swell “ Potay Last
which is so
in the larger cities.
You often have a chance to buy
toes ( which are a little off on
style and sizes) cheap, but
the opportunity offered you as it is now to get the very
Aii> .shapings in nearly every size at a reduction so noticeable.
Better think about it but act quickly.
s

a

cut

price.
Sturdy

Sizes
!

somewhat broken in the above.
but you will find it in some kind—

are

every kind,

_BUT

>

POME

If you’ll HELP US by
little earlier and BUY

I

O/.Q
[^t^ofara^prict] $2.29

UNION WADE

i

anticipating

Boots

run LvLiiv Duui

“r^

i

Women’s 25c Gilt-edge Dressing,
W

omen s

10c Whittemore’s

Dressing,
For 6c Bottle

!
Men's 25c U. N. O.

ilQrt
Tull

r

|

Men’s 5c

I

soles with double

Never Rip $1.50 Shoe,

fastenings.
Boys are now

$1.23 (bin boys), $1.19

(email boys), 98c. Very Special.—120
for this sale only, 98c.

e
-,

now

p„

-s

of

for 5c

in these laces is of the best
—at these prices—you’d best bnv a
YEAR’S SUPPLY.

Quality

I

Another Lot of those

^B

Women’s

^B

Regular

50c STORM RUBBERS

^B

^B
H

39c
The kind that fits your shoos.

t

That mothers appreciate tlie “goodness”
of our Girls' Shoes is clearly shown by
the 50 per cent, increase which this
department has gained the past year,
it will be particularly pleasing to them
when they see shoes for which they
have been satisfactorily paying.

run

down

The $2.00 Kind for
The 1.50 Kind for
The 1.25 Kind for
The .93 Kind for

j

under the top caps, solid leather counters, extra

$2.00

\i i

^
ZC bOX

■

Shoes For GIRLS

'while to insure more value than usual
certain points were insisted upon in
the making, such as having the leather

Shoes for

this

pr.,

SJC

■

STl.^s^S^C
sale,
^

Dressing, 6c bOX
and
Navy Dressing,
Army

Before you read the following let us
emphasize the fact that no inferior
shoes for boys are to be found here
at any price.
All are solid leather

Onr

f

Men’s 10c Shinola

SHOES FOR BOYS.

heavy

|

Dressing,

MZ

on*
s
2
Pa,rS s,0r Sc

9

_

,iuys those that were formerly $1.25-98-87. Lots of
mornings left before spring; better step lively
though as there is only about one hundred pairs.

sale.

IBSj

Men’s and Women’s celebrated
“Condon” covered Tip Lace, sold
everywhere for 5c pr., for this sale

nk

For 16c bottle

ice has

summer—SO

at

For 16c bottle
„T

!

i

i
Bn

|H

1

n'\t

For
this

selves” is advice all should heed. For the same reason you should
yourself of the opportunity we are now offering to get those little
necessities for which you have any “every-day” use for at a sav- Kx
■£
ing of fully a half.
avail

anything to do with it we intend to dispose of
We are deterof our Women’s Warm House Shoes.
I that the Moths won’t have a chance to get into a pair of

25 Cases

Rubber

/\ WW-

ERR EVERYRRRY

in

Patent

shoes warranted.

Men’s

■

pair

j

$3.19
Fo:™?,eksLeather
RAI.STON

Every pair of

as anr

EARLY.

PROFITS and in
the accommodation of your

Worn.

Gat your size before th*yare gone.

You may not find your size in

your wants in shoes a._
NOW, we i return will give you 1
m ny instances slice into the cost for
I

our

Always

This shoe differs distinctly from any
other shoe, and in this difference lie's
much of its superiority. You may pay
more than the Ralston price without
securing such good shoes, while if you
pay less they will surely prove more expensive before worn out. The fact is,
every cent placed Ralston w ise secures
an adequate
equivalent in service and
appearance. Aside from its individuality
this shoe includes the best selected
leathers in both uppers and sole.

I

I MUTUALLY BENEFITED.
j

$3.19 pr.

Once Worn,

(the price of which is as well established as the shoes themselves), offered at a
discount, it is a matter well WORTH LOOKING INTO. FOR INSTANCE,
we are selling—
150 Pairs of Women’s Sorosis §3.50 Shoes at
CO CO
“
“
06
Men’s Walk Overs 3.50 & 4.00 Shoes at
J
“
“
153
Our famous §3 for women

|

hit of news with

HEALTH SHOES

most

an

You see shoes which have a
standard value the world over
i

$4.00 RALSTON

and the

easy matter for a writer of an advertisement to quote $3.00 articles for
half-price, etc., but to prove his statements to the buying public’s satisfaction
is often another matter.
In order to make the reduction sound convincing
he is a little apt to exaggerate the original selling price, and, therefore,
people usually take these statements with a grain of salt. BUT WHEN

IT

300 Pairs of the famous

All of the

a-

Our small

Boys’ $1.50

-

|. | 9
.98
.73

are

“

hoys

extra

solid

grain

j

It is the Mask
Not

$ | .49

desirable shoes ia every particular.
No
odds” and “ends,” no manufacturer’s mistakes, no squeezing or injuring the growing feet, but style
and service for the children, and economy and satisfaction for
the parents.

REMEMBER—-These

MEN’S WORKING SHOES
on

Shoes that Sells them.

person in fifty can see the difference between OI K working shoes and
Only time (and little of it) tears off the mask. Then comes a series of unpleasdiscoveries—paste hoard inner soles, wabbly counters, spougey upper stock and
faulty workmanship. Ours is of a different family, and every pair is sold with the
distinct understanding that if they are not just as we represent them to be in
every
way, return them, and we will replace them with a new pair.
I'nusual, too, is this
such
footwear
as
shoes
at
a
cut
mice—but we intend thut
offering
staple
working
EVEHYBODY shall re eive a benefit from this sale, so we are selling
one

other3.

ant

i

All

our
“
“

$2.25 and $2.00
1.75
1.25

“

“

1.50
1.00

Working

Shoes for

“

“

“

“

“

“

3j

$1.49
1.19
.98

<

DO Yflll
FAR
FNOI IClH I
rill LIivUVIll
I W THINK
I

It is an American fault to skim over things, to read
on thesurface and digest on the fly.
We finish a book
111 an
Take
Much
this
We
Lose.
Advertisement
for
in
minutes
ten
instance.
Those who don’t Think far
evening-a newspaper
enough, won’t realize what splendid opportunities they are Missing. From a careless perusal, or no perusal at all, they will
the chance to supply themselves and families with the most useful articles of wearing apparel at a saving of fully a Half
NOTE THIS, TOO ! the shoes offered in this sale are NOT old goods if they were this talk would be the emptiest of phrases,
L0r reductions on old goods are to be expected of course and you wouldn’t thank us for them. It is a time between times.
purchases not all gone, spring purchases not in. This sale will finish the former and make room for the latter. It is clear as
% sky if
you will stop and Think far enough.” First read carefully Then Think it will mean dollars in your Pocket in the End.
w''

I

•
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Sale Commences Thursday Morning. Feb. 9th

County

SIMP

Correspondence.

NEWS._

vineyard

Haven,

Mass., ten. 4.

Bark

Thomas A. Goddard, Georgetown, S. C., lor
Boston, has been anchored in the lee off the

mouth of this harbor since yesterday mornaubbican pobts.
ing, flying signals for the assistance of a
T.
At noon today the tug Cheektowaga
Charlotte
soh.
tug.
New York, Feb. 2. Ar,
Mrs. George Chapin is reported a little
SEARSPORT LOCALS.
broke
her way through the ice and went to
schs.
at
Island,
City
Sibley, Georgetown;
better.
Lavinia M. Snow, Hurricane Island; Ada the bark. The Goddard reported having
had
a
out
of
from
towed
is
was
E.
Robbins
Mrs. H.
rough passage from Georgetown, enimproving
A. W. Dodge of New York spent Sunday
Ames, Rockland (latter
her illness.
ice between Oldfield and Eaton’s Neck, countering violent northwest gales, which
in town.
at
Long Island Sound, by U. S. revenue cutter drove her into the Gulf Stream. latter
Florence and Annie Smart are in South
Mr. George P. Carter is at home from BelSa- Cape Ilattera8 she encountered a second
Gresham; 2, sld, sch. Mark Pendleton, AnBrooks visiting relatives.
fast for a few days.
lower
fore
which
she
lost
Edward
gale,
Stewart,
during
topsch.
vannah;*, cld,
sail. During the recent storm she was off
The veterans were lond in praise of their
tigua; 7, sld, schs. Florence Leland, JackMrs. Jane Sellers and Sirs. Jennie Sellers
Montauk and lost lower main topsail and
entertainment at this place.
sonville; L>. J. Sawyer, Ponce, etc. ;S. C. main
Krauthare in Boston for a few weeks.
topmast stay sail.
Fernandina.
Haskell,
Fred W. Smart is in the employ of Arthur
Mrs. Lincoln A. Colcord returned SaturBoston, February 2. Ar, schs. George W.
York.
mill.
and
New
E.
his
saw
steam
Briry, do.; FKANKFOKT.
Boyd as engiueer in
day from visits in Boston
Wells, Baltimore; Edward
Winfield S. Schuster, Norfolk; Cora F.
Wm. M. Merlthew was in Waldo last Sunlion. George L. Merrill of Ilixfield is the
Several of the stone cutters from this
F. Barrett,
Mary
News;
Cressey,
Newport
day, the guest of bis daughter Mrs. A. E.
guest of Capt. and Mrs. James P. Butman.
do.; Lucinda Sutton, do.; Addle M. Law- I town have gone to Hall’s Quarry, where they
Nickerson.
sch.
Theoline,
Fernandina;
rence, do.; 4, ar,
have employment—John Leonard has reCapt. A. N. Blanchard has returned from
sld, sch. Van Allens Bougbtou, Philadel- turned home from
M. E. Knowlton is building a cottage in
a short business trip to Boston and New
tiangor, where he visited
the Carter grove and will build another in
sld, sch. Henry B. Fiske, FernanYork.
friends—Frank Heed, superintendent of
da.
the spring.
Capt. Amos Dow left Thursday for New
Brunswick, Ga., Jan. 31. Ar, sch. Gov. the Woodbury granite works, is in town for
Mrs. R. P. Stickney and John B. Stickney
York to join S. S. C'alilornian of the HaAmes, Portsmouth; old, sch. Star of the a short visit....Laurence Donlin cut his
of Belfast were in town last Sunday visitwaiian line.
Sea, New York.
ing E. L. Stickney.
Charleston, S. C., Feb. 4. Ar, sch. James leg last week quite badly. He is getting
Mrs. J. H. Park, who has been visiting
along as well as can be expected. He is
B. Jordan, Nassau.
shovel
It
took
twelve
men
one-half
to
day
her son Fred in Greenville Junction, reF. L. Tyler lost
Jan. 30. Ar, sch. Fred W. Ayer, attended by Dr. Walton
Gulfport,
snow
from
this
Corner
the
to
place
Dodge's
turned home Monday.
a valuable horse last week!'_lie grange
Sagua via Cardenas.
after the last storm.
was
last
week
witha
reorganized
large memFernandina, Fla., Feb. 3. Ar, sch. ClifMiss llarriette Roulstone left Tuesday
We have seen the engine of the B. & A.,
ford N. Carver, Wells, Charleston; 6, ar, bership— There was a pleasant surprise
for Boston, where she will spend the reat the home of Mrs. Julia Otis SaturHaven.
New
party
not
sch.
E.
was
we
did
Win.
but
as
there
no
steam
Downes,
the
winter.
mainder of
up
hear the whistle. A large donkey engine
Savannah, Feb. 1. Ar, sch. Horace A. day evening, it beiug her birthday.
The Ladies’ Guild of the Cong’l society
this place on a sled drawn
Stone, Newport News; 4, ar, sch. Helena,
through
met Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Geo. F\
New York; 5, in port, bark Auburndale,
v six large horses, going to Cape Jeliison.
Smith and Miss Smith.
We received the first benefit by caring foi
ready to sail as soon as weather permits.
'l'atoosb, Wash., Jan. 29. Passed out, ship
Miss L. W. Edwards was in Jackson last the men and horses.
Abner Coburn, Burgess, Port Blakely lor
week to attend the funeral of her brother,
The dance at Maiden’s hall last Fridaj
Callao.
i"
Sir. Harvey N. Edwards.
——
The I
night was a most enjoyable time.
Georgetown, S. C., Feb. 2. Sld, sch. Sarah
orchestra ol
music
was
llachelder’s
by
THORNDIKE.
D. J. Kawsou, New York.
his
will
T.
P.
Williams
Rev.
puloccupy
in
another
be
There
will
Prospect Ferry.
Mobile, Feb. 2. Ar, sch. Henry Crosby,
Mrs. David Hasty, the little daughter ol
pit next Sunday morning. The monthly the
same hall Friday night, Feb. 17th, witl
contribution for parish expenses will be
Fred Hasty, and Mrs. R. 0. Higgins, were
the same music.
taken.
Newport News, Feb. 2. Ar, sch. Jacob
Dr. B. P. Ilurri M. Haskell, Old Point.
on the sick list last week.
HALLUALE.
F'red C. Edwards, who was called to
Norfolk, Feb. 4. Ar, sch. Edith G. Folwas called, and all are improving now
Charles Jackson, who has been packing
Jackson to attend the funeral of his father,
well,
Newport News.
Miss
was
the
of
Ruth
Small
Miss
guest
his
honn
accompanied his aunt, Miss Lucia Edwards, apples for A. F. Rayues, left for
New London, Ct., Feb. 2. Ar, bark Glad
and
Mrs
Mr.
Hunt
Lettie
to Searsport.
[
Wednesday
in Lewiston last Thursday... E. N. Hal
Tidings, in tow of tug Nathan Hale, from
Baltimore.
Edwin Rand of Unity were guests of theii
took to Lowell, Mass., last week a colt hi
The children of the primary department
San Francisco, Feb. 2. Sld, ship Shenandaughter, Mrs. B. P. Hurd, last week
of the M. E. Sunday school are to have a
Fred A
had sold to his brother Will.
The school in the Centre district taught by doah, New York.
pleasant social time in the vestry of the Slyriek accompanied him... T. F. Flahert; Miss Jackson of Belfast closed Friday...
Portsmouth, N. 11., Feb. (i. Ar, sch. Lilchurch next Saturday afternoon.
of Lewiston was the guest of J. E. Hall tin
Leon Parsons is selling oil his stock an<
uau, uiuuucstci.
week.
of
this
first
Wilbur J. Carver, a cadet at the U. S
farming tools, and will leave his farm foi
FOREIGN PORTS.
Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md., has satisemployment elsewhere... Rev. and Mrs. K
as a
no
Port Spain, Jan. 7. Sld, bark Rose Innis,
1
A.
witl
the
examination
MOKTYILLE.
evening
January
SOL’TH
Myers
passed
Thursday
factorily passed
New York.
C.
Miss
and
Ross
which proves that he has done good work
Higgins—Mr
Evelyn
afte
30th
(lied
Jan.
Mrs. Sarah Knowlton
Cape Town, Jan. 23. Sld, ship Gov.
and Mrs. 0. J. Parsons and daughter Graci
Miss Georgia Ford is visiting her sister
Robie, Grant, Newcastle, NSW.
an
illness of less than a week wit! 1 passed Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. V. N
Mrs. \\m. l’almer, in Hartford, Conn. Dur
Dakar, Dec. 29. Ar, sch. Levi S. AnHiggins—Fred L. Higgins entertained :
pneumonia. Iler son Frank and daughte
drews, Boston via Rufisque (and sld 31st
ing her absence Miss Grace Whittum is ii
of friends last Thursday evening
party
last
sickness
her
her
Caro
were
with
and
office
during
for Bathurst).
telephone
charge of the telegraph
Cld, sch. Nimbus,
The funeral services were held Feb. 1st
Havana, Jan. 25.
"I herewith write out in full the beThere will be a Christian Endeavor sociabh
SANDY POINT.
Cardenas.
\
E.
A.
Dinslow.
Sh
Rev.
conducted by
at the social rooms of the society Thursday
1.
Feb.
Mr. A. W. Shute came from Bath Satur
Ar, ship Aryan, ginning and end of that terrible disease
Montevideo,
her
cared
for
was
daughtei
by
tenderly
evening next. Admission 5 cents. It u
Pendleton, Baltimore for San Francisco.
eczema,” says Mrs. Win. Ryer, Elk
who ha s day for a short visit with his family...
hoped a large number will patronize thes< Mrs. Emma Tarr of California,
Kahului, Jan. 31. Ar, ship Fort George,
been with her for nearly two years...
Miss Alice Richards, who is employed ii
gatherings.
Fullerton, Sau Francisco (for Delaware River, Minn., “which caused my babe
Willie Knowlton will work for John \\
is at home for a vacation
untold suffering and myself many
Breakwater).
The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church belt
Prescott for the present.... The house o i Waltham, Mass.,
Nassau, N P, Jan. 31. Ar, sch. Joseph W. sleepless nights.
a very pleasant meeting
at the home o;
Mrs. Sarah Bryant was badly damaged las t ..Miss Addie Partridge is in Brewer for;
My babe was born
Hawthorn, New York for Mobile.
Mrs. Hiram Bailey Tuesday afternoon
Sunday by fire and water. The chimne ir few weeks with friends.Geo. Hagai ar
Colou, Feb. 1. Ar, sch. Augustus II. seemingly a fair, healthy child, but
Notwithstanding the storm a large numbei burned out in the early part of the day, am l rived from Providence Sunday. He ha
Babcock, Mobile.
when she was three weeks old a swellbeen several trips from thereon a barge...
came together.
in the afternoon fire was discovered in
Fremantle, Dec. 31. In port, ship Mary
closet up stairs, the chimney having heate 1 Mrs. Rose Whitehouse of Bucksport is a
ing
appeared on the back of her head,
from
Port
arThere will be a special service at thi
L.
Batch,
Gamble,
Cushing,
through the partition sufficiently to sc t Mr. Ernest Blanchard’s fora few weeks...
rived 23d, for Newcastle and San Francisco.
and in course of time broke. It did
Congregational conference room next Sun
A little daughter arrived at the home of Mr
tire to clothing stored there. The churc
day evening at 7 o’clock in observance o
Newcastle, NSW', Dee. 31. In port, ship not heal but
and Mrs. Blanchard’s Feb. 4th—There i
bells and telephone called prompt assistant**
grew worse, and the sore
the twenty-fourth anniversary of the organ
Paul Revere, for Manila.
considerable sickness here at present...
and the fire was finally subdued—Geo. I
ization of Christian Endeavor. A coilectioi 1
Rio
Janeiro, Feb. 4. Ar, sch. Carrie A. spread from the size of a dime to that
her
Mr.
Littlefield
of
Brewer
was
Elmer
and I. S. Bartlett are having the grif
Ring
will be taken for world wide missions.
Lane. Green, Bangor, Me.
of a dollar. I used all kinds of remelast week on business.The Pemaquii
Bathurst, W'CA., Jan. 20. Ar, sch. Levi dies that I could think of, but nothing
got as far as the buoy at Sandypoint Feb
The ice in our harbor is not as strong a:
LIBEUTV.
S. Andrews, Boston via Rufisque and llalar.
ice
and
6th
and
could
not
break
the
return
seemed to help; in fact, it grew worse.
has been represented and parties on the ie
Moses Johnson, a much respected citize 1 ed to her wharf in Buckport. It now look
Manila, Feb. 6. Ar, hark Adolph Obrig,
Her hair fell out where the sore was,
boat P. B got a bad scare tins week. The; ;
Ross, Tsintau, all well (to load for Delaas though our merchants w ill have to hau I
of this town, died at his home February 3c
were skimming along finely when the for
and I feared it would never grow again.
ware Breakwater).
ward runners went through and an iuime
after a short illness. Mr. Johnson fell an j their grain and provisions from Belfast.
It continued until my aged father came
St. John, N. B., Feb. 3. Ar, sch. Lois V.
diate disembarkation from the rear of tbi 1
on a visit, and when he saw the baby
broke his hip a few days ago, which resull
Chaples, Robinson, Gloucester.
rear of the boat saved a wetting.
SWANVILIE.
Chefoo. Feb, 4. Sld,ship Manuel Llaguno,
he told me to get Cuticura Soap and
ed in his death, fie was 83 years of age I
The entertainment at the Grange hal I Nichols, Hong Kong.
In the Army and Navy Journal of Jan
and is survived by three daughters, Mrs |
Ointment right away.
14th is a notice of the issue of Philippim
Wednesday evening, given by the “Higl
George Thompson, with whom he lived
MARITIME MISCELLANY.
"To please him I did so, and to my
campaign badges to officers and enlisted mei
Mrs. John Sherman, Miss Ellen Johnson
Henry Minstrel Troupe” was largely at
Pendleton, from Baltimore,
Ship
Aryan,
who served onshore between Feb. 4, 189E
surprise by their use the sore began to
ami two sons, Granville and Freeman John
for
San
has
into
Dec.
a success financially.Mis;
tended
and
11,
Francisco,
put
heal ever, the hair grew over it, and
and July 16, 18P8. Lieut. Fred F. Black i > son. llis wife, Caroline Brown Johnson
Montevideo with rudder head sprung.
entitled to this badge, as he served with hi > died about fifteen
Fadie M. Nickerson is sick with the meas
to-day she has a nice head of hair, her
years ago, and a sor !
Sell. Cactus, Capt. Frank Meader of Rockles—Elisha Parsons is quite sick. He i
regiment, the 10th lulautry, in the Depart Alden, died in Boston, December, litof
skin is as fair as a lily, and she has no
laud, has been renamed Mark Pendleton,
attended by Dr. Elmer (small of Belfast...
ment ot Mindonao,
extend
to
the
he
j
friends
scar left to recall that awful sore, and
Many
sympathy
and is chartered to carry cement from New
reaved family... Mrs. L. T. Berry receive- (i Miss Emma Maiden of Prospect was tin
it
is over eight mouths and no sign of
to
there
to
on
York
take
A crew of men with a donkey engine t 1
Savannah,
acargu
ol
Miss
last
week...
guest
Daisy
Peavey
a telegram last week
summoning her t ,
of pineppple crates for Havana.
its returning.”
he used on the pile driver at Cape Jeliison
Albert Cunningham’* children have al
;|
where
her
husband
i
N.
Y.,
Brooklyn,
The Camden Yacht Building and Railway
driving from Bangor, got astray belov
been sick the past week with bad cold:
critically ill. News was received a fe\
Fiankfort, went out through Monroe, dowi
and sore throats_Mr. and Mrs. Ilenr; ! Co. are kept busy this winter repairing
of slight improvement in his eon
ago
days
vessels.
The James Rothwell is now on for
and
back
to
the Cape. I
through Searsport
Greeley of llai Harbor aie rejoicing ove;
dition. Mrs. Berry will remain in Brook
seems that a tow n as prominent as Stocktoi
repairs and as soon as sliecomes off another
the birth of a daughter. The news were
until Mr. Berry can return with her.
lyn
“Your letter of the 19th inst. rethree-master now lying at the w harf will go
Springs lias been made recently by the cor
received here Feb. 3d and their man;
Mr. ami Mrs. A. E. Johnston of Washing
on.
ceived, asking in regard to the cure of
respondents who have written up the Sea
congratulations.Mis:
ton were in town Sunday, at Mrs. Johns I friends extend
Nantucket, Jan. 31. Sell. George li. Ferpoit hallway, light not to be lost so easily
my baby some six years ago. Well,
Ethelyn Moody went to Belfast (Sunday
ton’s mother’s, Mrs. W. 11. Moody.... Dr. C
guson, ashore at Beaehside, was condemned
w here she lias employment.
the disease has never returned to her
If. iloit went to Belfast last week to assis i
The valentine social to be given uex
w
reckers
The
recent
storm
and
today.
by
head which at that time was a solid
in an operation at the hospital. E ."
Tuesday night by the Kpworth Leagu
the action of the ice fields started her decks,
Mitchell has moved from the Jameson Got
sore on top and down the back.”
SWANVILLE CENTER.
piemises to be a vesy interesting oceasiol
and it is feared that she will break in two.
Among the many features "f interest vvi j don house into Mrs. Harriet Clough’s house
Mrs. Wm. Ryer, Elk River, Minn.
Portland, Me., Feb. 2. Sell. Win. liisbee,
Mary Cunningham remains about tin
;•* 1 'up d, who will have a
.It is still very sickly in town. Anion, ; i
Feb. 25, 1903.
greeting for all ;
at Annapolis, Md., from Rockland, reported
Frank Knowlton’s family is on tin
those confined to the house are Miss Nelli '. same
ft du-k' maiden in a wig wain, who will rea j
Sold throughout the world. Cuticura Resolvent, 50c.
a rough passage.
The vessel escaped insick list— Misses Kthelyn Moody and Mar
the future and give auviee on love am 1 Hunt, Edwin Lovett, Mrs. VV. \V. ilunl
(in form of Chocolate Coated Pills, 25c. per vial of 60),
jury, blither cargo was somewhat damaged.
Ointment,50c., Soap, 25e. Depots: London, 27 CharterArthur Norton and Mrs. Mary J. Hurd
matrimonx : a valentine post cffiee to whic'
the
blocks
of
Some
of
sevset
out
their
set
on
a
granite
house
weighing
Sq.: Paris, 5 Rue tie la Paix Boston, 137 ColuniblMD
croquet
[ garet Billings
in iukc.’'j
iiiiih
«uv uaa
ucru
lit *>icu»ci'i
Avt*. Potter Drug & Chem. Corp., Sole Proprietors.
patrons aie invited to bring valentine ,•
1
eral tons were broken.
Mj“Sc-ud for “How tu Cure Eczema.''
marked tor friends and to be delivered dur
Mass., the past year, is at home for a shot \ snow drift and played three very interest
Wilmington, N. C., Feb. 2. Sell. ii. W.
Celia Nickerson visited Mrs
ing games
time on account of ill health
W. 1). San
ing the evening. A brief musical progran
Hopkins of Tbomaston, from Brunswick,
11. 1\ White last week... Charles Webt
ford has just returned from Boston, wlier
y. i oe provided, instrumental and voc: 1
BELFAST PRICE CURREN T.
Jan.
10, for New York,has put in here with
from Massachusetts is visiting his parents
.1. J. Walk
Keireshinents will be served. The publi ; lie has been spending a week
rudder bead sprung, loss of some sails and
Mr. and Mrs. Webb_Leslie Roberts is al
i> uiged to patronize.
er was a business -caller fa
Belfast Thuis
Admission 10 cents
Corrected
Weekly for The Journal.
! work for Martin Robertson of Monroe_ crew sick.
day.
Produce Market.
Mr>. Farnham and her brother, Mr. E. L
Prices Paid Producer.
Boston, Feb. 2. Sell. Edward II. Cole, at
Clements
of
Monroe
was the guest
George
j of Richard Robertson
Salem from Newport News, struck an unFail., gave a progressive whist party a
|
9.0Oal2.O0
Thursday_Ethelyr
b\l.,
pton.
P
Apples
40,Hay
STOCKTON
SPRINGS.
their home in Park last week. The lirs
charted rock on Monday near Bakers IsI Moody has gone to Belfast to work.loin
5 Hides p lb,
dried, p It.,
»;£
The installation of the officers of I’owna 1 McKeen has gone to Mt.
land, Salem ll rbdr, and w as pulled off by Beans, pea,
prize, a crystal bonbon dish, was won b;
9
2.25 Lamb p lb,
In
where
Desert,
j
Tvirs. .Jennie Hlanchard, 42 points; the sec
50 a 75
*2.75 Lamb Skins,
Yel’eyes,
F. and A. M., and Bethany Chapte r has employment on stone
Chester Curtis a tug. She will tow to Boston after disLodge,
20a22 Mutton P ib.
6a7
oiid prize, a cut glass olive dish, by Mrs
Butter P lb,
Auvices
receiveu
mini
cnarging.
apt.
has
in
Belfast—The
niinstre
employment
0. E. S., occurred on the evening of Febn
40
6^8 Oats p bu., 32 1b.
Hoffses, of sell. Joseph YV. Hawthorn, Beef, sides, p lb,
MeGiivery, h2 points; the consolation prize
show was a grand success_Mr. and Mrs
5,Potatoes p bu., 35a40
a child's comfort, Mrs. N.
which put into Nassau Tuesday, w hile on a Beef forequarters,
E. Grant. 2 [ ary 1st. The company was confined to th 1 .lames Knowlton were the guests of his
60 Round Hog,
6
bu.,
Barley
p
j
points; gentlemen’s first prize, men’s joj
passage from New York for Mobile, stated Cheese p lb,
families of the members of the orders, am I ; son, Mr. Llewellyn Knowlton, over Sunday
T.oO
13£ Straw p ton,
that the cargo is heated, and that fearing Chicken p lb,
b} Mr. C. Grant, 4k points: second prize
14
It..
25a28
—Miss
Susie
Belle
Maddocks
was
p
tin
Turkey
a very pleasant
occasion is reported b
men’s first thought in morning and last a j
fire in the cargo of garbage tankage, he Calf Skins,per lb. lO^ll Tallow p lb.
2a4
guest Saturday of Miss 11am ill Monroe_
those in attendance.Miss Emma M
8
made port at Nassau, w here a survey has Duck P lb.
14oi5 Veal p lb,
night, by Mr. John P.lanehaid, 42 points
Mrs. E. A. Robertson and son visiter
Wool,
23
llichborn
left
a
visit
of
in
been
called.
will
doz.,
28]
unwashed,
She
sweet stick, Mr. Warren Grit I
Thuisdayfor
probably discharge Eggs p
David Moody’s folks Sunday.Charles
consolation,
12 Wood, hard.
4.00;§,4.51
fin, 17 points. Ice cream and cake, blacl ; definite length in Boston. She is taking 1 Marr is away on business... Quite a num part of her cargo there. The vessel, so far Fowl p tb.
16 Wood, soft,
3.00
Geese P lb,
month’s vacation from her duties in K. h i her from here attended the veterans’
Coffee and Japanese tea were served.
as is known, is all right.
meet
Staples’ dry goods store. Mrs. Ada Mud
Boston, Feb. 4. YVith her rigging festoonin North Sear.-port last Thursday.
ing
The New Seaboard Line. The Han
Retail Market.
Retail Price,
ed with ice and her hull and deck cargo
gett is assisting behind the counters at th
goi News of last Saturday published th >
ooal.oo
Staples place of business as a substitut
completely covered with frozen spume the Beef,corned, p lb, 8@10 Lime p bbl.,
MORRILL.
Meal
following letter, signed “Nearsport.”
14
20
Oat
4a5
Butter
lb,
P lb,
Salt,
for Miss E. M. llichborn during the latter’
three-masted schooner Theoline, Captain
Dear Sir: A reference in a recent repor t absence—Mrs. Maria T. Blanchard ha
Corn p bu.,
4
Rev. C. N. Snow of Norwich, Conn., as
p
lb,
62)Onions
was
towed
the
harbor
at
noon
Moody,
up
t orn, p bu,
62 Oil.Kerosene, gal., 14al5
in your paper anent the purchase of Sear
Cracked
returned to Bucksport after a fortnight’ > sisted by Rev. Eugene S. Philbrook of Bel
yesterday by the tugs Ida 11. Mathis and Corn Meal, p bu.,
5a5A
62;Pollock >" T»,
Island by the “.Seaboard” line places tha t visit with her brother and
Mr.
am
wife,
10
l6®l7|Pork p ib.
! fast, gave a stereopticon lecture at thi Sadie Boss. It had been a most trying pas- Cheese, p lb,
island in Stockton Springs. It is really i:
Mrs. Elmer Thompson.Miss Beula!
1.13
sage from Fernaudina, where the vessel Cotton S« ed, p cwt., 1.45 Plaster p bbl.,
Thi
Searsport, and, whatever the final disposi
Cousens is recovering from an attack u f church Monday evening, Jan. iiOth.
3
loaded her cargo of 500,000 feet of hard Codflslf dr ., p lb,
5'aSiRye Meal p lb,
tion of things, any terminal bunt there wil 1 measles. Several school children are suffei
1.25
views were taken from historic scenes it
p qt., 8^10 Shorts p cwt.,
pine lumber for the George McQuesten Cranberries,
be in the town of Searsport.
Clover Seed,
7£
l3@14|Sugar
p
lb,
Scotland
and
Mrs.
ing from the same disease, Master Craw
D.
0.
of
this
The
schooner
Bowen
sailed
at
}lr.
company
city.
40
Ibis fact raises the question as to why i:
P bbl., 6.75a7.50.Salt, T. I.,p bn.,
ford Treat among the number.
All th i tended the meeting of the Waldo County
Jan. 20, and five days later, when off Cape Flour,
1.90 Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed
4
all public notices of the new enterprise i t schools in town closed
for the iegn
Veteran Association in North Searspoc ; liatteras, she was caught in a severe gale Lard, p lb, p bu.,
Friday
lOiWheat
Meal.
35.4
is always spoken of only as a terminus a t iar
vacation, after very successful an i last Thursday and report a very successfu from northwest which increased to a hurri“Stockton Springs” when the harbor i
profitable terms—Mr. J. Elmer Littlefieh 1 meeting—Last Friday the Seniors of Free cane. The vessel was driven across the
about as much, if not equally, landlockei I of
BORN.
Brewer, accompanied by a business asst doin Academy presented the drama entitle! gulf stream, her deckload of lumber shifted
by Searsport shores as by Stockton Springs
ciate, Mr. Sawyer of Sherman, Aroostool
“The Cool Collegians,” in our Grange ball
and she strained so badly that she sprang
and as a matter of fact, I believe more lam 1
before an appreciative audience. The va aleak. There was no fresh water in the encounty, spent Friday and Saturday in towi
Gray. In Tremont, January 7,to Mr. and Mrs.
was bought originally in
Searsport than ii
arranging for the furnishing of railroa; I rious characters in the play were finely de- gine room to supply the steam pump, so the Clinton Gray, a son. 5
the sister town. Certainly with Sears Is
Gray. In South Brooksville, January 16, to
ties for the Northern Maine Seaport R. R.
lineated and the Seniors deserve muct crew had to man the hand pumps, two
land this is overwhulmingly so now. I f for which he has the
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gray, a son, Les'er Lyman.
contract.
All thing;
praise for good work well done. After thr of which were kept going all the time to
Gray. In South brooksville, January 22, to
Nears Island is to be built up, as the attor
seem moving steadily in the direction o
drama the Freedom young people uniter prevent the vessel from filling. Two of the Mr. and Mrs.
Irving Gray, a daughter.
ney of the road said in an interview, thei
the accomplishment of the plan to hav • with the young
Gray. In Orland, January 26, to Mr. and Mrs.
people of Morrill in a socia crew became ill, leaving the vessel shortall those important works will be in Sears
trains running here before another wintei
which lasted until the hour which Shakes- handed. One of the crew was sent ashore Herman A. Gray, a daughter.
port.
The crew of workmen at Cape Jellison ha
Grindle. In Hull’s Cove, January 29, to Mr.
peare gives for ghostly visitatiou.Mis: at Vineyard Haven in a tug, as he was too
1 have lots of friends in Stockton am I been increased to
N. D. Thompson returned recently fron
ill to remain on board. The vessel encoun- and virs. Thomas Grindle, a daughter.
twenty, and a large rein
wish them endless prospeiity with righ » forcement will arrive
In vest Rockport, Jauuary 30,
as soon as lodging
successful evangelistic labors in Bangor
tered heavy ice in Vineyard sound, and in to Littlehale.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Littlehale, twin sons.
good will, but it is not fair that any legiti
are prepared to accommodate them.
Thre > She has been quite sick the past week. the freezing weather the past two days she
Snow.
In
30. to Mr. and
Rockland,
mate gain from public “boom” or advertis
car loads of materials for the wharf work
Charles White returned home recently fron iced up badly. Early yesterday morning Mrs. John 1. Snow, a sonJanuary
ing should all go to the one town.
etc., have reached Sandypoint and bee;
where he has been employ
she came to anchor inside of the lightship
Sellers. In Stonington. January 19, to Mr.
Massachusetts,
Alas! How fearfully this great utilitar
by teams to the Cape. Thi ed.... Miss Sophia Hartshorn has returnee and it was there that the tugs found her and Mrs Oscar Wardwell Sellers, a daughter.
ian work is going to destiny the natura I transported
Tapley. In West Brooksville. January 24, to
harbor has been sounded and shows grea
from Belfast, where she passed severa
this morning.
beauties of a lovely shore and view.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman P. Tapley, a son, 10 pounds.
depth of water. The Chief Engineer of th; : weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Fred Carter
Chatham, Mass., Feb. 5. The ice which
B. and A. R. R., Mr. Burpee, was in towi
.Mrs. Edwin Perkins of Belfast spenl has formed in Chatham Bay extends for
Obituary. Ilarvey N. Edwards, \vh < and ordered another
survey of the propose) I last week with her mother, Mrs. M. P
miles in every direction. Both the HandMARRIED.
died in Jackson, >le., Jan. 31st, was bon < Him
ini
Woods.
Miiiiugii our village lasi weex.
kerchief and Shovelful Shoals lightships
in Brooks, Me., Sept. 10, 1838, one of nin • is
to be the final survey, and i t
presumed
are frozen fast in the ice, which in the imIn
Evans-Bean.
Children of the late Daniel and Julia Ed
Dixmont,
4, Arlocates the track farther from the shori 1 SOUTH LIBERTY.
mediate vicinity of the lightships is of con- thur E. Evans and Miss Vesta February
M. Bean, both of
wards, two of whom survive—Mrs. Lizzii
than either of the previous ones have done 1 i
siderable thickness. Just before entering Dixmont.
A
bad
Eanies of Ashland, Mass., and Miss Lucii
accident
here
happened
Friday.
crossing School street between the C. S
the bay today tug Plymouth, bound from
Eaton-Greenlaw. In Deer Isle, January 27,
V\ Edwards of Searsport, Me.
Mr. Ed
Stillman Hibbard was lumbering and Otis
Kendell house and the Lambert building
Boston to Port Johnson, with a tow of 3 Kimball C. Eaton and Miss Edith H. Greenlaw,
wards came to Searsport in the fall of 1808
both of Deer Isie.
All is speculation, regarding the causi > Jones and Frank Hannan were
shortened
the
hawsers
and
barges,
ploughed
helping
where he married Frances M. Woods. O i of the
In Stonington, January 20,
Gkindle-Ward.
No one is taken inti
change.
him. A log had been loaded on the sleds, a way through the pack.
this marriage a son was born, Fred C
Horace Ulindle and Miss Grace Ward, both of
the confidence of the projectors of thi
now
in
Stonington.
Edwards,
living
Boston, Mass. Mr
enterprise. Time alone will tell the wholi when Hibbard ordered Hannan to trim oil
Hatch-Wardwell. In Castine, January 24,
Edwards continued his residence here unti I
some knots on it.
Hannan did so, and
story. Sears Island has been bought b'
James Hatch of Castine and Miss Helen I. M.
1805, when he married Mrs. Mary (Carleton I President Cram and twenty associates, bu ; Jones, who was on his knees beside the
Wardwell of Penobscot.
Kicker and had since resided in Jackson
sled fixing a chain, put his hand upun the
no one knows for what purpose. We under
Hi tchinson-Robbins. In Stonington. JanuHe took part in the civil war as a mem be
stick just as Hannan’s axe was descending,
stand the price paid was something ove:
ary 2i, Namon Hutchinson and Miss Celestie B.
of Company K, 19th Me. Kegt., and was
Robbins, both of Stonington.
The axe struck Jones’ left hand near the
Cash is evidently not a niinu
$50,000.
Past Commander of Freeman McGilver
Perkins-Crooker. in Monroe, February 5,
knuckles, badly mutilating it, severing two
quantity with the company carrying for
Albion E. Perkins of Monroe and Inez >1. CrockAS MANY A BELFAST READER
Post, G. A. K., of Searsport. He continue! I ward this business undertaking. R. F
fingers and cutting another badly. He was
er of Hampden.
his membership in that organization unti
Dunton, Esq. of Belfast arrived Monday ti attended by Hrs. Coombs of Waldoboro and
KNOWS TOO WELL.
Thorndike-Stetson. In Camden, February
his death,
lie was an attendant of tin
ascertain the land damages as estimated b;
Peirpont of Washington, and is doing nice5, Mr. George Thorndike and Miss Clara Stetson,
Cong’l church here, a kind neighbor, aiu
ly—Atwell Nash and Mrs. Ellen Levett
both of Camden.
the property holders over whose lands thi
was always ready to stretch forth a
When the kidneys are sick,
Newton were united in marriage, Friday
helpinj
railroad is to pass, lie is employed by thi
hand, especially to the widows and orphan;
Nature tells you all about it.
If. & A., and reports the citizens as far a ; evening. All unite in wishing them joy_
DIED.
of his late comrades. The funeral service;
Miss
Minnie
has
Nash
to
Lewiston
to
seen at this date, di.-posed to deal very rea
Tile urine is nature’s calendar.
gone
were held at his late home in Jackson am l
visit
her
Mrs.
Mabel
Johnson.
in
the
sister,
of
Mr
or
too frequent action;
sonably
adjustment
prices.
Infrequent
the interment was in the old family lot a i G.
Rand. Id Folsom, Calif, January 10, Joseph
.School closed here last Tuesday. It was a
M. Houghton, the former general man
Any urinary trouble tells of kidney ills.
C. Rand, aged 79 years, formerly of Swanville,
Brooks—Died in Koslindale, Mass., Fel
very successful term taught by that veteran
ager of the li. & A., but now assistant ti ,
Me.
Doan’s
all
Pills
cure
Kidney
kidney ills.
3, Ann B. Gilmore, widow of the late Robt
teacher, Mrs. Alice Jones of East Palermo.
President Cram of the N. M. S. R. R., ac
Dyer. In Buckspori Center, Lizzie Ella Dver,
W. Gilmore and daughter of the late Alex
Belfast people testify to this.
This lady, although she lived at home and
companied by Mr. J. F. Gerrity of Bangor
aged 31 years, l month, 18 days.
ander and Hannah (Black) Nichols. Sh !
James
62
Union
did
her
own
drove
from
het
St.,
Haney,
Belfast, Me., says:
Decrow. In Jamaica Plain. Mass., February
with Mrs. Danie I
housework,
night
spent
Monday
was the second of seven children and Mrs
Mrs. Israel Decrow, formerly of Camden, Me.
Thompson, sister-in-law of the latter home each day, a distance of 4 miles, and “For a number of years my kidneys caused me a 1, Davis.
Jane McClure is the only one now living
In Dixmont, February 1, Samuel A.
rain or snow or wind, she was on time, great deal of trouble, and the most noticeable
Their business here was
in
connec
She is also survived by a half-sister, Mrs
Davis,
aged 65 yeaas and 1 month.
but
three
roads
tion with
missing
the fixing of
1
land
valua
days when the
of the kidney secretions
Dow.
In
symptomwas
irregularity
Tremont, January 19, Miss Mary A.
Prudence Putnam. Mrs. Gilmore was bon
were impassable....The post office departtions needed by the new railroad_
Dow, aged 48 years, 4 mouths and 11 days.
in Prospect. Oct. 19, 1832, and was conse
ment has posted a notice that on Feb. 14th which were too frequent and often nccompanted
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Pendleton, accom
Gray.
In
Penobscot, January 26, Mrs. Lyndon
1 with a
scalding and burning sensation. Seeing C. Gray, aged,
quently 72 years, 3 mouths and 11 days old
21 years and 10 months.
panied by Mr. and Mrs. George Demutl the post office at this place will be disconShe married April 23, 1850, Robert Gilmore
tinued.... There is a scarcity of water here, Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised I got a box at
Gross. In Stonington. January 19, Mrs. Mary
and daughter, arrived from Thomaston las
by whom she had six children, three o
One farmer has to draw water from a pond Wilson’s drug store and used them as directed. Ann Gross, aged 56 years, 10 months and 19 days.
The remains of Elmer Eames
Saturday
Knowlton. In
whom survive her. Mr. and Mrs. Gilmor
January 30, Sarah
! second son of Mr. Fred Eames, wen about half a mile away for 35 head of ani- They proved to be Just what I required. The A., widow of John Searsmont,
Colby Knowlton, and mother
resided in Searsport until the beginning o
mals each day....The dance at Ramsay’s
brought to our village cemetery for inter
attacked the root of the trouble and of John F. Knowlton of Ellsworth, aged 82 years
remedy
the Civil war, when Mr. Gilmore went ti • ment
ball last Wednesday evening was well atand 6 months.
Monday. Sympathy is extended t<
the front as sutler of the 14th Maine Kegi
tended aud a fine time was reported. Th« strengthened and toned up thejkidneys and thus
the bereaved parents.The ten-week
Keyes. In Orland, January 31, Henry Villas
ment, in which organization he afterwari I term of High school in this village will opei
next dance will be on the evening of Feb. 9. banished all the symptoms that had bothered Keyes, aged 79 years and 19 days.
< me.
enlisted. He died Oct. 14, 1894. Mrs. Gil
Lane. In Deer Isle, January 22, Mrs. Lavinia
I know that Doan’s Kidney Pills can be
Feb. 20th. Mr. J. W. Hamlin will teach
more was a woman of sterling worth, a de
Lane, aged 85 years.
and the superintendent and school boari
I depended on for I have used tbem on more than
A Guaranteed Cure For Piles.
Ladd. In West Brooksville, January 23, Charlie,
voted wife, a loving mother and a tru< !
there
will
be
a
o
general attendance
hope
one occasion since and they have never failed to son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ladd, aged 2
years.
friend. She leaves many friends who syra
all older scholars in town. The opportunit;
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding
Moci.ton. In Rockport, February 1, Charles
me.”
pathize with her sister and daughters ii > is too good to be allowed to go unappreciat
Piles. Druggists refund money if PAZO help
A. Moultou, aged 63 years, 1 month and 22 days.
50 cents. Fostertheir bereavement.
Pond. In Bucksport, Mrs. Mary T. Pond,
OINTMENT fails to cure any case, no mat- j For sale by all dealers. Price
ed by our pupils and parents. Mr. H. is
ter of how long standing, in 6 to 14 days. Mllburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the widow of the late Rev. Enoch Pond, Jr., aged 86
superior instructor in all branches_Thi
years.
First application gives ease aud rest. 50c, United states.
Current Events Club will meet Wednesda;
NORTH StAi.srOl.l ITEMS,
I
Toothaker. In Dlzmont, January 22, Mary
If your druggist hasn’t it send 50c. in 1
aiterm on, Feb. 15th, with Mrs. Henry OvRemember the name—Doan’s—and take no
Simpson, widow of the late w illiam Toothaker,
Mrs. Ellen M. Black is on the sick list.
erlook.
stamps hi.u it will be foiwarded postpaid, other.
aged 88 years, 10 months and 16 days.
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All of our Tailor-Made Hats and

one-

price.

half
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Ready-

Trimmed Hats to be closed at

Best Tomato.

500 Pieces of Art Statuary, consisting
of Busts, Images, Plaques, Heads,
Animals, etc., we are offering at 10
cents each.

Knox Corn.

We have a few 1905

colors,

water

/10c.

Calendars, dene in
art, choice for
thing for a valentine.

Just the

cuit
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etc.

lunch, dessert,

Peas, 10c.,

Delicious goods for
or any time.
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LEGISLATIVE NOTICES.

Groceries, Drugs

&

FISHERIES AND GAME.
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
will give a imlj.ic healing in its room at the State
house in Augusta, Thursday, Feb. 9, at 2 p. m., on
an act to amend section 11 of
chapter 32 of the
Revised Statutes relating to close time on beaver.
3w4
C. C. KINSMAN, Secretary.

I

I”
A

LEGAL AFFAIRS.

i*'i;

CARD OF

—

FERCIVAL F. BAXTER, Secretary.

lw6

■

FINANCIAL affairs.

Hospital.
By order of

and

2wH

the Committee

on

Appropriations

Financial Affairs.
FRANK H. TUPPKB, Secretary.
\

<>•

<#

■

'.A. ►

;lJ1
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G-

THANKS-

We wish to express our
friends and neighbors for th«-»i
shown to us during our recent t
also wish to express our tier

floral offerings.

REASSIGNED. The committee on Appropriations and Financial Affairs will give ,a public
hearing in its room at the state House in Augusta, Tuesday, February 21,1965, at 1.30 r. m.-No.
99—on a resolve in favor of the Waldo County

i1 '•

have

The committee on Legal Affairs will give a
public hearing in its room at the State House, in
Augusta—Re-assignment—Thursday, Feb. 9,1905.
No. 64
An act to incorporate the Stockton
Spring Water Company.
By order of ihe Legal Affairs Committee,

■

Mr.

and

Mrs.

"

"

Belfast, February 8.
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high class magazine. Large on1
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